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Abstract

This thesis examines the revelatory tradition of “Treasures” (gter ma) found in to the Ancient School (Rnying ma) of Tibetan Buddhism. It consists of four parts.

Part I surveys the genre of Treasure literature discussing central historical and literary elements within this tradition. Following an analysis of the historical development of Treasure identification and taxonomy the contested issue of authenticity is addressed. Here Tibetan and Western studies addressing the legitimacy of the Treasures, often viewed as the whole raison d’être of Treasure revelation, are addressed and evaluated. In concluding, an alternative approach to validation of Treasure literature, rooted in the dynamics of the spiritual community, is proposed. Within this proposition the views of the Tibetan philosopher Mi pham rgya mtsho (1846-1912) on Treasure revelation are discussed and presented in translation.

Part II focuses on the life and revelatory activity of the nineteenth century Treasure revealer (gter ston) Mchog gyur bde chen gling pa (1829-1870). First, an introduction to biographical sources for Mchog gyur gling pa is provided followed by a detailed survey of the historical circumstances for his Treasure revelations as well as their content.

To illustrate central genres of Treasure literature Part III presents three translations of texts from the Treasure tradition of Mchog gyur gling pa; each of which represents a distinct genre of Treasure literature: the fundamental tantra (rtsa rgyud) spoken by a buddha; the meditation ritual (las byang) adapted from the tantra to suit the
ordinary practitioner; and the instruction (khrid) by a representative of the tradition outlining the practical application of the ritual.

Finally, part IV provides new editions of all Tibetan texts presented in translation.
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Part I: Discoveries from the Timeless Realm - The Tibetan Treasure Tradition
Introduction

In the Ancient School (Rnying ma) of Tibetan Buddhism we find a transmission of Buddhist teaching known as the "Treasure tradition" (*gter lugs*), a religious system that only in recent years has come to the attention of the modern academy.¹ This tradition has witnessed a significant increase in works on this tradition. The first major study in English was Dargyay 1979 who researched the rise and development of the Ancient School based on late nineteenth and twentieth century Tibetan historical surveys (‘Jam mgon 1976b; Bdud ’joms 1996, transl. Dudjom 1991). Gyatso has been the most prolific writer on the Treasure tradition and has published a series of books and articles on a wide range of historical and hermeneutical topics related to the Treasures (1981; 1986; 1992; 1993; 1994; 1996; 1998; 1999; 2000; n.d.). Thondup has translated a recent survey of the Treasures by Rdo grub chen bstan pa’i nyi ma (1865-1926) (1986), contributed his own findings regarding transmission and authenticity (1990), and written on the spiritual tradition stemming from the master ‘Jigs med gling pa (1729-1798) (1996). This tradition has also been studied by Goodman on several occasions (1983; 1992). Other recent major contributions are Aris 1989 (a critical study of the Treasure revealer Padma gling pa (1450-1521)); Schwieger 1990 (a study of the Rin chen gter mdzad Treasure collection); Mayer 1996: 70-90 (describing the Indian philosophical background for the Tibetan Treasure system); Germano 1998 (an anthropological study of contemporary Treasure revelation in Tibet); Kapstein 2000 (a discussion of authenticity regarding the Treasures); and Martin 2001 (a study of bon Treasures with much relevance for the Buddhist Treasure tradition). See also Doctor 2002 for a catalogue of the revelations of Mchog gyur gling pa. In addition to these sources, several translations of Treasure literature have been published (e.g. Douglas 1978; Schmidt 1989; Tsogyal 1999). For lists of major Tibetan surveys on the Treasure tradition see Gyatso 1994: 284, no. 10; and 1996: 161, no. 2. It should be noted that the Tibetan bon religion likewise contains a transmission of Treasure that in many ways is similar to the Treasure revelations of the Ancient School. This study, however, focuses exclusively on this latter system. For an excellent survey of the bon Treasure system see Martin 2001.

¹ Although the Treasure tradition for long was of marginal interest to Western scholars the last two decades
propagates the reverence of religious material known as "Treasure" (gter ma), blessed words and objects, that, it is claimed, originate in the enlightened intent of buddhas and bodhisattvas. On a broader map, the Treasures belong to a tripartite system of scriptural and oral transmission defined by the Ancient School as the “three great transmissions” (babs so chen po gsum) consisting of the “long lineage of Transmitted Precepts” (ring brgyud bka’ ma), the “short lineage of Treasure” (nye brgyud gter ma), and the “profound Pure Vision Teachings” (zab mo dag snang).² According to the Ancient School, the Treasures are most often spiritual instructions concealed by enlightened beings for the purpose of discovery at a later predestined time when their message will invigorate the Buddhist teaching and deepen spiritual understanding.³ Central to this process is the figure of the Treasure revealer (gter ston) - the person who acts as a medium for the re-emergence of this inspired material into the human world.⁴

² The borders between these three systems are often fluid. For example, 'Jam mgon kong sprul 1976: 650 explains that several of Mchog gyur gling pa’s (1829-1870) Treasures are better considered Transmitted Precepts due to the nature of their content. See also Gyatso 1992: 98; Chokling 2001: 6, 9.

³ Although the Treasures predominantly consist of spiritual teachings a wide variety of other kinds of Treasure exist, such as various ritual objects, precious stones, gold etc. This manifold nature of the Treasures will be returned to below. See also Gyatso 1994; 1998: 161, no. 1.

⁴ The richest source for biographical information on the Treasure revealers is ‘Jam mgon kong sprul’s vast hagiographical survey of the main actors in the Treasure tradition covering the majority of important Treasure revealers from the tenth to the nineteenth century (‘Jam mgon 1976b). The most comprehensive biographical study of Treasure revealers available in English is Dudjom 1991 listing biographical data of several important Treasure revealers. Other studies in English discuss the following revealers: Thang stong rgyal po (1361-1485) (Gyatso 1981); ‘Jigs med gling pa (Gyatso 1998); Padma gling pa (Harding 2003; Aris 1989); and Mchog gyur gling pa (Tobgyal 1988).
century and continuing up to the present, the Ancient School identifies a large number of Treasure revealers and grants authoritative status to their discoveries.\(^5\) The idea that religious truth lies concealed within the world of phenomena awaiting discovery by spiritually gifted people is by no means a concept exclusive to the Ancient School nor Tibetan Buddhism as a whole. Throughout Buddhist literature there are numerous descriptions of teachings being inherently present in the phenomenal world ready to be perceived by individuals in possession of inspired consciousness. Accordingly, spiritual revelations have surfaced on numerous occasions throughout the course of Buddhist history.\(^6\) Where the Ancient School is unique, at least in the Tibetan context, is therefore not in its acceptance of revealed truth but rather in its institutionalization of such spiritual discovery and its ability to maintain a continued revelatory output.\(^7\) Considering the fluidity of the Buddhist canons in India and the central role of scriptural production and revelation in the religious life of medieval Indian Buddhism where the Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna traditions continuously accommodated, accepted, and authenticated inspired revelation as the genuine voice of the buddha(s) (Davidson 1990; 2002a), it is paradoxical that the Tibetans, in their attempt to adopt and preserve the Indian Buddhist traditions, would abandon this approach to revelation and give rise to an essentially non-

---

\(^5\) Most traditional accounts date Sangs rgyas bla ma (considered the first revealer) to the eleventh century. Prats 1979: 256 places him in the late tenth century but his dates remain uncertain (Schwieger 1990: XXIX, no. 14).

\(^6\) Commentaries on the Treasure tradition have often pointed to this fact in reply to criticism. See also Gyatso 1994: 277; Mayer 1996: 75-82; and Kapstein 2000.

\(^7\) To this day the Treasure tradition continues to reveal religious matter. For accounts of such contemporary Treasure revealers see Germano 1998 and Hanna 1994.
Mahāyānic notion of a closed canon.⁸ Still, based on this concept the Treasure tradition has, since its early days, found itself at the center of disputes of authenticity, defending the validity of its scriptures against the criticism of skeptics. We shall return to this discussion below but first some basic philosophical and taxonomical designations of the Treasure system and their implications on the hermeneutics of validation must be addressed. The Treasure tradition is vast and intricate in terms of both historical and literary development and many features still await a thorough study. The present work seeks to address merely a few of these elements. First the complexity of clearly defining the Treasures will be analyzed followed by a discussion of the major themes involved in the polemical literature on Treasure revelation. Here it will be argued that important aspects of Treasure hermeneutics previously have been ignored resulting in a predominantly stagnant and unimaginative eristical dialogue. Finally, an alternative means of Treasure validation, based on the religious intuition of a devotional community, will be proposed. It will be argued that this approach can be found, albeit in somewhat embryonic form, in a writing of the famed scholar of the Ancient School Mi pham rgya mtsho (1846-1912). Finally, to highlight this important work, a complete translation of Mi pham’s text will be presented. First, however, let us turn to the delicate task of defining the Treasures.

⁸ For an insightful study of this development see Davidson 2002a who suggests that the Tibetan attempt to establish a closed canon was a product of Chinese influence.
Defining Treasures

Although there are numerous systems of Treasure classification according to content, nature, manner of concealment etc., the Tibetan Treasures all share the claim that they were concealed during the golden ages of the G.yar lung dynasty (seventh to ninth centuries C.E.) by enlightened Buddhist masters who considered the needs and inclinations of future followers. During this period Buddhism entered Tibet and became the state religion through the sponsorship of the so-called ‘religious kings’ (chos rgyal) who embraced Buddhism and supported its spread. This was also a time when Tibet enjoyed considerable prosperity and political fortune on the international scene. At the height of its glory, during the reign of the king Srong btsan sgam po (re. 618-641; d. 649), the Tibetan empire had expanded greatly and traced its southern border along the Ganges river in the Indian plains. To the east large parts of China had been conquered and Tibet had emerged as one of the dominant powers of the region. It is therefore understandable that a number of Tibetan historians later would look to this period as the epitome of Tibetan greatness -- political as well as religious. As Tibet converted to

---

9 In general this period of Tibetan history is obscure. Traditional Tibetan accounts of this period are in large part founded on later Treasure scriptures (e.g. Nyang ral 1976; U rgyan gling pa 1996; transl. Tsogyal 1999; Douglas 1978). However, these accounts are religious epics rather than historical annals and their value as historical testimony is limited. This has prompted modern historians to challenge some of the claims made in these epics and the subsequent annals founded on this material in a number of areas such as the role of the Indian master Padmasambhava (Wangdu 2000; Germano 2002), the influence of Chinese Buddhism during this period (Dargyay 1979; Lai 1983; Kapstein 2000), and the reign of the Tibetan king Glang dar ma (Martin 2001) to name a few.

10 For example dPa’ bo 1986 and Bdu’ choms 1967. For an earlier, alternative account see Wangdu 2000.
Buddhism, a considerable part of the wealth acquired from victory in warfare was reinvested into the task of propagating Buddhist thought and culture. The later legends that arose from the revealed Treasure literature focus on the Indian esoteric master Padmasambhava (eighth/ninth century C.E.) and his role in the conversion process. In these texts we are told that, having been invited to Tibet in order to pacify demonic obstacles in the construction of Bsam yas, Tibet's first monastery, Padmasambhava stayed on and assumed the leading role in transmitting the tantric tradition to Tibet.\footnote{The two primary Treasure hagiographies of Padmasambhava are the \textit{Padma bka’ thang} (U rgyan 1996, transl. Douglas 1978) revealed by U rgyan gling pa (1323 -?) and the \textit{Guru'i rnam thar zangs gling ma} revealed by Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer (1124-1192) (Nyang ral 1976, transl. Tsogyal 1999). Tsogyal 1999 contains a bibliography of Padmasambhava hagiographies prepared by Erik Schmidt. See also Blondeau 1980. Treasure literature speaks of the concealment of large numbers of hagiographies on Padmasambhava, such as ten thousand nine hundred mentioned in the \textit{Padma bka’ thang} (Blondeau 1980: 45), or nineteen hundred, mentioned by the fifteenth Karma pa Mkha’ khyab rdo rje (1871-1922) (Mkha’ khyab 1981b: 330).} Although later Tibetan accounts attribute Padmasambhava with a central and all-important role in the conversion of Tibet, little historical data exists to verify these claims.\footnote{The lack of historical data from this period makes it difficult to determine the actual impact of Padmasambhava. As Dargyay 1979: 31-59 points out there are no historical sources that verify later Tibetan accounts of the all-important role of Padmasambhava in the conversion of Tibet, particularly with regard to his role in the transmission of the Great Perfection teachings (\textit{rdzogs chen}). However, since the discovery of a Dun Huang scripture mentioning Padmasambhava by name, his presence in Tibet is no longer doubted (Bischoff 1971; Mayer 1994). See also Germano 2002; Wangdu 2000.} At any rate, over time, the followers of the Ancient School reveal a vast amount of Treasure texts centering on the role of Padmasambhava whereby his status and
importance retro-actively becomes embedded in a narrative that obtains a significant role within the devotional community of the Ancient School. In this literature Padmasambhava is described as the main author and concealer of the Treasures. It is recounted how he taught a small group of students at the court of the Tibetan king Khri srong lde’u btsan (ca. 740-798), subsequently concealed a great number of these teachings, and prophetically declared that they would be discovered in the future by reincarnations of these very students. The future Treasure revealers would then propagate Padmasambhava’s teachings to audiences whose karmic needs and propensities would call for such instructions. In addition to this soteriological purpose, the nature of the Treasures, on a more mundane level, also appeal to a basic human fondness for novelty which undoubtedly contributed to their success and popularity with the followers of the Ancient School. Still, while the Treasures appeal in their recency, they ironically also possess a concomitant attraction to Tibetans by linking the present “dark age” to the celebrated past where Buddhism was introduced and the empire was at its peak.\(^\text{14}\)

\(^\text{13}\) He is, however, not the only master attributed with concealment of Treasures. Gyatso 1993: 98 (citing Dpa’ bo gtsug lag ‘phreng ba 1986) presents the following list: Ye shes tsho rgyal, Khri srong lde btsan, Mu tig btsan po, Snubs nam mkha’ snying po, Snyags jāñnakumāra, Vairocana, Sna nam Bbud ‘joms, and Snubs sangs rgyas ye shes. Ratna gling pa 1977: 54 presents a list that additionally includes: Vimalamitra, Sangs rgyas ye shes, rGyal ba mchog dbyangs, ‘Brog mi dpal gyi ye shes, Glang dpal seng, and Nyang ting ‘dzin bzang po. In addition, ‘Jam mgon kong sprul describes the Bka’ brgyud master Sgam po pa bsod nams rin chen (1079-1153) and his student Skyes bu ye shes rdo rje (twelfth century) concealing Treasures that later were revealed by Dung mtsho ras pa the elder (twelfth/thirteenth century) (‘Jam mgon 1976, vol. 1: 515.6).

\(^\text{14}\) For a discussion of this point see Gyatso 1986; 1993.
As Treasure revelation in Tibet dates back approximately one thousand years it is not surprising to observe significant changes to the tradition over this period. Recently, a series of influential western studies have focused on the works of late Tibetan exegetics, such as 'Jam mgon kong sprul (1976b), Rdo grub chen bstan pa'i nyi ma (1975), and Bbud 'joms ye shes rdo rje (1996), who view the tradition through the syncretic lenses of posterity where historical developments on occasion are left out in consideration of clarity and eclecticism.\textsuperscript{15} Due to the prominent position in contemporary Tibetan religious circles occupied by these late exemplars of Treasure ideology they have at times become portrayed as normative for the Treasure tradition at large or, when discrepancies are found, as authoritative.\textsuperscript{16} Although the validity of this methodological choice can be argued in reference to the influence of these works on contemporary Tibetan religion there are a number of historical details to be discovered only outside of these later sources.\textsuperscript{17}

The transmission of the Treasures is traditionally described in terms of six events, or stages, whereby the teaching moves from its original formulator in a dharmakāya realm to the devotee in the present. Among these six stages, the three primary events are the well-known transmissions of tantric material according to the teachings of the Ancient School, namely, 1) “the realization lineage of the conqueror” (rgyal ba'i dgongs

\textsuperscript{15} Studies drawing on these sources are Dargyay 1979; Gyatso 1986; 1993; Thondup 1986.


\textsuperscript{17} The decisions to include and omit material in the recent works do of course also reflect the particular positions and religious affiliations of their authors. Thus, to name just one example, we find the well-
brgyud), 2) “the symbolic lineage of the vidyādharas” (rig 'dzin brda brgyud), and 3) “the hearing lineage of ordinary people” (gang zag snyan khung du brgyud). The remaining three transmissions, specific to Treasure revelation, are 1) “empowerment by aspiration” (smon lam dbang bskur), 2) “prediction of the transmission” (bka' babs lung bstan), and 3) entrustment to the dākinīs (mkha' 'gro gtag rgya). According to Klong chen pa (1992b: 16.5-121.2), these three events unfold within the symbolic lineage of the vidyādharas. During these stages Padmasambhava first teaches a suitable student and ensures that his or her understanding is authentic and genuine. After the student has properly received the teaching, Padmasambhava utters a prophecy concerning the future circumstances for the revelation and finally conceals the teaching and entrusts the dākinīs to guard it until the time has come for revelation. From a tantric perspective there is nothing particularly unusual per se in this transmission of the Treasures and, in comparison to other origin claims for the tantric literary corpus, they might even come

known Treasure revealers Nyi ma Grags pa (1647-1710) excluded from Kong sprul’s list of Treasure revealers, a fact that later led to much controversy (see Blondeau 1988; Martin 2001: 138-140).

18 On these three lineages see Gyatso 1993: 113-115. Note, however, my reservations on her subsequent placement of the following three Treasure specific transmissions (see below).

19 In Klong chen pa’s writings this transmission is termed “the lineage of compassionate blessing” (thugs rje byin rlabs kyi brgyud pa). See e.g. Klong chen pa, undated: 447.

20 On these see Thondup 1986: 63-66, 104-109.

21 Bdud 'joms 1996 and Rdo grub chen 1975 do not specify at what point these latter events unfold in relation to the three general transmissions. Note that Gyatso on several occasions (1986: 15-16; 1993: 114-115) places these three events within the hearing lineage of ordinary people although her sources for this placement are not mentioned. See also Thondup 1986: 105-109 for alternative discussions of the transmissions of the Treasures.
across as rather ordinary and uneventful.\textsuperscript{22} The purpose for recounting the transmission of the Treasures in such detail is primarily to engender confidence in the practitioners of the Ancient School that their religious literature is authentically rooted but curiously this does not entail a firm positioning of the Treasures within a historical framework. Rather the Treasures refer their entire lineage back to the essentially a-historical settings of a dharmakāya buddha and the ensuing symbolic transmissions in India and Tibet. As we shall see, it is in large part these a-historical accounts of the Treasures’ origin and transmission that enable the Ancient School to claim that Treasure revelation is a central and fundamental Buddhist activity.

Throughout the millennium or so that the Treasure tradition flourished in Tibet various idiosyncratic systems of Treasure taxonomy developed. The many classificatory systems of the Treasures are still awaiting a detailed study and here we shall merely look at a few influential classifications, selected for their philosophical variety as well as their historical representation of several centuries of Treasure revelation. In doing so, rather than establishing definitive categorizations, we shall merely attempt to highlight the multifarious and highly complex nature of the Treasures so as to provide a more well-informed basis for evaluating the related disputatious literature. The classifications we shall look at here are developed in the writings of the masters Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer, Guru chos kyi dbang phyug (1212-1270), U rgyan gling pa, Klong chen pa ‘dri med ‘od zer (1308-1363), Ratna gling pa dpal bzang po (1403-78), and, finally, ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul blo gros mtha’ yas. As the systematization presented by Kong sprul is the most influential now-a-days, we shall begin with a brief look at his classifications and then

\textsuperscript{22} See Newman 1985: 52 for historical claims made in the Kālacakra literature.
proceed to a chronological treatment of the remaining formulators. This in turn will highlight the historical differences found in early and later Treasure literature. Furthermore, since the classifications of Kong sprul form the structure for the classical presentations of the Treasure revealer Mchog gyur gling pa’s revelations we shall adopt this schema as our starting point as it remains of particular relevance to our present study.

According to ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul’s hagiographical survey of the Treasure tradition, *The Precious Lapis Lazuli Rosary that Briefly Presents the Emergence of the Profound Treasures and the Accomplished Treasure Revealers*, there are two main types of Treasure: 1) Earth Treasure (*sa gter*) and 2) Mind Treasure (*dgongs gter*). This division actually dates back well beyond the thinkers of the ecumenical (*ris med*) tradition that Kong sprul represented but precisely how far back is uncertain. In any case, based on this basic two-fold division of the Treasures, *The Rosary* presents a four-fold sub-classification of the Treasures developed around the revelatory activity of Kong sprul’s colleagues ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po (1820-1892) and Mchog gyur bde chen gling pa. According to this system, the earth Treasures are further divided into “actual earth Treasures” (*sa gter ngos*) and “rediscovered Treasures” (*yang gter*) while mind Treasures consist of “actual mind Treasures” (*dgongs gter ngos*) and “recollected Treasures” (*rjes dran gter*). The basic division of earth and mind Treasures forms the primary structure for *The Rosary* while the remaining sub-categories are encountered throughout Kong sprul’s work as he discusses the revelations of individual figures, in particular those of Mkhyen brtse and Mchog gling. Following Kong sprul, this system

---

23 *Zab mo’i gter dang gter ston grub thob ji litar byon pa’i lo rgyus mdor bsdus bkod pa rin chen vaidūrya’i phreng ba.* ‘Jam mgon 1976b (Abbr. *The Rosary*).
was later adopted by subsequent scholars in their treatment of the Treasure literature (e.g. Dkon mchog 1982: 179-260; Dudjom 1991: 845-846). Earth Treasures are revealed in dependence on a physical locality and constitute the only kind of Treasure that is not exclusively transmitted in and revealed from the mental realm. As the name indicates, this kind of Treasure is hidden in the ground, a rock or another physical location. It may be actual texts but can also consist of religious objects such as vajras, kīlas, or buddha statues, sub-classified as “material Treasures” (rdzas gter), as well as jewels and precious metals, designated “wealth Treasures” (nor gter). Rediscovered Treasures are teachings that previously were revealed but, as the conditions for successful revelation were not met, have been re-concealed for discovery at a later time. Mind Treasures are revealed purely from the mind of the Treasure revealer where Padmasambhava is claimed to have originally concealed them. Recollected Treasures are remembrances from a former life. The Treasure revealer will recollect his past existence as a spiritual teacher and propagate his earlier teachings once again. The purpose of this form of revelation is to revive past

---

24 For an example of Kong sprul’s use of the categories mentioned here see his hagiography of Mchog gyur gling pa (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 643-658). Note that the categories of material Treasure and wealth Treasure are early developments that persist throughout the tradition. It should also be noted that scriptural Earth Treasures only rarely consist of actual longer texts. Instead they are small scriptural fragments, so-called “yellow scrolls” (shog gser), containing symbols that provoke a memory of Padmasambhava’s teaching which is then put into writing. This is especially true for later revelations where claims to discovery of actual ancient original manuscripts, besides the yellow scrolls, are practically non-existent. Note the commentary of Tulku Urgyen, a recent master within the Treasure tradition: “In fact, each of the sign script characters expand in size to be as large as a whole valley and all the writings appear within that and can then be copied down. One simply copies it down as it is seen but if one makes a mistake, either omitting or duplicating a word, then the script remains in mid-air until one corrects the mistake.” (Urgyen 1995: 39).
teachings that have been lost or whose spiritual lineage has been interrupted. This particular form of Treasure is predominantly associated with the revelations of Mkhyan brtse’i dbang po who, as Kong sprul mentions time and again throughout *The Rosary*, revived the spiritual transmission of many Treasure lineages in this way.

Although our picture of the historical developments of Treasure codification still remains murky it is evident that the above classification, which is structured on the mode of revelation, was unknown during the early centuries of Treasure revelation when the Treasures instead were classified based on their religious content. Thus, in a twelfth century Treasure hagiography of Padmasambhava, revealed by Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer, we find the Treasures divided into “dharma Treasures” (*chos gter*) and “wealth Treasures” (*nor gter*).25 This text is, to my knowledge, the first Treasure to use the term *thugs gter* - a name, which later becomes part of the standard vocabulary of the Ancient School.26 Even though this term appears similar to the *dgongs gter* discussed by Kong sprul (both could be translated “mind Treasure”) the meaning of *thugs gter* is quite different. While *dgongs gter* refers to a Treasure concealed in and revealed from the Treasure revealers mind, *thugs gter* simply refers to a precious teaching originally formulated in the mind (*thugs*) of a buddha or realized master. Alternatively, another less common meaning of *thugs gter* is a material Treasure that represents the mind of the buddhas (such as a *vajra* or a *stūpa*). Both of these two meanings of *thugs gter* are repeatedly confirmed in Guru chos dbang’s *Great Treasure Chronicle* (*Gter ‘byung chen*

---

25 Nyang ral 1976: 138. As we have just witnessed above in Kong sprul’s work, the latter category became an enduring classification. The former has many early occurrences even in Indic *sūtra* literature.

26 The occurrences of *thugs gter* are found in Nyang ral 1976: 135.3; 136.5; 148.2.
mo), which, being composed in the thirteenth century, is the earliest known detailed
treatise on the Treasure tradition. In understanding thugs gter contextual awareness is
therefore required and in any case its semantic equivalence to dgongs gter must be
doubted. Chos dbang makes use of four main categories to define the Treasures; the first
being “ordinary material Treasures” (thun mong rdzas kyi gter). This grouping contains
the sub-divisions of “supreme material Treasures” (mchog gi rdzas gter) covering
Buddhist ritual substances such as skull cups and the flesh of humans who have had
seven consecutive Brahmin births, “special material Treasures” (khyad par gyi rdzas
ghter), referring to jewels, and lastly, “ordinary material Treasures” (thun mong gi rdzas
gter), such as valleys, water, cement, and magic tricks. Then follows “especially
purposeful Treasures” (khyad par yon tan gter) again subdivided into the categories of
“Treasures of truthful speech of emanated bon” (bon ’phrul ngag bden pa’i gter),
“astrological Treasures” (rtsis kyi gter), “medicinal Treasures” (sman gyi gter),
“handicraft Treasures” (gzo’i gter), and “magic Treasures” (’phrul gyi gter) (82.6-87.5).
Third is the category of “supreme Treasures of body, speech and mind” (mchog gyur sku
gsung thugs kyi gter). “Body” refers to the physical appearance (revelation) of a buddha

27 Guruchos dbang1979. See especially 89.2-5; 98.2-99.1. See also Gyatso 1994.
28 This flesh is considered precious because of its ability to confer buddhahood upon consumption (Ratnagling pa 1977: 68.3).
29 Guruchos dbang1979: 81.5-82.6. See also Gyatso 1994 where many of these types of Treasure are
discussed. Since Gyatso mostly omits the sub-categories to which they belong Chos dbang’s classifications
can appear more diffuse and obscure than necessary. I therefore list the various Treasure classifications
here providing their respective sub-genres.
30 Gyatso has discussed Chos dbang’s categorization of bon gter (1994: 280-283).
as he manifests in the world, self-manifested representations of enlightened form, as well
as representations made by humans. “Speech” refers essentially to the entire Buddhist
teaching while “mind” includes physical representations of buddha mind such as stūpas
and vajras (87.5-96.6). The last main category is the “definitive Treasure of suchness”
(de kho na nyid nges pa'i gter) which represents the realization of all the buddhas. This
realization is said to be self-secret and is considered a Treasure because it is concealed
from the general perception of sentient beings (96.5-97.4). Fundamentally, in his
presentation of these categories, Chos dbang argues that Treasures are not only religious
texts and artifacts hidden in dynastic period Tibet by Padmasambhava and his students
but should be understood in broader terms - as the complete Buddhist textual corpus and,
on an even larger scale, indeed the entire world. In support of his definitions Chos dbang
quotes the Rnam rol mdo, which states that, just as the four elements appear from the
Treasure of space, so all Buddhist teachings appear from the Treasure of the Buddha’s
mind (Guru chos dbang 1979: 82). This last observation demonstrates an important
affirmation of the fundamental tantric notion of “pure perception” (dag snang) and
constitutes a clear positioning of the phenomenon of Treasure revelation within the
general tantric Vajrayāna tradition. As a definition of the kind of Treasures that Chos
dbang and his Tibetan Treasure tradition commonly would come to reveal it is of course
very broad. Perhaps its most significant purpose is therefore not so much to provide a
precise phenomenological study of Tibetan Treasure revelation but rather to form a
philosophical connection between the Treasures and the nondescript dharmakāya reality
from which, according to Mahāyāna Buddhists, purposeful activity ceaselessly manifests
in any conceivable form. This is, however, no insignificant observation and one which
Tibetan Treasure analysts over the centuries found important to repeatedly return to as the classifications of Chos dbang were adopted by some of the most influential commentators of the Ancient School.\textsuperscript{31}

Regarding *dgongs gter*, the earliest occurrences appear to stem from the fourteenth century works of Klong chen pa (1308-1363), in particular in his *Innermost Quintessence of the Ḍākinī* (*Mkha ‘gro yang thig*) (Klong chen pa 1992a) as well as Urgyan gling pa’s *Chronicle of Padmasambhava* (*Padma bka’ thang*) (Urgyan gling pa 1996). In the *Chronicle of Padmasambhava* the term, however, occurs only twice and even so among a plethora of other general Treasure categories (555-556). In this text there are four main Treasure categories: “ancestral Treasures” (*mes gter*), “filial Treasures” (*sras gter*), “magistral Treasures” (*dpon gter*), and “essential Treasures” (*yang gter*), each containing eighteen different kinds of Treasure (each one again subdivided eighteen times!) (548). Unfortunately, these terms are not further defined in the *Chronicle of Padmasambhava* and their meaning is elusive. Noteworthy is the term *yang gter* that I here translate as “essential Treasure.” It is the same term that is used by Kong sprul, where it is best rendered “rediscovered Treasure,” but in the early sources the meaning of “rediscovered” appears absent and the term seems to refer to an “essential” or “particular” Treasure.\textsuperscript{32} *Dgongs gter*, however, is certainly not a prominent category. In

\textsuperscript{31} In particular, Ratna gling pa and ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul. Ratna gling pa 1977 mirrors many of the same broad categories found in Chos dbang’s treatise (see below) while Kong sprul twice echoes Guru chos dbang’s claim that the entire buddhadharma is to be understood as Treasure (1976b: 300.1; 684.2).

\textsuperscript{32} Cf. Klong chen pa’s use of the term in reference to the entire collection of religious Treasures concealed in Tibet by Padmasambhava (Klong chen pa 1992b: 117.5). I believe the significance of the Tibetan term
the writings of Klong chen pa, on the other hand, the term is much more common although its use, in referring to the *Innermost Quintessence of the Ḍākinī* that Klong chen pa clearly presents as stemming from his own pen, indicates a different understanding from what is expressed by later scholars, such as Kong sprul and Rdo grub chen, for whom a *dgongs gter* is utterly isolated from any potential interpolation by the Treasure revealer. To Klong chen pa, however, a *dgongs gter* is influenced by the revealer to a much greater degree than what is acknowledged in these later discussions. A possible explanation for Klong chen pa’s attribution of his own works to the category of Treasure is found in the writings of Bdud ‘jom who explains that the *Innermost Quintessence of the Ḍākinī* was dictated directly to Klong chen pa by Padmasambhava, Ye shes mtsho rgyal and the protector G.yu sgron ma (Dudjom 1991: 585-586), which implicates Padmasambhava as the actual source of Klong chen pa’s writings (although, arguably, one would expect this to situate the *Innermost Quintessence of the Ḍākinī* within the lineage of pure vision (*dag snang*) rather than the lineage of the Treasures). Another, and perhaps more plausible, explanation for Klong chen pa’s use of *dgongs gter* would be that during the fourteenth century the semantic meaning of this term was identical, or closely related to, the similar term *thugs gter* (i.e. a precious teaching) and that only later did a real distinction develop between these two. In that case, the attribution of the *Innermost Quintessence of the Ḍākinī* as simply a precious teaching would make perfect sense. Still, as long as this period of Treasure history has not been thoroughly researched

---

*yang* (here translated ‘essential’) is meant to distinguish the specific religious Treasures from other more mundane Treasures. Still, this topic deserves a more thorough investigation.

33 Thanks to David Germano for pointing this out to me.
we must of course be careful not to rush to conclusions. We can note, however, that Kong sprul also displays some ambiguity towards the classification of Klong chen pa’s Treasures by listing him both as a revealer of earth Treasures (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 423.3-428.4) as well as mind Treasures (690.4-6). The classification as revealer of earth Treasures is based on Klong chen pa reportedly receiving the *Heart Quintessence of the Đākinī* (*Mkha’gro snying thig*) “in actuality” from the Đākinī Shan pa srog grub ma (426.5) even though these texts had already been previously revealed by a certain Rin chen tshul khrims rdo rje (thirteenth century). Klong chen pa’s mind Treasure revelation is the *Innermost Quintessence of the Đākinī* just described. Interestingly, although Kong sprul states that Klong chen pa’s mind Treasures were “established in the form of treatises”34 (indicating that their Treasure identity might not be readily apparent to the ordinary person) he simultaneously hails Klong chen pa as the king of all revealers of mind Treasure.35 Still, such seeming paradoxes apparently never posed any significant trouble for the followers of the Ancient School who appear to have been comfortably settled in their belief that the manifestations of enlightened wisdom ultimately defy mundane conceptual structures whereby schemas and classifications become imbued with an elasticity that allows for the harmonious union of otherwise seemingly contrasting classificatory notions. Finally, we should note that Klong chen pa appears to be the first Treasure commentator to identify the Treasures with the classical five-fold division of body (*sku*), speech (*gsung*), mind (*thugs*), qualities (*yon tan*), and activity (*phrin las*) thus

34 “Dgongs gter bstan bcos kyi tshul du... gtan la phab” (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 426.6).

35 Identifying Klong chen pa’s position in the Treasure hierarchy is further complicated by his absence from a list, composed by Ratna gling pa in the fifteenth century, naming the twenty four most influential Treasure revealers up to Ratna gling pa’s time (Ratna gling pa 1977: 55.2-58.4).
further contributing to the taxonomic richness of Treasure hermeneutics (Klong chen pa 1992b: 117.5-119.2).

In the century following Klong chen pa we find an influential Treasure study, lauded by ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul as one of the most significant authorities on the defense of the Treasures. The text in question is the Great Treasure Chronicle - The Illuminating Lamp (Gter ‘byung chen mo gsal ba’i sgron me, abbr. The Lamp) by Ratna gling pa dpal bzang po (1403-1479). Like Guru chos dbang before him, Ratna gling pa claims to have a two-fold purpose for composing his treatise; one being a wish to elucidate the philosophy of Treasure interpretation as construed by the Ancient School and the other to counter the continuing criticism raised against the Treasures by outside skeptics. Having explained at length on the nature of the Treasures Ratna gling pa remarks:

“Although all these instructions [that I have given here]... individually have elucidated general, specific, and particular categories [of the Treasures], in reality, the Transmitted Precepts (bka’ ma) and the Treasures are described as an indivisible unity. [Nevertheless], I have presented them here so that those who possess the eye of wisdom and have valid, honest minds may feel confidence and become uplifted. For those who are linked [to the Treasures] through past aspirations and positive karmic residue and today feel interest in the Treasures, follow them, practice them genuinely, and are able to gain accomplishment, [this treatise has been taught] to increase their experience of joy and inspiration,

---

to give rise to limitless devotion and conviction through certainty and to engender [qualities] such as renunciation and diligence. Even so, I have also explained extensively in order to defeat those sectarian intellectuals who lack vast learning, understanding, and reasoning; who are destitute with respect to renunciation, pure perception, and wisdom; who lack real understanding though knowing the names of a few categories; who pretend to be learned while deluded by ignorance; and who do not benefit themselves by training and meditation nor help others through teaching and exposition.”

Later, we shall return to the gentlemen for whom this latter part was intended. First, however, let us consider the divisional elements in Ratna gling pa’s Treasure taxonomy. The Lamp is divided into five main chapters that explain 1) that all the teachings of the Buddha are Treasures (3.1-42.6); 2) how the classical Buddhist teachings of India were all revealed as Treasure (42.6-53.2); 3) the way the Treasures were revealed.

---

37 “De ltar... rnam grangs phyi nang bye brag so sor phye ste bstan pa ‘di rnam kyang/ don bka’ gter zung jug dbyar med du bstan pa dang/ shes rab kyi spyan dan ldan pa dang/ blo tshad ma gzu bor gnas pa rnam yid ches shing dang b ‘dren pa dang / sngon nas smon lam dang las ‘phro dkar ba’i ‘brel pas deng sang gter la mos shing rjes su ‘jug pa tshul bzhin nyams su len cing bsgrub par nus pa rnam dga’ spro’i nyams ’phel zhin/ tshad med kyi mos gus skye ba dang/ nges shes kyis thag chod dang nges ‘byung brtson ’grus la sogs skye ba’i phyir bkod pa yin cing/ yang riog ge ba phyogs ‘dzin can/ thos rgya dang go ba rik pa gsum gyis dbul ba/ nges ‘byung dang/ dag snang shes rab gsum gyis bkren pa/ tha snyad kyi tshid ‘ga’ re shes kyang/ don gyi go ba rdug pa/ ma rig rmonds bzhin du mkhas par rlom pa/ bslabs shing bsgom pas rang la ma phan pa/ bshad cing bstan pas gzhon la ma phan pa rnam tshar bcad pa’i phyir rgyas par bstan pa yin” (Ratna gling pa 1977: 73.6-74.6).
in Tibet (53.2-75.1); 4) the way Ratna gling pa’s individual Treasures were revealed (75.1-203.3); and, finally, 5) apologetic arguments in favor of Treasure revelation (203.3-238.5). The primary discussion of Treasure definitions is found in chapters one to three. Even though the inspiration of Guru chos dbang’s *Great Treasure Chronicle* is felt throughout these first chapters there are notable differences in the topical structure and areas of focus of Chos dbang and Ratna gling pa. A significant distinction is that, while Chos dbang devotes the majority of his treatise to the task of defining the Treasures, Ratna gling pa focuses primarily on the process of concealment and revelation leaving the explanation of Treasure identity as a secondary theme that only occasionally surfaces throughout his larger transmission account. As Ratna gling pa covers the nature of the Treasures he adheres predominantly to the categories defined by Chos dbang centuries earlier, such as those of body, speech and mind (statues, teachings, and stūpas), as well as Treasures of astrology, medicine and handicraft (notably, no mention of *bon*). However, Ratna gling pa also provides his own individual touch as he renames Chos dbang’s four primary Treasure divisions with terminology of his own. Thus, according to Ratna gling pa, we find a Treasure category termed “outer variegated Treasures” (*phyi sna tshogs pa ’i gter*) referring to the elements, valleys, wealth etc. Next are the “inner Treasures bestowing eminence” (*nang mchog stsol ba ’i gter*) comprising the specifically Buddhist Treasures of body, speech and mind. Third are the “secret, naturally appearing, naturally concealed, and naturally realized Treasures” (*gsang ba rang byung rang gab rang rtogs pa ’i gter*). This category is not further defined by Ratna gling pa but we may reasonably assume that it refers to the realization of the buddhas classified by Chos dbang as “the definitive Treasure of suchness.” Last in the group of four we find the category of
“indefinite variegated Treasures” (*ma nges sna tshogs pa'i gter*), which refers to the arts of medicine, astrology, magic, and handicrafts (40.5-41.1).38 What is interesting to observe here is that Ratna gling pa provides us with yet another demonstration of the innovative spirit that continuously shaped and developed the Ancient School during the first centuries of revelatory activity where, even as commentators increasingly saw themselves as belonging to a textually institutionalized tradition (and so must have felt inclined to adopt already established taxonomies) the creative urge of these writers gained the upper hand to the effect that the typology of the Treasures was reinvented with almost every new commentarial scripture. With such a strong impetus on philosophical renewal it can in some ways surprise that the Ancient School was able to maintain a unified stance in propagating the Treasures together with their growing number of revealers all claiming to have discovered the profoundest Treasure of all. While there certainly were voices within the Ancient School that observed a skeptical attitude towards the rapidly growing number of revelations it is remarkable that they were not more plentiful and that the tradition was able to welcome and accommodate this plethora of

---

38 This system mirrors Chos dbang’s four categories although the sequence differs. Chos dbang’s categories correspond to Ratna gling pa’s system in the following order: 1) ordinary material Treasures; 2) supreme Treasures of body, speech and mind; 3) definitive Treasures of suchness; and 4) especially purposeful Treasures. Ratna gling pa also mentions the “particular Treasures” (*bye brag gi gter*) but it is not clear if this is a separate category or one included within the indefinite variegated Treasures (40.5). However as the term usually refers to such Treasures as those included within the indefinite variegated Treasures I have not listed it separately here.
teachings and masters within their ranks to the extent that it did. Even though the approach to Treasure identification and classification developed over time the basic philosophical position on Treasure revelation has remained surprisingly homogenous consistently placing the *sine qua non* of Treasure discovery within the inexhaustible potentiality of the *dharmakāya* realm. It is indeed worth noticing that the skeptical voices heard within the Ancient School itself were never critical of the *principle* of continued revelation but merely warned against the potential danger of admitting frauds into the ranks of genuine revelatory masters. Ironically, then, it is precisely within the multiplicity and variety of the tradition, that we encounter its unifying force as a dominant eclecticism capable of incorporating a host of idiosyncratic Treasure systems into a homogenous and well-functioning unity. This integrality in turn received its cohesive strength from a continual referral to the Treasures’ genesis in the a-historical realm personified in the *dharmakāya* buddha Samantabhadra and his equals. At least since the time of Guru chos dbang there has been a clear understanding within the Ancient School that the Treasures, in essence, embody the entirety of the Buddha’s teachings and even existence itself. Thus, in the most fundamental equation, anything and everything is part of the unifying *dharmakāya* realm from which all Treasures emerge. Even though this position repeatedly has been argued by Treasure thinkers it has often been ignored or downplayed in studies of the Treasures. For example, in a recent study of Guru chos dbang’s *gter ‘byung chen mo*, his inclusive outlook on Treasure definition is portrayed predominantly as a unique and eccentric view developed as an apologetical tool for defending his

---

39 Two notable critics of the many new revelations were Rtse le sna tshogs rang grol (Rtse le 1979), and Mi pham rgya mtsho (1846-1912) (Mi pham 1984).
revelations against the critique of outsiders.\textsuperscript{40} While there is no question that Chos dbang’s \textit{Great Treasure Chronicle} in part was meant to rebuke the skeptics of his day,\textsuperscript{41} the inclusive interpretations of the Treasure phenomenon that he develops in this text came to influence later commentators significantly as they adopted the main elements of Chos dbang’s philosophical position into the predominant hermeneutical position of the Ancient School.\textsuperscript{42} Guru chos dbang’s inclusive attitude represents therefore not an odd piece of Treasure apology but a significant source for understanding the formation of the philosophical position of the Ancient School in matters of the Treasures. Thus, by focusing predominantly on perceived apologetical “agendas” and “strategies” in the \textit{Great Treasure Chronicle} one might lose track of the importance and value of this text as a most important philosophical treatise that influenced the Ancient School for the better half of a millennium.\textsuperscript{43}

For our present purposes, this much should suffice to demonstrate the complexity of Treasure identification as well as the remarkable openness of the Ancient School to the constant typological re-interpretations of its scriptural traditions. Although at present our knowledge of the Treasure tradition is too limited to draw definitive historical conclusions, it has been noticed here that the first several centuries of Treasure revelation

\textsuperscript{40} Gyatso 1994. See esp. pp. 279-280.

\textsuperscript{41} Guru chos dbang himself makes that clear in the colophon (Guru chos dbang 1979: 187.3).

\textsuperscript{42} Cf. Ratna gling pa 1977: 39.6-42.6; Kong sprul 1976b: 300.1

\textsuperscript{43} Cf. also Gyatso 1993: 102 where it is suggested that a primary motivation for Treasure revelation in Tibet was a wish for fame and fortune rather than genuine religious concerns. While worldly ambition certainly played a role in the career of some Treasure revealers (see Mi pham’s discussion below) the generalizing opinion that Gyatso presents is, in my judgment, oversimplifying a very complex situation.
witnessed the emergence of several distinct classifications and that, among these, the term *dgongs gter* only gradually gained prominence during the first half of the fourteenth century.\(^4^4\) It has also become clear that, as a way to accommodate these many variegated systems within its ranks, the Ancient School adopted a broad interpretation of the Treasures first formulated by Guru chos dbang, which, running parallel to the multiplicity of textual and taxonomic idiosyncrasies, conceives of all the buddhas’ teachings, and even existence itself, as Treasure. Finally, it has been argued that it was this parallel approach to Treasure hermeneutics that allowed for the continuation of the tradition as a homogenous entity in spite of the many historical idiosyncrasies that continuously changed the outward appearance of the Treasure tradition.

Moving away from the Treasures to the masters responsible for their revelation, the Treasure revealers, we are likewise confronted with a multiplicity of classifications. Commentaries often speak of more than one thousand Tibetan Treasure revealers but focus on a much smaller number of important figures.\(^4^5\) The most comprehensive list of

\(^{44}\) Note also the lack of mention of the earth Treasure/mind Treasure distinction by Dpa' bo gtsug lag phreng ba (1986) in the seventeenth century, which further indicates that the *dgongs gter* category only gradually gained importance, even subsequent to Klong chen pa’s works. A future study might investigate whether the significance of the *dgongs gter* category in fact only gained its present importance as the popularity of ’Jigs med gling pa’s mind Treasures in the eighteenth century would have warranted a rethinking of Treasure codification showing greater sensitivity to the mode of concealment and revelation rather than the nature of the Treasure itself.

\(^{45}\) Compare this number of Treasure revealers to the amount of Treasures mentioned by Guru chos dbang: ten million “minor” Treasures (*phran gter*), 1100 divine Treasures of the king (*rgyal po lha’i gter*), 125 profound Treasures (*sab gter*), five Treasures of Padmasambhava’s mind (*padma’i thugs gter*), and, finally,
such masters is found in Kong sprul’s hagiographical treatise of the Treasure revealers (1976b). From the early days of the Treasure tradition, in order to be considered a major Treasure revealer an individual was required to discover sufficient material to constitute an entire path to enlightenment, which in this case meant teachings related to Padmasambhava, the Great Perfection, and the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara (summarized as bla rdzogs thugs gsum). Within the large group of major Treasure revealers there are numerous further sub-divisions such as the recent “Five Royal Treasure revealers” (gter ston rgyal po inga), the “Three Supreme Nirmāṇakāyas” (mchog gi sprul sku gsum), the “Eleven Gling pas” (gling pa bcu gcig), and the most general and common grouping of the “One Hundred and Eight Great Treasure Revealers” (gter chen brgya rtsa). Before the actual revelation can take place, the Treasure revealer will often receive

one single mind Treasure that embodies the essence of all other rediscovered Treasures of Padmasambhava’s mind (o rgyan thugs kyi yang gter kun gyi bcud ’ dus pa thugs kyi gter). This last Treasure is, as could be expected, a Treasure revealed by Chos dbang himself (Guru chos dbang 1979: 98.5-7). The practice of laying claim to the profoundest truth is of course prevalent in almost any religious school, order, and system and the Treasure tradition is certainly no exception.

46 This list has been reproduced by Dargyay (1979) and Thondup (1986)
48 Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer, Guru chos kyi dbang phyug, Rdo rje gling pa (1346-1405), Padma gling pa, and Mkyhen brtse’i dbang po (1820-1892) (Dudjom 1991).
49 Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer, Guru chos kyi dbang phyug, and Rig ’dzin rgod ldem (1337-1408) (Dudjom 1991).
50 Mkha’ khyab 1981b: 343. I have not seen these eleven masters identified by name. In Kong sprul 1976b the number of Treasure revealers named Gling pa goes far beyond eleven.
various signs and premonitions foretelling the discovery of the Treasure and, in the case of an Earth Treasure, guiding him (rarely her!) to the location of the Treasure site. This period in the discovery process can at times pose a challenge to the discoverer-to-be who must first find certainty in his new role as the chosen recipient of Padmasambhava’s spiritual heritage.\footnote{Discussed in great detail in Gyatso 1998: 161-181. Note however, that Gyatso’s study makes use of a highly interpretive analysis that, in her own words, “cannot fail to alter, to some extent, the object under scrutiny.”} Finally, once the revealer has gained the necessary confidence in his or her revelatory ability, the propitious moment arrives when, in a confluence of fortunate circumstances, the Treasure is revealed, transcribed, and introduced to the community of devotees.\footnote{According to the Ancient School, the meeting of fortunate circumstances (rten 'brel bsgrigs pa) is of the greatest importance for a successful Treasure discovery. This, in turn, is established based on the interpretation of signs in the outer elements and mental visions (Thondup 1986: 71-97). The process of interpreting the revelation, which often is revealed in symbolic writing, is likewise an intricate process that often requires a period of private appropriation of the Treasure before its semiotic meaning can be unlocked (Thondup 1986: 126-141).}

This concludes our brief introduction to the Treasures where we have followed the journey of the Treasures from original wakefulness in the primordial field of an original Buddha, through the enlightened manipulation of Padmasambhava and the inspired gift of the revealer, into its final form as scripture for the followers of the Ancient School. Still, in spite of the enthusiastic reception of the Treasures by the followers of the Ancient School they were often met in other quarters with a skeptical reaction that discarded their legitimacy and denounced their propagators as frauds,
tricksters, or worse. In the following, we shall look at these opposing positions of the devotee and the skeptic and offer some remarks on the question of Treasure validity.

**Authenticity in the Tibetan Treasures**

It did not take long from the first Treasure revelations in the tenth and eleventh centuries before skeptics from rivaling Buddhist schools began questioning their authenticity. The appearance of the Treasures coincided with the second wave of Indian Buddhist import to Tibet from the tenth to fourteenth centuries. During this period, as the texts and practices of the new (gsar ma) and older (Rnying ma) schools became measured against each other, tensions often ran high as the life-giving favors of the political and financial establishment were perceived to be intricately linked to publicly proving the supremacy of one’s own religious tradition at the expense of others. The new schools sought primarily to establish themselves by emphasizing their Indian origin -- an origin the Ancient School had difficulty proving for its scriptures, in part due to the large time span since its early textual import from India in the eighth and ninth centuries. As a verifiable Indian origin became the central measure for authenticating Buddhist scripture in Tibet the texts and practices of the Ancient School were quickly disclaimed as Tibetan forgeries and interpolations. Even so, this historically based method of validation that these newer traditions propagated was never consistently applied to the scriptures of their own accepted textual corpus. Thus, even a figure such as Sa skya Paññita (1182-1251), who in general was eager to be perceived as a champion of genuine Indian Buddhism in the snowy land was occasionally willing to neglect these Indian sources if they appeared to conflict with his own textual heritage (Davidson 2002a: 209). Furthermore, even some
of the practices that Sa pañ and his polemicist colleagues of the new schools singled out as inauthentic Tibetan inventions, we now know to have had genuine Indian backgrounds (*ibid.*).

The lack of mention of the Treasures in outside sources until the thirteenth century tells us that in terms of adherents and political influence the Treasure tradition must have been a relatively minor movement at least until the time of Nyang ral nyi ma 'od zer in the second half of the twelfth century. During the first half of the thirteenth century, however, with the first appearance of polemical works denouncing Treasure revelation we can assume that the tradition gradually gained momentum through the revelations of the two prominent Treasure revealers Nyang ral nyi ma 'od zer and Guru chos dbang. The earliest known critique of Treasure revelation is composed by Chag lo tsā ba chos rje dpal (1197-1265), who advanced his criticism as part of a general complaint against practices and scriptures circulating in Tibet that he perceived to be spurious (Chag lo tsā ba 1979: 2-18.2. See also Martin 2001: 111-116). He is especially harsh towards Guru chos dbang concerning whom he remarks:54

“*When Bsam-yas was built, Guru Padmasambhava came from India and put an end to wrong teachings. After he established some karmic connections (*rten-brel*) with his followers, he returned to India. After this, the ‘king’ [spirit] Pe-kar possessed the body of a Newar named Ka-ka-ru 'dzin, who put a meditation hat on his head, stuck some bird feathers in it,*

54 The following quote is translated in Martin 2001: 114. Note Martin’s translation of *gter yig* as “excavated text” and *gter* as “mine.” In this study I translate these terms as “Treasure text” and “Treasure.”
dressed in fur, made the announcement at Bsam-yas, “I am Padma,” and taught innumerable wrong teachings. After this innumerable wrong teachings spread, and there was one called Guru chos-dbang, blessed when his heart was possessed by a ‘king’ [spirit], who said, ‘Here is an excavated text (gter yig).’

Nāgās, māras, and rgyal-rgyong spirits were drawn to the wrong teachings he had composed, bringing with them leprosy, fainting fits and so on, these serving as his ‘signs of attainment.’ These and other scriptures that came from mines (gter) are not valid.”

There were other thinkers of this period, such as ‘Jig rten mgon po (1143-1217), Sa skya paṇḍita, and possibly even Bu ston (1290-1364), who, like Chag lo tṣā ba, saw it fit to issue warnings against the Treasures. The main concern of these polemics seems to have been a concern that the Treasures were false Tibetan compositions devoid of spiritual continuity with Buddhist India. Characteristically for this concern Sa skya paṇḍita, in his Clear Differentiation of the Three Codes (Sdom gsum rab dbye), offers the following remarks:

“To trace back to Vajradhara

volumes originating from treasure-caches,

teachings pilfered from other systems,

55 i.e. a Treasure text.

56 i.e. Treasures.

57 See Kapstein 2000: 253 no. 35.
teachings that have been composed [as apocrypha],

those that somebody dreamed,

or those that have been obtained through memorization,

and to receive scriptural transmissions

for these from other [traditions]

will contradict one’s own word,

let alone the doctrine.”

Interestingly, although the condemnation of the Treasures was often categorical and determined, the skeptical writings offered hardly any historical, philological, or philosophical arguments for the validity of their position. Still, the rather simplistic form of polemical critique found in these works did not prevent them from becoming a standard model for subsequent Treasure condemnations by the newer schools. Thus, two centuries following the critiques of Sa pañ and the other early gsar ma polemicists, Ratna gling pa can sum up the skeptical arguments in the following paragraph:

---

“There are some ghostly and sectarian people... who criticize the Treasures. They say that the Treasures are false and never were concealed. Furthermore, even if the Treasures should happen to be genuine, they will say that they are [mere] earth teachings, stone teachings, and wooden teachings as they were concealed in earth, rocks, water etc. Yet other people claim that if the Treasures had been concealed at the time of Orgyan Padma [i.e. Padmasambhava], during the early spread of the teaching, they would have turned to dust by now. Therefore, since [the Treasures] are still intact, it is claimed that we deceptively hide and discover them ourselves. Still others say that the Treasures are controversial, have little success, and only benefit others slightly while yet other people say that the oral transmissions of the Treasures are broken as they do not have an oral lineage. They call them “teachings that burst forth” because it is claimed they have no spoken transmission or empowerment.”

One must of course be cautious in readily accepting Ratna gling pa’s characterization of the skeptical views as he himself is a significant stakeholder in the whole debate and so would have no interest in making the skeptical critique look any

---

59 “gang zog gi rigs dregs pa can/ phyogs zhen can... gter ma la 'di skad du rtsod de/ gter bya ba mi bden sbras pa med/ gter bden na yang/ sa brag shing/ chu la sogs pa la shas pas/ sa chos rdo chos shing chos yin zer/ yang 'ga na re/ gter o rgyan padma'i dus/ bstan pa snga dar dus sbras pa da rtsam song nas rdul song nas mi rul rang res sbras nas rang gis bton pa'i zog po yin zer/ yang gter chos rtsod pa can yin dar rgyas
more sensible than necessary. And yet, considering that his description of the views of
the early skeptics, such as Sa pañ (whom he as a customary refers to by other names!) is
indeed not far off the mark and, as a minimum, we may reasonably assume from his
summary that, until Ratna gling pa’s time, the skeptical critique had developed only little,
in terms of both form and substance, from its early formulations. This hermeneutical
stalemate seems to have continued over the following centuries as the rhetoric and
arguments put forth by the Dge lugs pa scholar Sum pa mkhan po (1704-1788) during the
eighteenth century display only little evolution from the critique of the early days.60 Here,
although the Treasure revealers apparently no longer are possessed by demons, Sum pa
mkhan po argues that the Treasures must be avoided as they are nothing but the works of
charlatans (Kapstein 2000: 132). Kapstein has noted the lack of subtlety in Sum pa
mkhan po’s dismissal of the Treasures and rightly remarks:

“…we should not lose sight of the fact that scholarship consists not
of merely arriving at conclusions, but also of justifying them. Sumpa
Khenpo doubts the authenticity of [such Treasures as] the Testimonial
Record of Padmasambhava and of the Mañi Kambum, but never does he
give us a detailed and critical account of his reasons for harboring those

60 See Kapstein 2000: 131.
doubts. This being so, the correctness of his position is anything but self-evident.\(^{61}\)

In spite of the superficiality of the skeptical criticism the Ancient School must have felt that the skeptical accusations of fraud necessitated a reply. Thus, over the centuries, we find the emergence of a series of apologetic scriptures defending the authenticity of Treasure revelation. Among the various apologetical writings of the Ancient School the two most detailed works on Treasure revelation are the two “Treasure Chronicles” of Guru chos dbang (1979) and Ratna gling pa (1977). Besides these two texts we also find several shorter apologetic remarks on Treasure revelation in a number of works concerned with the general defense of the texts and practices of the Ancient School. Above, we have already looked at the most central of Guru chos dbang’s arguments and they have, furthermore, already been covered in some detail elsewhere.

\(^{61}\) Kapstein 2000: 132. It can indeed seem puzzling that so many learned scholars, famed for their mastery of the finest subtleties of logic and reasoning, would sign on to such accusatory writings devoid of supportive arguments and reasoning. And yet, if we consider the difficulty involved in effectively disproving religious revelation, such as the Treasures, based on historical, philological, and even philosophical reasonings we can perhaps begin to understand the frustration these gsar ma scholars must have felt in being unable to conclusively establish the fraudulent nature of the Treasures with the very methodologies they otherwise had come to cherish in matters of textual verification. It seems certainly not implausible that this methodological exasperation could have pressured them into compromising with their otherwise rigidly applied standards of logical reasoning in order to, one way or another, cast doubt on the perceived frauds of the Ancient School who now, in the eyes of the skeptics, absurdly were claiming effortless access to the transmission of the divine dharma for the sake of which so many righteous and noble-minded beings of the past had endured great hardship on long and perilous journeys to the scorching plains of India.
(Gyatso 1994), so here we shall primarily focus on Ratna gling pa’s Treasure defense. Running at two hundred fifty pages this text is both longer and more detailed than Guru chos dbang’s Treasure chronicle and yet, in terms of their central themes, the two texts resemble each other closely as both authors are concerned with demonstrating the commonalities between the Treasures of the Ancient School and the generally accepted Indian Mahāyāna canons. The primary theme throughout Ratna gling pa’s text is an argumentation that situates the revelatory activity of the Treasures firmly within mainstream Mahāyāna Buddhism. Like Chos dbang, Ratna gling pa claims that Treasures are not only religious texts and objects revealed in Tibet but include anything meaningful that previously has been concealed, in actuality as well as figuratively, from the perception of sentient beings. This may include, but is not restricted to, the Buddha’s teaching. Ratna gling pa defines a Treasure in the following words:

“It is a Treasure because it is concealed. It is a Treasure because it is hidden. It is a Treasure because it is inexhaustible. It is a Treasure because it fulfills [all] needs and wishes.”

Surely a wide definition. Still, a significant aspect of this broad appraisal is inevitably defined as the Buddha’s teaching which, according to both Treasure chronicles, was repeatedly concealed and revealed in India as the archetypal example of a Buddhist Treasure. Having included the generally accepted Buddhist canons within the Treasure phenomenon the two commentators conclude that the Tibetan Treasure

revelations represent no new or, for that matter, unusual spiritual transmission; in fact they merely continue an already well-established tradition of scriptural revelation. Having argued at length for the equation of accepted Indian scripture with the Treasures of the Ancient School, Ratna gling pa devotes the fifth and last chapter of his treatise to a specific rebuttal of particular objections to the Treasures on a point-by-point basis. In his summary of the skeptical critique (quoted above) we have already noted several concerns that outsiders put forth against the Treasures. Now, during this final part of his chronicle Ratna gling pa defends the Treasures at length against the respective claims that they are fake, originate in the elements, could not reasonably have survived into the present, are mistrusted, unpopular and of little benefit, devoid of a spiritual lineage, and emerge at random without warning (Ratna gling pa 1977: 220.4-232.1). Ratna gling pa starts out by addressing the most basic, and perhaps most serious, claim of them all - that the Treasures are basically fake and fraudulent. He addresses this serious challenge with a rhetorical question. If the Treasures were not authentic, Ratna gling pa asks, how can the skeptic account for the prevalence of self-appearing Treasure statues, hidden Treasure valleys, the numerous accomplished masters in the Treasure lineages, and the abundant riches that appear from the Treasures of wealth (220.4-221.2)? Presumably considering the question of the general authenticity of the Treasures settled with this brief discussion, Ratna gling pa continues his rejoinder by setting forth the untenability of dismissing the Treasures merely because they emerge from the five elements. The textual matrix for this rather odd objection seems to be the Dgongs gcig yig cha of ‘Jig rten mgon po which says:
“There are some who would have it that teachings (chos) without lineages and earth teachings (sa chos), sky teachings (gnam chos), gter-ma [i.e. Treasures] and so on are profound and miraculous. But we hold that the teaching transmitted through a lineage is [truly] profound and miraculous.” (Martin 1997: 157)

However, as we can see from this quote, 'Jig rten mgon po’s concern is not that the Treasures issue from the five elements but rather that they emergence without an established lineage. Thus, if we take Ratna gling pa’s response as a direct reply to 'Jig rten mgon po’s Treasure critique it surely misconstrues the original intent. We cannot, however, exclude the possibility that Ratna gling pa addresses a derogatory oral tradition, which dismisses the Treasures as “earth teachings” and so forth without the underlying hermeneutics of 'Jig rten mgon po. In any case, whether addressing an actual or a misconstrued critique, Ratna gling pa points out that the Buddha himself was composed of physical particles and so was his speech. Furthermore, he notes, since the various precious substances involved in writing, such as gold, silver, copper, lapis lazuli etc., all are extracted from the earth, that would make any written text an earth teaching; using ink would make it a water teaching; while moving the hand freely through space when writing would make it a space teaching (221.2-222.2). Towards the claim that the Treasures would have been unable to survive the long period since Padmasambhava’s concealment without decay Ratna gling pa urges that the allegation be reconsidered in view of the way the Treasures originally were concealed. According to Ratna gling pa, the Treasures were not concealed “the way that ordinary folk store radishes and turnips” ('jigs rten pa rnams la phug dang nyung ma... sbed pa ltar byas med) but were placed in
special containers made of rock, carefully sealed, and finally entrusted to well-suited storages, such as cliffs, caves, stūpas, and temples (222.2-223.2). Moving on, Ratna gling pa dismisses the claim that the Treasures should be faulty just because of being mistrusted in certain quarters by pointing out that no Buddhist teaching is one hundred percent free from dispute as all vehicles and schools of Buddhism continuously criticize the views, texts, and practices of others. Even while the Buddha was alive and teaching, Ratna gling pa says, he was not beyond others challenging his authority (232.2-224.3). The next charge that Ratna gling pa addresses; that the Treasures never spread in Tibet and became of benefit beings is, to Ratna gling pa, a clear lie that quickly can be shown as such by considering the great number of masters in the Ancient School who received great accomplishments through Treasure teachings and subsequently spread them to all parts of Tibet granting both temporal and ultimate happiness to numerous beings in the process (224.3-225.6). One of the most serious accusations against the Treasures is the charge that they have lost their spiritual continuity and thus their spiritual power and relevance. Ratna gling pa therefore addresses this accusation in somewhat greater detail than the other skeptical objections he has been refuting. Essentially, Ratna gling pa claims an unbroken spiritual lineage for the Treasures as the revealer in a past existence already has received full spiritual transmission at the feet of Padmasambhava himself. He explains how Padmasambhava came to Tibet as an already fully enlightened Buddha and conferred all relevant empowerments and oral transmission on his Tibetan heart-sons, the discoverers to be. Only then were the Treasures concealed. During this time Padmasambhava would instruct his close disciples to reveal the Treasures in the future at more appropriate times. As these future times become the present the revealers locate the
Treasures based on preliminary Treasure guides (*kha byang*), also concealed by Padmasambhava, marking the exact location of the Treasure. Ratna gling pa points out that the revealer will already have received the complete transmission to the relevant Treasure in his past life as Padmasambhava’s disciple. Now, however, in order to awaken this past karmic imprint, he must enter into a period of private appropriation of the Treasure and meet Padmasambhava in actuality, vision, or dream. This meeting will then restore his recollection of the past empowerments, prophecies, and oral transmissions. In Ratna gling pa’s view the allegations that the Treasure possess no spiritual continuity is therefore without any merit and, citing a Treasure prophecy by Padmasambhava, he admonishes his readers to pay no more attention to the skeptical charges than a deer will be concerned with the sound of a running stream -- in other words, ignore it (225.6-231.2)! The last objection to the Treasures rebutted by Ratna gling pa is the concern that they suddenly appear out of the blue, a phenomenon derogatorily described as “teachings that burst forth” (*rdol chos*). These last two charges are similar in that they both display a concern with demonstrating unbroken spiritual continuity. To this latter objection Ratna gling pa replies that the Buddhist teaching originally “burst forth” from the realization of the Buddha and was transmitted in a line of masters in whose minds realization similarly appeared instantaneously so that the entire Buddhist teaching in fact has been transmitted in a process identical to the sudden appearance of the Treasures (231.2-232.1). In this way, Ratna gling pa considers the challenge to the Treasures’ authenticity effectively reversed and concludes his Treasure chronicle presumably having addressed all the concerns found within the skeptical community.
Whether Ratna gling pa’s arguments would have been sufficiently persuasive to convince any skeptics of the validity of the Treasures is of course doubtful. On the contrary, it seems in fact certain that the apologetical attempts of Treasure proponents such as Guru chos dbang and Ratna gling pa to argue Treasure authentication based on these inclusive philosophical positions, arguing that Treasure revelation essentially is a part of mainstream Buddhism, or, rather, that mainstream Buddhism is Treasure revelation fell on largely deaf ears as critics ignored these propositions and continued to replicate the critiques of yore. In this way the exchange of views came to a hermeneutical halt and, as late as the nineteenth century, we find ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul defending the Treasures against criticisms à la Chag lo tsā ba with essentially the arguments of Guru chos dbang (1976b: 297.3-302.4). Kong sprul first quotes from scriptures (lunง) in support of fresh revelation (297.3-299.6) and then provides arguments (gtan tshigs) in favor of the authenticity of the Treasures (299.6-302.4). As these arguments closely mirror those of Chos dbang and Ratna gling pa he is brief on the subject and instead refers to these earlier works for detail. Kong sprul argues that, firstly, all Buddhist teachings are Treasures since they pass through the three basic transmission lineages and, secondly, all the teachings of the Mahāyāna canon are Treasures as they were previously concealed in secret locations and realms. Thus, Kong sprul concludes, no real distinction between the Mahāyāna canon and the Treasure scriptures proves tenable. Even though the Tibetan Treasure commentators on either side of the debate seem to

63 It is noteworthy that the Ancient School’s equation of the general Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna canons with its own Treasure revelations never were countered by the skeptics by pointing out the difference between the highly institutionalized form of revelation practiced by the Ancient School and the much less formalized Indian revelations.
have been largely content to follow the beaten track of previous polemical writers there are, on specific topics, brief exceptions to this rule. Consider, for example, the response of Sog zlog pa blo gros rgyal mtshan (1552-1624), one of the most diligent polemicists to defend the Ancient School, to Sa skya paṇḍita’s critique of the Treasures (quoted above).\textsuperscript{64} Generally, in arguing the validity of the Treasures Sog zlog pa adheres to traditional arguments (see Sog zlog pa 1998: 149-152) but in discussing Sa paṇ’s Treasure criticism he comes forth with a new apologetical position. Now, because of Sa paṇ’s exalted status in Tibet the many traditions affected by his eager criticisms often seem to have dealt with his objections by quietly pretending that they did not exist. There were in fact only few scholars who chose to directly confront his criticisms -- regardless of how obnoxious they may have appeared. Therefore, in replying to Sa paṇ’s critique of the Treasures, Sog zlog pa is not surprisingly hesitant to directly confront the great scholar. Instead he offers the following compromise:

“Although, according to some, this [critique by Sa paṇ] is of the Ancient School that is not so because the followers of the Ancient School do not trace their lineage to Vajradhara. Beyond him they trace their lineage to the five buddha families and to Samantabhadra. This [critique]

\textsuperscript{64} A collection of Sog zlog pa’s apologetical writings are found in Sog zlog pa 1998. This collection is important as it addresses, individually, the polemical attacks advanced against the Ancient School up until the sixteenth century thus providing a useful overview of the skeptical critique.
is therefore meant for the well-known Treasures of the Bka’ brgyud
school, such as the *Six Cycles of Equal Taste.*

In this way, Sog zlog pa is able to deflect Sa pañ’s criticism away from the
Ancient School without openly criticizing him. Whether this move was appreciated by
the practitioners of the *Six Cycles of Equal Taste* is of course an altogether different story.
Another rare example of hermeneutical innovation is found in a writing by Rtse le sna
tshogs rang grol of the Bka’ brgyud and Rnying ma schools discussing, among other
aspects related to the hagiographical writings on Padmasambhava, the *Bka’ thang sde
Inga* Treasures of U rgyan gling pa (Rtse le sna tshogs 1979). Here we find a rare
acknowledgment of the potential value in the arguments of both parties in the polemical
debate. Rtse le agrees that in general Treasure revelation is best understood in reference
to the a-temporal transcendent realm from which anything can manifest but also points
out that forgery is a real possibility that the Ancient School should not stubbornly ignore.
Together with Mi pham’s Treasure composition, to which we shall return below, this text
represents a most unusual appreciative attitude of divergent positions and as such this text
would deserve a separate detailed study. Still, for the present purposes, we may just
consider the following remark as testimony to Rtse le’s willingness to acknowledge the
skeptical position:

“Although the main part of these two texts [i.e. the two versions of
the *padma bka’ thang*] surely is the words of the Great Master, obviously

---
65 “*di rnying ma la yin no zer kyang ma yin te/ rnying ma bas rdo rje ‘chang la brgyud pa mi bshnyag de ’i
dgong na rigs Inga dang/ kun tu bzang po yod pa la bshnyag/ ’di ni ro snyoms skor drug la sogs pa bka’
brgyud la grags pa ’i gter chos rnam*” (Sog zlog pa 1998: 237).
some uneducated and foolish people have interpolated them with
colloquial terms and phrases of their invention. Similarly, the famous *Five
Chronicles* [i.e. *Bka’ thang sde Inga*] are unmistakenly a terma by Orgyen
Lingpa. However, no matter how you examine the verbiage and meaning,
it is unlike authentic terma teachings. For example, the assertion that Guru
Rinpoche had a son and the predictions of people who later appeared I
personally find implausible. The various versions of Padma Kathang are
for the most part comprised of the teachings of Master Padmasambhava.
Of course they possess great blessings, but it is simply hard for me to
regard them as reliable historical sources. 66

Even though we still do not see a fully developed critique of the Treasures based
on concrete evidence, Rtse le’s is an example of attempts within the Ancient School to
heighten the level of debate to a more sophisticated and less categorical level. Now,
before turning our attention towards Mi pham’s discussion of the Treasure revealers, we
shall conclude this discussion of the Tibetan Treasure polemics with some general
remarks on this eristical literature and the influence it has exercised on the perception of
the Treasures in the West.

Critique of scriptural revelation is not a phenomenon tied exclusively to Treasure
revelation but represents a religious and philosophical dichotomy as old as the Buddhist
tradition itself. Generally the early Buddhist communities seem to have shown little
enthusiasm for strict historical authentications and scriptural validation was

66 Translation by Erik Schmidt (Tsogyal 1999: 14-15).
predominantly based on stylistic adherence and soteriological value -- an approach that created a most fertile climate for the emergence and institutionalization of religious scripture. Still, even in this liberal intellectual climate, noted by Davidson for its "astonishingly open approach to the development and institutionalization of new ideas in the old Buddhist scriptural format" (Davidson 2002a: 206), the authenticity of new scriptural traditions never went fully uncontested and frequently met with the critique of skeptics advocating a conservative approach to these matters based on historical verifications.

Although the Ancient School defended its Treasures within the framework of soteriologically validated authenticity, simultaneously it narrated a complex story of transmission and revelation seemingly unfolding in historical time. The apparent paradox between the soteriological defense of the Treasures and the historical elements found within these texts has led observers to conclude that the details put forth in the origin

---

67 See Davidson 1990; 2002a. Already in the earliest Buddhist communities we find soteriologically motivated attempts at establishing scriptural authenticity. The Mulasarvastivada Vinaya, for example, mentions the legality of categorizing teachings by monks as 'the word of the Buddha' (buddhavacana) provided they agree with the sutras and conform to reality (Davidson 1990: 300).

68 On the Hinayana/Mahayana relationship see Williams 2001: 11-33. Still, according to Davidson 2002a: 207, the concept of a closed Buddhist canon is fundamentally a non-Indian idea that originated in China and later was adopted in Tibet. Paradoxically, Davidson concludes, by closing the canon to preserve Indian Buddhism it was, in effect, only those minority communities who stood outside this decision who could "perpetuate the dynamics and values of Indian Buddhism that caused India to produce the world's most massive scriptural corpus" (ibid.: 221). See also Kapstein 2000: 123-126 for a discussion of the historical approach to authenticity vs. the soteriological.
narrative of the Treasures demonstrate a concern with maintaining historical credentials and the legitimizing effect they supposedly bring about in the Tibetan consciousness (Gyatso 1993: 105-106). This view is, however, complicated as these very claims often became the target of skeptical criticism and so, instead of raising the validity of the Treasures, they became some of the most discredited features in the literature of the Ancient School. Although the importance of demonstrating a firm historical identity for one’s scriptures surely was a concern for all religious traditions of Tibet (the fact that the Tibetan canon was compiled on such criteria is evidence to this effect), the origin accounts of the Treasures are probably better understood as religious elements internal to the tradition rather than tools to convince the skeptical antagonists in the outside community. Surely, it would have taken little imagination for the thinkers of the Ancient School to foresee a skeptical reaction to their historical claims and yet the Treasure revealers continued, century after century, to root their revelations in the legends of the G.yar lung dynasty. This indicates to me that the historical claims were made, not because of nurturing some idealistic hope that skeptics abandon their disbelief and become Treasure adherents but, rather, as an internal communication to the followers of the tradition. It is therefore reasonable to understand the primary purpose of these accounts as providing a tangible origin for the visionary teachings of the Ancient School.

---

69 In the early polemical writings against the Treasures the historical claims of concealment are actually not directly questioned. Instead, the central critique of Chag lo tsā ba, ‘Jig rten mgon po, and Sa skya paṇḍita is centered on a perceived interruption of the spiritual transmission (Martin 2001: 111-113; 156-157). The Treasures are therefore mockingly called stone teachings (rdo chos), wind teachings (lung chos), water teachings (chu chos) etc. (see Guruchos dbang 1979: 105.1-5). Still, this criticism does implicitly question the historical legitimacy. In later centuries we find this criticism fully developed (Kapstein 2000: 132).
traced to a period of internally accepted religious authorities. The Treasure revealers were never compelled to manufacture historical narratives but did so to demonstrate the Treasures' origin; well knowing that these very claims would be frowned upon by rivaling religious schools and political groups.\footnote{Had the Treasure revealers wished for a general acceptance of their revelations they could have presented their visionary teachings as just that; meditative visions (\textit{dog snang}) in which deities communicate enlightened messages. In that case, their revelations, unburdened by historical claims, would not have been subject to the same kind of criticism. The Treasure revealers must surely have known that their historical claims would be contested and yet they consistently persisted in retelling the narratives of the G.yar lung dynasty -- a fact that favors the view that internal religious considerations were behind the claims to antiquity.}

In spite of the numerous historical claims to transmission, concealment, and revelation found throughout the Treasure literature, we might therefore more suitably situate the validating force of the Treasures outside of this narrative within the intuition of the devotional community. Deferring the validating authority from the historical narrative onto the intuition of the followers of the Ancient School might seem at first to ignore the plethora of historical claims contained in the Treasures but this perception would be mistaken if we, as I suggest, regard the historical narratives as never intended for such ultimate verification. Treasure scriptures frequently state that the historical claims are told for the purpose of "engendering confidence" (\textit{nges shes skye pa}) in the Treasure but the certainty they are meant to provide is for the devotee who already accepts the general concept of Treasure revelation rather than for someone opposed to this phenomenon. The historical accounts in the Treasure literature must therefore be considered of only marginal influence on the issue of authenticity where they clearly are
subservient to the acceptance of the Treasure by the collective wisdom of the community personified in its leading religious figures. Only then, once a teaching has been accepted within this fundamental validating framework, can the historical narratives come to the fore and fulfill their practical purpose of imbuing the insider with respect and veneration for its exalted origin. Conversely, without a religious authority, embraced by the community, to verify the validity of the Treasure, no amount of confidence engendering tales would confer ultimate credibility upon it.

A related issue to the validation of the Treasures is the challenge involved with evaluating historical claims when little (and sometimes no) concrete evidence exists on which to form definitive conclusions. For the overwhelming majority of earth Treasures the only physical evidence available is the yellow scroll (shog ser) from which the Treasure manifests in the psychic vision of its revealer (Gyatso 1986).\footnote{The role of the yellow scrolls is significant as the Ancient School claims that these scrolls must be physically dateable to the eighth or ninth centuries (Gyatso 1993: 106). Interestingly, although both skeptics and devotees would find a common platform for Treasure authentication in the yellow scrolls, to my knowledge, no study has yet attempted an actual dating of these objects. Thus, the only concrete evidence available for evaluating the historical claims of the tradition has up to now been overlooked. This, however, has not kept scholars from making categorical statements on the subject. Lopez even finds that the reluctance of some scholars to form definitive conclusions, in spite of the absence of thorough historical studies, would make for a “fascinating topic” of study (Lopez 1998: 243, no. 32). See Martin 2001: 16-19 for arguments cautioning against generalizing conclusions.} In the case of mind Treasures, however, no physical evidence whatsoever remains on which to judge the claims to antiquity as the entire revelatory process occurs exclusively within the mind of the revealer (Thondup 1986: 164-166). In either case, the actual revelation of the
Treasure is predominantly a mnemonic process that leaves us with only little or, at times, no historical material from which to judge a potential relation to dynastic Tibet. Furthermore, it is worth keeping in mind that the Ancient School has never embraced the suggested association of the Treasures with the dynastic period according to the principles of realist historical interpretation but consistently emphasized the lack of intrinsic existence of time and matter whereby the ultimate verification of the Treasures is transposed to an abstract philosophical level of validation. Note, for instance, how a tantra revealed by Mchog gyur gling pa (1829-1870), claims to originate within the Realization Lineage of the Conqueror. Here the Buddha Vajrakīlaya\textsuperscript{72} arises from the basic space of phenomena (dharmadhātu) and teaches a gathering of students inseparable from himself in a reality that clearly defies historical and geographical pinpointing:

\begin{quote}
"Vajrakumāra arose from dharmadhātu in the form of wrathful compassion... He appeared in the desire realm, like a bolt of lightning, and liberated Rudra from the desire realm. He blessed the skandhas to be a charnel ground palace and resided within it without moving... Then the gatherings of the wrathful ones of the ten directions arose from the places"
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{72} Vajrakīla or Vajrakīlaya? Although the greater consensus today among western scholars seems to favor the name Vajrakīla as the Sanskrit form of the Tibetan Rdo rje phur pa this preference has, in my view, as of yet not been conclusively argued. Although the term vajrakīla exists in Indie Buddhist sources (Boord 2002: 3-75) it is not certain that it refers to the deity practiced in Tibet. In the Indian sources this name refers either to a ritual dagger used in wrathful practices or wrathful deities manifesting in the form of such an implement. Therefore, while also considering the grammatical arguments of Mayer (1996: 165, no. 1), I have opted for Vajrakīlaya (used by Tibetans for centuries) until further evidence emerges. Naturally, wherever reference is made to the ritual dagger itself I use the form "kīla."
of the body of the Great Glorious One and he spoke these words [to
them]..."\(^{73}\)

Although the transmission lineage of this *tantra*, like most Treasures,
subsequently sees itself elaborately attached to an historical "reality", it emerges so
thoroughly saturated with the narratives of the Realization Lineage of the Conqueror that
any later historical claims, no matter how detailed and explicit, hardly can be taken at
face value and be considered exhaustive explanations. For that reason Gyatso’s assertion
that “much of the Treasure lore was generated to counter the suggestion that the
Treasures were apocryphal” (1998: 149) seems to partially misconstrue the intent behind
the historical narratives. Similarly, her claim that a primary defense of the Treasures was
to declare that they had been “originally formulated by a buddha, that is, somewhere on
the Indic Buddhist scene” (*ibid.*.) is also somewhat questionable. The Treasures certainly
do emphasize the role of the Indian master Padmasambhava and his Tibetan disciples in
the transmission accounts but, as was suggested above, the primary function of these
historical descriptions is to provide a religious origin account for the Treasure teachings
rather than converting outside skeptics. Furthermore, it is a hallmark of the Treasure
teachings to repeatedly emphasize their roots in the transcendent. The buddha of the
origin account is therefore not necessarily a buddha figure connected geographically to
India but rather the principle of enlightenment itself. The Ancient School has often

\(^{73}\) "\textit{Rdo rje gzon nu zhes bya ba chos kyi dbyings nas snying rje kro bo 'i skur bzhengs pa... 'dod kham s kyi
gnas su thog bab pa itar byon nas 'dod kham s kyi rudra bsgral phung po dur khrod kyi gzhal yas khang du
byin gyis rlabs pa de 'i nang g.yo ba med par bzhugs... yang apal chen po 'i sku 'i gnas rnams nas phyogs
bcu khro bo 'i tshogs spros te 'di skad ces gsungs so"} (Mchog gyur 1982k: 72,74).
deemphasized the historical link of its canonical scriptures to India. Consider Dudjom Rinpoche’s remarks:

“None the less, some jealous persons created discord by, for example, declaring that certain of the ancient tantra had been composed in Tibet because they did not exist in India. However the non-existence of those tantras in India did not prove them to be inauthentic. Even the tantras which did exist in India did not originate there: they were brought forth by great accomplished masters from the domains of the gods, nāgas, yakṣas, dākinīs and so on… and later they were introduced to India.” (Dudjom 1991: 889).

Thus, in order to fully appreciate the historical claims found in the Treasures it is important to acknowledge their a-historical ultimate origin. In turn this might help to cast new light on the religious purposes for these narratives as spiritual links, neither fully mundane nor completely beyond, between the practitioner of Treasures and the transcendent ultimate from where these Treasures spring.

As we have already seen, even though the body of polemical literature continued to grow, the basic arguments presented by the two parties remained disproportionately static and the Treasures were continuously presented either as truly enlightened revelations or conning schemes of trickery. If we consider the link that existed in Tibet between acknowledged possession of scriptural authority and concrete political survival it is perhaps somewhat understandable that the majority of commentators showed little interest in searching for a middle ground in validating the Treasures. What is more
surprising, however, is the tendency in a number of Western studies to adopt the very same dialectical parameters metered out by the Tibetan tradition. This has been pointed out by Matthew Kapstein, who remarks:

"During the mid-1980s I expected that we would soon see new developments in traditional approaches to these matters, catalyzed by the encounter with contemporary methodologies of textual criticism. I could not have anticipated however, that European and American scholars of Tibetan Buddhism would find themselves defending or condemning the "Treasures" in a manner that closely recapitulates the polarities of the old Tibetan disputes." (Kapstein 2000: 135)

As Kapstein mentions, the presentation of the Treasures in the academy has often been a continuation of the traditional Tibetan propositions of either/or perpetuating even the traditional reluctance to provide evidence for the conclusions drawn. For example, Michael Aris, in his well-known Treasure study (1989), repeatedly condemns Padma gling pa as a fraud but never offers any convincing basis for his assertion. Finally, towards the end of his study, Aris puts forth the following exhortation:

"Most important of all, many of Pemalingpa’s contemporaries were of the opinion that he was basically a fraud. If they, with the radical and brilliant skeptic Drukpa Kunley among them, not to mention the "reformed" Gelukpa school, were capable of holding that view, then surely the rational and critical scholars of the twentieth century can do so too." (Aris 1989: 97)
Aris never mentions why a rational and critical scholar would accept the evaluations of ‘Brug pa kun legs (1455-1529), “the madman” (smyon pa) as he was also known, whose eccentric views and behavior challenged all established figures and institutions (see Dowman 1998), and of his fifteenth century Dge lugs pa contemporaries, well-known for their skepticism toward the Ancient School, as evidence to Padma gling pa’s spiritual authenticity. What is clear, however, is Aris’ adoption of a politicized Tibetan agenda in order to argue a claim that is difficult to establish by rational and critical means. Aris is, however, not the only scholar to employ a traditional canonical/apocryphal textual framework. For example, in studying the Rin chen gter mdzod, Schwieger clearly states that, in his view, the Treasure texts must be false because their sheer number precludes the possibility that one person (Padmasambhava) could have authored them all (Schwieger 1990: XXXI). Schwieger further speaks of the fabricated colophons of the Treasures (XXIX) and how it is certain that the Treasure revealers employ tricks and deception in dealing with the public (XXXI). Still, however, like Aris, Schwieger provides no concrete evidence for these latter claims.74

Not everyone has been as skeptical as Aris and Schwieger. In fact, what seems to have irritated Aris is “a peculiar reluctance on the part of many modern scholars to

74 I do not wish to pass judgment here on the personal theories of Aris and Schwieger. Even the Ancient School did in fact acknowledge the presence of widespread fraud in the name of Treasure revelation. What is of concern, however, is their method of advancing definitive claims without providing reasonings for such conclusions. As this method hinders a full understanding of the complexity of the Treasure literature its suitability in academic studies is questionable. For a listing of Western studies skeptical to Treasure revelation see Gyatso 1998: 295, no. 64.
recognize the entirely fabricated nature of the Tibetan “Treasure-texts”” (1989: 96). Aris then lists some of the studies that have presented charitable views towards the Treasures (96-97). Generally, these examples consist mostly of brief remarks and tend to be less definitive in their evaluations of the Treasures but, like the skeptical positions of Aris and Schwieger, they offer little, or no, explanation for the process through which authors assume their view and form their judgments.\(^{75}\) It is of course not all scholarship on the Treasures that falls within these two opposing camps but, as we have just seen, there has been a tendency in several studies to assume positions traditionally set forth in Tibetan debates to the effect that significant features of the Treasure tradition have become insufficiently acknowledged.\(^{76}\) Once it is understood that, to the Ancient School, the very

\(^{75}\) Note also Samuel’s commentary on Aris’ study: “Pema Lingpa is perhaps a poor case on which to argue the authenticity of *termas* revelations, but Aris’ judgment of fraud may go too far. Pema Lingpa probably used his skills as an artisan to dress up and stage-manage the production of his revealed texts, but his numerous trances and visions, with their traditional shamanic language seem to have been real enough” (Samuel 1993: 298). Determining the validity of a shamanic vision is in itself a complicated matter but referring, as Samuel does, to the ‘shamanic language’ used by Pad ma gling pa as a validating factor is a problematic yardstick as the literary style of most Treasures is overwhelmingly uniform and very easily reproducible (cf. Mi pham’s comments below). Samuel’s main point is, however, not to establish whether the Treasures are historically authentic and he does in fact remark that “In the last analysis, the question of how far particular *térton* are acting in good faith is less important than whether their revelations are accepted and what the implications are for the ongoing processes of Tibetan religious life of their acceptance and rejections” (1993: 299).

\(^{76}\) Good examples of balanced studies, rich in textual evidence is Mayer 1996: 70-90 and Davidson 2002a. In discussing the Treasures, Mayer demonstrates the many Indian Buddhist precursors for Treasure revelation while Davidson calls attention to the “consensual authentication” of Indian Buddhists that helped
being of the Treasures per se defies historical pin-pointing, the question of authenticity needs a much broader methodological approach than the one employed by traditional polemicists. It was suggested above that in spite of the many historical claims associated with Treasure discovery their ultimate authentication rests on their acceptance by a community of devotees. To appreciate this approach to Treasure validation it is necessary to suspend one's habit of defining veracity in historical terms and instead engage with the Treasures as revelatory products, or, in short; appreciating them as scripture rather than simply as text. 77 There has been a reluctance among Buddhologists and Tibetologists to accept this view with regard to the Treasures but it should be pointed out that this hesitation can be identified in other branches of Religious Studies too. In a profound and insightful study that unfortunately so far has not been recognized by scholars working in the Treasure tradition, Cantwell Smith (1993) argues that scripture (and the authentication that made it so) is created from a process of human interactions rather than historical verification. Smith suggests that the academic emphasis on historical methodologies is a strategy created by scholars trying to avoid the hermeneutical shape the canonical openness characterizing Treasure revelation. As we shall see below, this form of authentication is in certain regards aligned with the approach proposed by Mi pham.

77 Alternatively, if the continued application of historical criticism is to have relevance with regard to Treasure revelation, researchers must make use of actual philological, historical and art historical methodologies. As it was mentioned above, although most Treasures are revealed independent of physical reality, we do have extant textual material and artifacts that are claimed to posses ancient origins. Such objects would be ideal starting points for scholars engaged in historical criticism. However, as far as I am aware, such a study is yet to appear.
challenges posed by a diversity of religions and the interpretations of their beliefs. He states,

“There are several ways of ducking this problem, of avoiding the challenge. Some are contrived by religious people, some by academics. None is convincing. Of the various devices that the academic world has developed, enabling it not to wrestle with the issue, one has been quietly to abandon the notion of scripture. [Exemplifying his statement by referring to the academic study of the Old Testament, Smith continues:] That [the texts studied] were “scripture” had ceased not only to matter to such scholars, but had in fact virtually ceased to mean anything.” (Smith 1993: 15)

Smith goes on to critique this methodological singularity and teasingly describes the unwillingness of scholars to engage with religious text as scripture as an “academic fundamentalism” on par with religious fundamentalism that refuses to acknowledge value in other traditions or interpretations outside of their own. Smith’s observations do indeed apply to Treasure scholarship but he provides a perhaps even more important insight regarding the nature of scripture itself:

“Fundamental, we suggest, to a new understanding of scripture is the recognition that no text is a scripture in itself and as such. People – a given community – make a text into scripture, or keep it a scripture: by treating it in a certain way. I suggest: scripture is a human activity.” (1993: 18)
In these words we see that Smith's observation is both simple and yet significant as it points to, firstly, the truth that unless a "given community" accepts a certain text to be scripture it will not receive such an exalted status and, secondly, the unsuitability of defining scriptural authenticity with the yardstick of historicity when scripture per definition belongs to a realm beyond the measurable. In this way Smith challenges us to expand our methodological horizon and look for alternative avenues to explore the richness of text perceived as scripture. In spite of the prevalence of Treasure studies (Tibetan as well as Western) seemingly determined to ignore such alternative avenues, it would be much too premature to pronounce the entirety of Tibetan Treasure hermeneutics caught up in the polarized and stagnant debates of right and wrong. In fact, as I will argue in the following, we have the existence of a fascinating late nineteenth century scripture to indicate otherwise.

Mi pham's View — A New Hermeneutics?

The text in question, belonging to the Treasure tradition, discusses the identity, not of the Treasures themselves, but of the revealers who claim to have uncovered this religious material. Previous Western scholarship concerning the validation of the Treasure revealers is not only sparse but when the occasional reference to original sources occurs, it usually turns out to be a mere side remark lacking substantial information. In contrast, the present text, which offers an extended discussion of the issue, is a composition entitled The Gem That Makes the Waters Sparkle: An Examination of The Treasure Revealers found in the writings of the renowned
nineteenth-century master Mi pham rgya mtsho.\textsuperscript{78} Compared to other works by Mi pham, this text is a relatively concise composition which perhaps explains the fact that it so far has remained unnoticed in the West. Nevertheless, in spite of its brevity, The Gem is of great value for the study of Treasure revealers and offers a most interesting alternative to the traditional Tibetan debate of authenticity. In this work Mi pham acknowledges that certain figures within the Treasure tradition, to which he himself belonged,\textsuperscript{79} indeed are nothing but frauds whose sole aim it is to capitalize on the faith of the devotee in search of genuine spiritual counsel. By emphasizing that there are authentic revealers in contrast to the frauds Mi pham initially appears to position himself within the traditional black and white polemical framework but he later leaves the polemics behind and offers a thought provoking alternative with regard to the hermeneutics of Treasure validation. In The Gem, Mi pham diverts from his usual scholastic writing style and presents a lively critique, full of humor and sternness, with regard to what he sees as simple charlatans imitating authentic Treasure revealers. His analysis is an intriguing source for this largely unexplored issue for several reasons. Most importantly, it is a rare acknowledgement that the issue of authenticity regarding the Treasure tradition warrants more scrutiny and methodological consideration than the standard polemical evaluations would have us believe. Secondly, as a critique of the Treasure revealing community stemming from the

\textsuperscript{78} Gter ston brtag ba chu dungs nor bu (Mi pham 1984); here after “The Gem.” On Mi pham see Pettit 1999; Schuh 1973b. For an introduction to his collected works see my “Introduction to the Tibetan Text” in Mipham 2003.

\textsuperscript{79} Mi pham was posthumously recognized as a Treasure revealer of mind Treasures (Dudjom 1991: 880). More importantly, he was one of the foremost students of ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po who was intimately involved in Treasure revelation throughout his life.
tradition itself it provides us with important insight into the challenges facing the Ancient School in curbing what appears to have been a widespread presence of deceit in the name of Treasure revelation. The fact that an insider challenges the authenticity of several proclaimed revealers shows us the severity of the challenge imposters put to the Ancient School in maintaining a clean name and reputation. Perhaps Mi pham felt that this type of challenge would be difficult to address effectively in an environment of traditional polemical discourse and by adopting a more colloquial and direct style of writing he would be able to address the issue in a fresh and straightforward manner that would be comprehensible by commoners as well as scholars. In so doing he created a unique composition prescribing alternative avenues for Treasure validation; avenues that, to my knowledge, never have been journeyed by neither the community of Tibetan scholars nor the guild of Tibetologists studying their works. In consideration of the significance of this work for the study of the Treasure tradition the entire text is presented below in translation. Still, even though Mi pham’s work for the most part speaks clearly for itself, a short introduction might nevertheless be in order.

*The Gem* is a brief text of only twelve pages. Acknowledging the polemical nature of the text, it was placed by the editors of Mi pham’s collected works after his replies to Dge lugs pa criticism of his controversial *Bodhisattvacāryāvatāra* commentary (Kun bzang dpal Idan: 67). According to Mi pham’s own brief colophon, it was composed “suddenly as it came to mind”\(^8\) and its style and language do indeed convey a sense of freshness and directness rarely found in classical Tibetan literature. The text contains no opening verses of praise or prayer and immediately sets out to address the issue in a

\(^8\) "*Ces pa’ang ’phral dran mi pham pas so*" (Mi pham 1984: 487).
straightforward manner free from potentially distracting philosophical sophistications. The fact that this is not an "ordinary" scholastic Mi pham composition makes it all the more intriguing and fascinating as a window to the Treasure tradition because it allows Mi pham to speak from his heart in a way that addresses the culprits directly and hits home more effectively than the elegant prose style for which he is so famously known. The direct tone in his critique of the self-proclaimed revealers brings immediacy to his words and underscores his message that falsity roams lose and needs to be addressed.

The spiritual climate of Mi pham's homeland, Eastern Tibet, was generally inclined towards a charitable perception of the Treasure tradition, so Mi pham is not obliged to defend the basic premises of the tradition in his analysis. Instead he can concentrate on weeding out what he perceives to be negative elements within the Treasure culture. In this cleanup process, he begins by characterizing the false revealers and then proceeds to evaluate the damage they inflict. Towards the end of his analysis, he offers the devotee suggestions on how to identify these imposters. The fact that Mi pham admits, right from onset, that charlatans exist among the ranks of Treasure revealers shows us that even in the East Tibetan heartland of the Ancient School there existed a significant public concern that not all revelations claiming their source in the wisdom of enlightenment could be trusted. Previous scholarship for the most part has referred to criticism of the Treasure tradition as stemming from scholars outside the Ancient School, but Mi pham makes it clear that the issue of authenticity is a concern for the Ancient School as much as it is for all others. In fact he urges the followers of the Ancient School to take the outsiders' critique to heart:
“I think that we should not blame those other groups who gossip [about the Treasure tradition]. Those words are in fact nectar-like gentle advice, so it is necessary to try to comprehend their real meaning.”

Although Mi pham openly admits to the falsity of certain Treasure revelations we should not be led to conclude that he generally finds Treasure revelations to be suspect and spurious. Rather, the goal of his analysis is to expose the false revealers and expel them from the community so that the inspired lives and scriptures of genuine masters who reveal authentic Treasures can shine unblemished by public mistrust brought on by such frauds and imposters. For Mi pham to actively engage in this sort of polemic, the mood of the public at the time must have been one of considerable disfavor of the Treasure tradition and the existence of this text is a testimony that even in the eastern regions of Tibet, where the Treasure tradition normally had enjoyed its core patronage

81 “Gzhan phyogs dag kha zer ba la lan khag mi ‘dug snyam mo. de sogs tshig ‘jam res phan tshig bวด rtsi ‘dra bas don gnad go nges sbyar bar bya’a” (476. 1). To acknowledge, as Mi pham does, the merit in the views of outside critics of one’s tradition was, although unusual, not entirely unheard of in Tibet. Two centuries earlier at a time when criticism of the Ancient School seems to have been particularly vociferous Rtsa le sna tshogs rang grol comments: “The teachings of the Secret Mantra of the Early Translations are profound, extensive, and marvelous. Unfortunately their followers fool themselves with pursuing the upkeep of livelihood and attainment of temporary aims, instead of endeavoring through practice to gain realization. Leading the life of a householder, they neither belong to the category of sūtra nor tantra. They are nothing but a dishonor to the Early Translations. This is exactly the reason why followers of the Sarma [gsar ma] Schools, both learned and ignorant, not only expel the teachings and followers of the Nyingma School from the confines of Buddhism, but find them as loathsome as beholding a pool of vomit.” (Tsogyal 1999: 14)
and following, critical voices had been gaining strength. The internal controversies over the compilation of the *Rin chen gter mdzod* (see Mkha’ khyab rdo rje 1981b; Blondeau 1988) must certainly have contributed to the tattered image of the tradition but the misgivings that Mi pham addresses in this text seem to have been rooted in a more fundamental and widespread suspicion among the general population. The public mistrust against the Treasure revealing community is acknowledged by Mi pham, who speaks to the frauds in the following way,

“Hey Treasure revealers! Although all inhabitants of the Snowy Land will claim to have heartfelt interest and trust in Guru Padma, they do feel weary seeing the deceit of liars claiming to be Treasure revealers… so stop lessening the fortune of those who have trust in Padma.”

Later, Mi pham supports this statement by quoting from the *Chronicle of Padmasambhava* by U rgyan gling pa that states, “except for dead dogs, anything is revealed as Treasure” referring, in Mi pham's interpretation, to a weariness regarding random objects being presented by imposters as religious artifacts blessed by saints in a by-gone dynastic era. There seems to have been a tendency in the scholarly establishment of the Ancient School to view the so-called “new Treasures” (gter gsar) with a certain measure of skepticism while referring to the “older Treasures” (gter rnying) as genuinely

---

82 “Kye gter ston pa dag gangs can pa dag guru padma la stying nas mi mos mi den zer phod mkhan su mi ‘dag kyang gter ston yin zer ba tshos rdzun sogs kyis zol mthong nas yid sun te...rgyal dbang padma la sems can mos pa’i skal pa chung ngur ma byed cig” (476).

83 “Gter nas khyi ro min pa gang yang byung” (484). The original passage can be found in U rgyan gling pa 1996: 576.
authentic and worthy of practice. Mi pham makes it clear on several occasions that he is of that persuasion and hails such early figures as Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer, Guru chos dbang, Rig ‘dzin rgod ldem (1337-1408), Ratna gling pa, and Karma gling pa (1326-?) as authentic masters whose Treasures can be followed with confidence. Mi pham’s concern with the flourishing of newer Treasures was also voiced earlier by Rtse le sna tshogs rang grol who commented that:

“In this dark age it seems that no one engages in teaching, studying, or practicing the flawless older termas [i.e. the Treasures]... The teachers waste their lives chasing after the novelty of so-called new termas or anything that resembles a terma, which nowadays proliferate like mushrooms on a summer meadow. On seeing this sad state of affairs, an old ignorant monk like me can do nothing but shed tears.” (Tsogyal 1999: 14)

Clearly, several masters within the Ancient School had concerns that the many recent revelations included the works of charlatans and frauds.84 So how does Mi pham characterize these false revealers? From the beginning it is evident that our author has only little sympathy for those who deceivingly claim to reveal spiritual Treasures. He describes these people as power hungry individuals who shy no means to achieve the fame and economic benefits afforded genuine spiritual masters in Tibet. In a lively blend of prose and poetry he exposes the many tricks that such individuals will employ in order

---

84 It should be borne in mind that not all recent revelations were deemed suspect by Mi pham. In fact, Mi pham’s principal teacher, ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po, was a most prolific Treasure revealer and the authenticity of his revelations was surely never doubted by Mi pham.
to gain their desired goals. Clearly, according to Mi pham, these goals are dominated by the wish for fame and wealth and the pleasant by-products they bring about. Lamenting the prevalence of such desires he exclaims,

“(...)"85

These are of course not novel themes in the life of a fraud, but their descriptions in this text are intriguing as they offer a glimpse into the culture and politics surrounding the Treasure tradition and its revelatory output. As Mi pham introduces the reader to the schemes of the false revealers we hear of practices such as inserting the names of wealthy people into the preceding prophesy (byang bu) of the Treasure (485.2), lobbying spiritual authorities for recognition (486.4-5), declaring beautiful women as religious emanations especially suited for partnership (485.3), and the common Tibetan (and perhaps universal?) practice of denouncing adversaries as deceitful demons (ibid). The predictable result of these actions is that the faith of the community is shaken and decreased. Mi pham deplores this state of affairs and speaks directly to the imposters in an attempt to change their crooked ways. In addressing the false revealers he adopts a Tibetan strategy commonly employed in communicating with demonic obstacle makers

85 "Legs par btags na gter chos zer pa nnams / grags 'dod nor 'dod bud med 'dod pa'i phyir / gter la re zhing skam chags me litar 'bar / rdzun dang zog po med pa dkon 'di cl" (482).
by first issuing a polite request followed by a wrathful threat of the unpleasant consequences failing compliance. He first appeals to the moral conscience of the false revealers by reminding them of the destabilizing effect they have on the community of followers where they cause the faithful to give rise to suspicion towards the entire Treasure tradition thereby severing their connection to the liberating instructions of Padmasambhava. For those who remain immune to such requests Mi pham then issues a warning of the dire karmic consequences awaiting such liars when, in future existences, they will find their tongues transformed into plows employed for farming. Thus, Mi pham reminds the false revealers, there are severe consequences to all parties when someone falsely assumes the mantle of a spiritual adept.

In spite of the fact that Mi pham up to this point has provided a lively account of the imposters and their unfortunate effect on the Treasure tradition the issue of how to definitively determine the authenticity of such figures has not yet been resolved and one is still left wondering what to do about the Treasure revealers and their claims. Clearly, since Tibetan religious history is amply filled with accounts of respected saints behaving in highly unconventional manners, the roguish actions described above cannot in themselves constitute any final measure for conclusively identifying a fraud and so, although the ways of the charlatans appear deplorable by any standard, evaluations based on mere behavioral observation seem insufficient. It is not until the very end of his treatise that Mi pham proposes a measure by which to finally settle the question of authenticity. When he makes his suggestion it appears in such a straightforward and simple manner that the profundity of his statement and its implications for the topic easily could be overlooked. Having followed Mi pham through his stern disclosure of the
fraudulent imposters we arrive at the concluding verse of the text where he finally suggests that,

"If you should ever feel doubt in this regard, it is best to resolve this hesitation in the presence of a powerful person."86

This simple advice is significant for it points directly to the realization that although the Treasure community is plagued by a group of deceitful charlatans behaving in outlandish ways, there is, if one really searches for hard facts, no verifiable evidence to aid the devotee in distinguishing these deplorable frauds from those beings lauded by Mipham as authentic compassionate masters. Naturally, the lifestyle of a fraud would be predictably short-lived if it did not outwardly resemble its object of imitation, but the real reason that makes the two groups so difficult to distinguish is that both parties predominantly identify the source for their discovery in the mind of the revealer thereby suspending the impact of the kind of verifiable evidence on which people otherwise ordinarily rely when assessing claims of origin. When Mipham suggests that only a spiritually powerful person can determine the validity of the Treasure revealers it is an acknowledgment that evaluations based exclusively on historical premises or observations of behavioral conduct will fail to provide definitive answers and so it is, ultimately, according to Mipham, only the spiritual intuition of authoritative leaders that can validate the claims of the Treasure revealers. Such leaders are, of course, only authoritative when embraced by a following that grants them their status and so the final say in Mipham’s proposition must therefore by extension be identified within the

86 "De la the tshom za ba’i dus byung na / mthu ldan yod na yid gnyis sel bar rigs" (487.4).
intuition of the community of devotees. In this way Mi pham acknowledges the power of the spiritual community, the saṅgha, in authenticating religious claims and suggests that only by this process can definitive certainty be reached.

If one recognizes that the source of Treasure revelation, as well as the authenticating community consensus of that origin claim, both belong in a reality that cannot be verified nor denied by ordinary means it appears a less rewarding exercise to perpetuate a debate of the Treasures along a simplified framework of true or false. Instead, by looking beyond the traditional saint/charlatan paradigm, there may be newer and more rewarding angles to discover for the study of this fascinating literature that may deepen our understanding of the philosophical and hermeneutical value of this ancient tradition. To acknowledge the prerogative of the community to authenticate scripture does not entail a failure to critically examine the religious claims of the Treasure tradition. Rather, this understanding allows us to engage with the Treasure revealers and their texts in a manner that is freed from the confines of methodologies that originate in Tibetan religious politics. Instead it allows us to explore with fresh eyes the intricate drama that unfolds when religious claims, inspired saints, deceitful frauds, and realist politics all come together in the complex phenomenon of Treasure revelation. Although Mi pham is firm in his denouncement of the fake revealers, we today, while not abandoning careful philological and historical evaluations of individual Treasure scriptures, may modify the definitive rhetoric that so often accompanies Treasure evaluations in Tibet and the West with the acknowledgement that what makes a visionary a saint or a text a scripture is dependent, in the final analysis, on the degree to which they are able to attract and sustain a community of devoted followers.
Is it possible that *The Gem* represents an attempt to develop and sharpen the analysis of the Treasures beyond its traditional confines? Although Mi pham firmly positions himself as a defender of the Treasure tradition, and so appears to take side within the traditional polarized debate there are signs in his proposed empowerment of community authentication and his stated willingness to appreciate and engage in the critique of outsiders that support such a claim; and so it would seem that in this brief composition we have stumbled upon a Treasure -- revealed, not necessarily from the timeless treasury of dharmadhātu, but from the seemingly inexhaustible pen of Mi pham rgya mtsho as yet another testament to his remarkable contributions to the hermeneutics of Buddhist Studies -- in Tibet and beyond.
Notes on the Translation

*The Gem that Makes the Waters Sparkle* is composed in an East Tibetan colloquial idiom employing local terms from the *sde dge* region where Mi pham lived. This fact proved a challenge to the translation and for its completion it was necessary to receive guidance from several scholars at Ka-Nying Shedrup Ling Monastery, Boudhanath, Nepal. First Karma Ozer read the text with me and later many doubts were cleared up by Karma Gelek. Finally *mkhan po* Sherab Zangpo clarified the remaining difficult passages. For easy comparison the Tibetan text has been included in part IV. Numbers in square brackets, included in both the translation and the Tibetan text, refer to the original text found in the Zhe chen edition of Mi pham's collected works (Mi pham 1984).
The Gem that Makes the Waters Sparkle — An Examination of the Treasure Revealers

First [the false Treasure revealer] gives a prediction and says, "This text should be recited and practiced and will have a good result." People who believe in that will practice with diligence, but it will not turn out as prophesized. Furthermore, when fierce obstacles cause suffering to arise, [the false Treasure revealer] will blame it on bad luck. Even if he acknowledges the power of obstacles, [he will say that because] those who faithfully follow [his teaching] will not have to experience [such] obstacles it is still a suitable teaching to practice. Once [the teaching] has been well received and practiced it may seem that things are going well but because he puts the blame [for misfortune] on external [circumstances] intelligent people will know that his words are false.

If the Treasure were a practice that brought accomplishment, then it would be reasonable for the Treasure revealer to practice it sincerely himself and one would logically [expect] that the practice would bring him accomplishment because Guru Padma saw him as a vessel of instructions for that teaching. Therefore, if he himself has confidence in his teaching but fails to gain any accomplishment from it, it would be very difficult for others to receive [any blessings] from him. When, not knowing what blessings ultimately are like, those who practice [false Treasures coincidentally] become free from obstacles and experience temporary joy and happiness, they believe it is the power of the teaching. Although that is not [actually] the case, they venerate [that teaching] as virtuous and auspicious. However, since [true teachings] are extremely rare,

---

87 Page numbers refer to Mi pham 1984 (see also part IV).
I think that we should not blame those other groups who gossip [about the Treasure tradition]. [476] Those words are in fact nectar-like gentle advice, so it is necessary to try to comprehend their real meaning.

Hey Treasure revealers! Although all inhabitants of the Snowy Land will claim to have heartfelt interest and trust in Guru Padma, they do feel weary seeing the deceit of liars claiming to be Treasure revealers. So, as it is said of the child and milk, this will cause some people to lose faith even in authentic Treasure revealers, so stop lessening the fortune of those who have trust in Padma, King of the Conquerors. If a teaching is virtuous, auspicious, and has great blessings then, forget about faithful people, even those lacking faith will have no way around practicing it, just like the proverb about sores and dog fat. Why is that? First, [the Treasure revealer] will himself examine the circumstances and make sure they are auspicious. Then, provided it is a sublime teaching, he will be skilled in both the approach and accomplishment practices; through them he will sustain the highest, middle, and lesser measures [of practice] to the best of his ability. If [he can do that] it will benefit others.

In the old Treasures the importance of the seal of secrecy and the practice of the Treasure were taught. That is also the case regarding new Treasures as well as in [practices] such as Mind Training, The Great Seal, and The Great Perfection in which one

88 The saying goes: When a child has had its tongue burnt by milk it will blow even before drinking curd (byis pa 'o mas kha 'tshigs nas / zho la phyu yang 'debs bzhi 'thung). See Cüppers 1998: 170 (6410). Thanks to Dan Martin for pointing me to this reference work. See also Pemba 1996: 134.

89 The proverb goes: Whatever heals the sore will be applied, even if it is dog fat (rma kha la phan na / khyi tshil yin yang byugs). See Cüppers 1998: 200 (7613).
practices by oneself and attains realization. [The same is true] in any deity [practice], in which one can grant empowerment and oral instructions to others once a sign of the highest, medium, or lesser approach and accomplishment [stages] has appeared. That the benefit for others thereby is multiplied is directly visible and is also clearly taught in statements such as "Not having ripened oneself...." Furthermore, even though [a teacher] may not himself have realization [477] or great [experience] in recitation, it is still possible for others to achieve genuine accomplishment when given empowerment and meditation guidance, provided that the ritual is authentically rooted in a pure lineage. However, in new Treasure teachings the source is Padmasambhava and the lineage therefore only consists of the Treasure revealer so how would it be possible to ripen and liberate others unless [the Treasure revealer] himself has the warm signs of authentic pure visions and experience? Surely he needs such signs. One may think that a closer lineage would possess greater blessings and it is possible that a closer lineage will have greater blessings, but receiving the longer lineage of the old Treasure teachings in combination with a closer lineage creates a unique blessing of great power that is even better.

Still, since the new [Treasures] do not have a long lineage they do not satisfy the minds of intellectuals, and since it could even be that [these scholars] will feel doubt regarding the close lineage, why do we need [these] new recitation texts [at all]? It is certain that if one supplicates Padmasambhava through the early rituals, the Seven-Line Prayer, and The Vajra Guru [mantra], obstacles will surely be removed and accomplishments, the blessings of the dharma, will unfold. Such blessings are very meaningful, so please do not think that no blessings will occur unless there is a new ritual and liturgy for each time period and individual inclination. It is [in fact] impossible that
blessings and accomplishments would not manifest [478] for anyone who practices the great sūtras and tantra sections in [any of the] aeons, or limitless aeons, until the end of time, just as the Buddha, the Transcendent Conqueror did.

To make a false Treasure out of one's own religious writings is therefore a pretense to greatness and a disregard for the dharma that results in the fully ripened effect of having one's tongue become a plow. [Sometimes] various appearances may arise, both in dreams and the waking state, that cannot be determined either via the confidence of a pure vision or with the certainty that identifies based on signs, inner experience, and prophesies. In the best cases they will be dreams of writing religious poetry, teaching [the dharma] or composing [a scripture]. One may then begin to make preparations [for a Treasure revelation] and proclaim these [dreams] to be signs of auspicious times. These may be simple indications of your own wholesome meditation experiences, but it is doubtful whether they really will ripen others. Through the deceit of gods and demons perverted teachings and [teachings] similar to earth Treasures [sometimes] manifest as the legacy of beings who make aspirations to severely harm others. So just because you know how to compose some senseless rituals, it is wrong to deceptively propagate them by claiming to be a Treasure revealer. All the scriptures and oral instructions of the early translations teach that one must bring the dākinīs under one's influence because worldly gods and demons, such as the flesh eating dākinīs, will conjure up various misleading meditation experiences and signs of accomplishments to a practicing yogin, who will come under their power if he clings to them with desire.

It is necessary to know how this has been taught to be an obstacle for ultimately accomplishing the authentic dharma. [479] One should therefore keep these uncertain and
dubious psychic visions, dreams, and predictions secret without making a big fuss about them. It is obvious that a practitioner will turn out well if he is able to naturally liberate them. Since we can see with our own eyes how conceit, distraction, and longing for fame turn into obstacles, it would be good to give up writing numerous volumes of so-called Treasure teachings [explaining] what you do and do not know and have and have not accomplished. Even [in cases] when common [Treasure revealers] do not have complete certainty, it will definitely benefit the transmission of the doctrine as well oneself and everyone else [to cease composing such writings].

After finishing writing these pointless [false] Treasure teachings, some people speak of the need to spread this [teaching] as much as possible to avoid the disappearance of the family lineage and the lineage of students. However, if they instead could preserve and spread the teachings of the oral lineage, the scriptures, and the pith instructions together with the authentic old Treasures then, besides that, I surely cannot see [a need for] any better or higher profound meaning or activity sādhana. Since this attachment to the teachings of individual persons makes for an unstable tradition, it would be better to focus on the philosophies contained in the older teachings and adopt the few genuine pure visions and Treasure teachings that may exist as auxiliary ornaments. Intelligent people have to understand what teachings to preserve, but what is there to preserve in all those [new] writings? If they were dispensed with it would not be sad at all! On the other hand, since even a fraction of the tantras, scriptures, and oral instructions possesses great purpose they should be preserved. Furthermore, regarding meditation, [480] Klong chen rab 'byams taught the key points of the meaning embodied in the tantras, scriptures, and
oral instructions of the Great Perfection, and you are not going to find some other profound and excellent truth or any other system of key points for practice besides that.

Take a look around to see [for yourself] if there is anything new to understand about the Great Perfection that might be superior to this, and then practice accordingly. Many [practitioners] have previously perfected their realization [through this teaching of Klong chen pa], because it contains a factor of blessings and a lineage of practice. So now, do not look for fault in this teaching without looking for faults in yourself. If you [wish to] chant, there are the rituals of the Transmitted Precepts lineage and the instructions and realizations of the Treasures\textsuperscript{90}-- in short, scriptures on the sādhanas of infinite deities [discovered] by many [Treasure revealers] who appeared in the past with authentic signs such as Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer, Guru chos dbang, The Northern Treasure Reveal, Ratna gling pa, and Karma gling pa. In those [texts] you will find any kind of long or short sādhana you may desire according to your inclination. There are [also] various activity- and protection rituals that, if practiced properly, contain a lineage of blessing that is actualized as the sign of practice of these early teachings. If you are able, so are the teachings! Now, forget [the idea] that the words and meaning of some sādhanas, practice texts, and pointless liturgical scriptures should be more profound than the earlier [texts]. Since they do not even come close, I do not see any particular purpose to chanting them. But if you think it’s important, do as you like.

\textsuperscript{90} “Instructions” refers to the cycles such as Bka’ brgyad bde gshegs ‘dus pa and “realizations” refers to cycles such as Bla ma dgongs ‘dus.
If someone practices the earlier [Treasures] but no result occurs, one will not think that it is [the fault of] the teaching. However, if one does not know whether the new [Treasures] bring benefit, [481] one will give rise to doubt and fabricate wrong views. But what is the need for that? If someone feels trust [in the new Treasures], I cannot see anything really wrong with reciting a new text, but although they are similar to the liturgical arrangements of [past] masters, to only delight in the recitation of new [material] is a clear sign of ignorance. When composing [a text], even a dry intellectual like myself will know how to write high words in a meaning that agrees with the scriptures and is supported by many esoteric instructions, but presenting these [texts] as Treasure teachings becomes the work of a charlatan and [incurs] the terrible karma of arrogantly lying to the deities and spiritual masters. If [on the other hand, the same text] were presented as a treatise, it would be free from deceit and could benefit [people’s] confidence. What then, could be in discord with the scriptures of the learned and accomplished [masters of the past]? If a Treasure really has an authentic source then there is nothing to object to, but if it does not, it is a terrible karma [to claim otherwise]. Even if [the teaching] is not [initiated] by yourself but is requested by someone else so that you feel powerless [but to compose a teaching], you should examine for yourself what is wholesome and what is negative. Unless you can do that it might be better to refer the obligation to write to someone else.

The people who these days call themselves Treasure revealers

Say that they are benefiting Tibet and the world.
[But] they are driven by their own concerns and should they achieve
Long life and happiness, fine; but even that will hardly happen.

In this Snowy Land there are many who mostly look
At the Treasure revealers and their Treasures with distrust and wrong view.
Do not protect those [people] -- what’s the use?
Especially protecting the faithful ones [482] is a true sign of compassion.

But when things decline for those without trust,
And [likewise] things do not improve for the faithful,
And we can see how most people end up worse,
How can you not feel doubt and wonder?

It is good if one is accepted by the great [master] from Oḍḍiyāna,
And creates blessings for experience and realization,
Or longevity, growth of the dharma, and spread of the teaching.
But what is the use of merely presenting something to chant?
The earlier [Treasures] are texts of great blessing that can be trusted,

And I have not seen a single newly revealed [text] that was more profound.

If you rely on new teachings believing them to be more profound,

Should you reach accomplishment, fine, but it is rare.

If you carefully examine those who announce Treasure teachings,

[You will see that] because of seeking fame, looking for wealth, and searching for women,

They place hope in their [false] Treasures and their expectations burn like fire.

How rare to [find Treasure revealers] free from lies and deceit!

If they truly are the destined ones of Padma’s blessing,

They should surely be superior to others,

Like beholding the Buddha and his close disciples,

But when examined, their wisdom, love, and capacity are just like anyone else's.
Whether they spread happiness and joy in the Snowy Land is doubtful,

But with their Treasure prophecies praising themselves,

They commit a root bodhisattva downfall of aggrandizing themselves and belittling others,

And carry out many perverted actions.

Alas! Since genuine practitioners are rare in these sad times,

The decay of sentient beings is rampant.

So it [seems] untimely that so many nirmāṇakāya Treasure revealers

Conceitedly consider themselves superior to other practitioners.

[483] If the splendor of the teaching and sentient beings were to expand

Because of so many excellent [masters],

It would be logical that the splendor and wealth of the teaching in general and the Ancient School in particular would increase,

So why do things decline for the followers of those [beings]?
Ha, Ha! If the Treasure revealer has not really received the Treasure teaching from the Guru or perceived it by clairvoyance and [instead] the words are discovered from dualistic mind and if, [furthermore,] that person is not a great and authentic spiritual teacher, then it will be hard to feel confidence simply by [hearing] him say, "this is my Treasure teaching" and then [showing] some nice writings or sculptures from a cave. If, [however], he could reveal authentic tantras such as The Kālacakrā Root Tantra or The Five Hundred Thousand Hevajra Tantras that no longer exist in Tibet; [texts] that truly possess important knowledge such as The Eight Examinations; previously non-existent wonderful textbooks that benefit crucial aspects of science such as the remaining calculations of philosophical astrology; scriptures that liberate those who do not know the important points of the tantra and sūtra sections; or precise and undeceiving prophecies that [foretell] the changing times and so on -- in short, a text of important knowledge that agrees with the sūtras and tantras and gives rise to joy in intelligent people, then that would be a truth to preserve. And furthermore, if [the Treasure revealer] could reveal a Buddhist scripture such as The Great Treasury of Detailed Exposition or a non-Buddhist text [484] that temporarily could be useful, such as a treatise on art, then that would be very wonderful and something to preserve. Could he reveal the remaining chapters of the Ratnakūta or a similar [text] such as, for example, all the remaining parts of The Sūtra on the Application of Mindfulness, that would also be wonderful. Also, if he received a prophecy from the ḍākinīs and based on that could reveal a Tibetan treatise that previously existed in several [copies] but now has disappeared such as Bsnubs chen sangs rgyas ye shes's Sūtra Commentary, then that would also be nice. But as the saying goes,

91 “Ha ha” here carries a connotation of both sadness and surprise.
“except for dead dogs, anything is revealed as Treasure”, so no useful teachings whatsoever appear and it is pointless. If a medicine that would heal sickness by mere smell or an amazing medical scripture could be discovered as Treasure, or even [if such a] text were received by hand, that would be something by which a worthy being could benefit others. So that is for which the Treasure revealers should supplicate Padmasambhava. While it is hard for wishfulfilling jewels to appear in degenerate times, if all kinds of wonderful jewels that could help sentient beings, astonishing to whoever would see them, should appear it would be good for both oneself and everyone else, so please keep that in mind.

If [a teaching] can be determined as a profound teaching of Padma’s blessing,

Surely it makes sense to practice it continuously and attain accomplishment.

[485] [But] have you not seen how some people, for the sake of wealth,

Always roam about spreading their teaching by selling it to others?

Why do you talk about the superiority of [your] teaching?

If you gain accomplishment you will not have to sell your teaching to others.

People desiring [instruction] will come to you!

Nevertheless, what have you achieved by the dharma?
Having written letters, you search out the famous and rich wherever they are,

And tell them “You are the sovereign of my teaching.”

You are distracted by only thinking of fame.

Even if practicing that teaching, what benefit do you see thereby?

When you see a good-looking girl you call her a ḍākinī.

Suspicious people who criticize you are called demons.

You consider yourself a perfect reincarnation of the disciples [of Padmasambhava].

You announce a lot but do no good at all.

Without yourself knowing anything whatsoever,

You say, “Here are all the key points of the Buddha’s teaching”.

And “The greatness of the essential teaching is like this.”

You are conceited, saying, “My teaching is superior to all others.”
Although you do not know how to cherish in your heart the general teachings
And the teachings of Padma, King of the Conquerors,
You say, “I am the one who will reverse the degeneration in the Snowy Land.”
When your pretense is exposed, you are worse than commoners.

When it is rare to know correctly what is good and bad for oneself, even in the slightest,
Are not all the “helpful” predictions
Stating what is good and bad for the [entire] Snowy Country
The deceiving lies of gods and demons?

[486] With no sign at all of thorough training
In the attitude of trusting the teachings and helping others,
You say, “I have emanated to protect the Snowy Land with compassion.”
When intelligent people see you they break into laughter.

Not having the power to stir the minds of young women,
you proclaim lustful, deceiving prophecies out of desire.

Not having the slightest capacity of being trustworthy,

How could you protect a kingdom?

The conceited charlatans who fool others saying,

“Whatever I do is the activity of accomplishment”

Produce documents for their Treasures and [thereby] gather the negative karma

Of attributing a false reference to Padma, King of the Conquerors.

There are surely some people who chant various Treasure-like false teachings

Made by the deceit of powerful gods and demons.

There are many who fool themselves by pursuing the rank of an accomplished master

Not suspecting at all that they are fooled by demons.

If it [truly] is a teaching taught by Padma, King of the Conquerors,

Intelligent people will know that it is a contradiction
To think, “This teaching of mine, is that a Treasure or not?”

And then ask [others for their opinion].

If one does not earnestly practice

One's own teaching with joy,

Then what other intelligent person

Would see any reason to practice it perseveringly?

The fool believes everything [the false Treasure revealer] says.

And when advised, “This is profound. Practice just this!”

[487] He will surely do that.

But for him that is a dharmic poverty.

No one experiences the poverty of lacking texts to chant.

Surely, if the beneficial effect is superior when recited, then great.

But if accomplishments decrease and obstacles increase,

And you experience doubt, then do not practice [such texts]. Why would you?
When looking at the teaching it seems impressive and delightful to chant.

So when persevering diligently with faith why do things get worse?

If you only possess the mark of practice and prayer

You may get doubt and think that all [Treasure teachings] are same.

In short, as the bon pos were suppressed at the time they spread,

The same applies to the Treasures founded in bon.\(^{92}\)

If you should ever feel doubt in this regard,

It is best to resolve your hesitation in the presence of a powerful person.

[Composed] by Mi pham suddenly as it came to mind.

\(^{92}\text{Thanks to Dan Martin and Per Kvaerne for helpful suggestions for the translation of these two lines. If my reading of this rather obscure passage is correct the persecution of bon Treasures mentioned here most likely refers to events during the reign of the fifth Dalai Lama Blo bzang rgya mtsho (1617 – 1682) during which time bon Treasures in 1649 were attacked on the grounds that they were forgeries. (Karmey 1972: XXXI – VX). However, as both Martin and Kvaerne have let me know, the exact meaning of these two lines is hard to determine.}\)
Part II: The New Treasures of Mechog gyur gling pa
Introduction

Above, the literary genre of the Treasures and the issue of Treasure authenticity was addressed. With the basic parameters for Treasure literature established this part looks closer at the revelations of a single Treasure revealer, Mchog gyur bde chen zhig po gling pa. There are several reasons for focusing on the revelations of Mchog gyur gling pa. Firstly, the revelations of this master together with the commentarial literature elucidating their intent comprise one of the most extensive collections of Treasure literature. This collection, known as *The New Treasures of Mchog gyur gling pa* (Mchog gling gter gsar; abbr. *The New Treasures*) comprises in its latest edition thirty nine volumes of Treasure revelations and commentaries including altogether more than one thousand individual titles.93 It is, however, not only its massive volume that makes *The New Treasures* of special interest as this collection includes teachings that previously had only existed in the lineage of the Transmitted Precepts and now were revealed as Treasure for the first time by Mchog gyur gling pa.94 Another interesting element of *The New Treasures* is the involvement of Mchog gyur gling pa in the ecumenical (*ris med*) movement that arose in the Eastern Tibetan provinces during the nineteenth century around the figures of 'Jam mgon kong sprul blo gros mtha’ yas and ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po. It was in large part due to the close relationship between Mchog gyur gling pa and these two extraordinary masters that *The New Treasures* became one of the most widespread and popular Treasure traditions in Tibet. Considering

---

93 Mchog gyur 1982a. See also Doctor 2002.

94 Most prominently, Mchog gyur gling pa is the only Treasure revealer to have brought forth revelations on all three sections of the Great Perfection (*rdzogs chen*). See further below.
its importance for understanding nineteenth century Tibetan Buddhist philosophy it is surprising that the ecumenical tradition so far has received only little scholarly attention. Given the active involvement of Kong sprul and Mkhyen brtse in The New Treasures a detailed study of this collection will no doubt facilitate a better understanding of the ecumenical movement as well. And yet, it is precisely all the features of The New Treasures that make it so valuable -- its size, variety and complexity -- that present the greatest challenge to the researcher attempting to engage with this collection that up to now has remained almost unnoticed by Western research. The present study therefore aims to present a general survey of this collection introducing sources for the biographical study of Mchog gyur gling pa and outlining the main features of his revelatory output. It is hoped that such groundwork will create a platform from which future studies of The New Treasures may be undertaken. For this purpose we first turn to the sources available for the biographical study of Mchog gyur gling pa.

---

93 The to date most detailed study of the ecumenical tradition is Smith 2001: 227-272. See also Barron 2003.

94 To date, studies of Mchog gyur gling pa and his tradition are scarce. Schmidt has translated several shorter practice rituals from The New Treasures (for a brief selection see Chokgyur 1990a-c) as well a couple of longer commentaries by lineage masters (e.g. Kongtrul 1999). From the oral tradition Schmidt has translated several speeches of lineage masters discussing Mchog gyur gling pa’s tradition (Tobgyal 1988, Urgyen 2000, Chokling 2001). Smith 2002: 235-272 briefly discusses Mchog gyur gling pa. Translations of Btud ‘joms’s hagiography of Mchog gyur gling pa are found in Dargyay 1979: 190-197 and Dudjom 1991: 840-848. Recently, I have published an annotated catalogue of The New Treasures (Doctor 2002).
An Auspiciously Curling Tune

In *The New Treasures* we are fortunate to find a wealth of information collected and composed by several central figures of the lineage -- including Mchog gyur gling pa himself. In colophons throughout *The New Treasures* Mchog gyur gling pa writes about the nature of his Treasures and the way they were discovered often noting the details of time and place thereby providing valuable information for a chronological reconstruction of his career. Besides the information supplied in colophons Mchog gyur gling pa composed a brief autobiography (predominantly versified), written sometime during 1867 or early 1868, that later was joined with various accounts of Treasure revelation likewise recounted by Mchog gyur gling pa himself. This compilation was included in *The New Treasures* under the title *The Basic Account of the Emanated Great Treasure Revealer’s Biography Combined with a Few Treasure Chronicles*. These writings of Mchog gyur gling pa are of great value for understanding his role within the ecumenical movement. Especially informative in this regard is the part in Mchog gyur gling pa’s autobiography where he expounds on the philosophical values of the ecumenical tradition and the role of the Treasure tradition within this movement (Mchog gyur 1982b: 190-198). It is generally well known that Mchog gyur gling pa was a prominent figure within the ecumenical tradition (Smith 2001: 227-272) but little is known about his specific views on ecumenicalism. In this chapter, however, we find Mchog gyur gling pa encouraging spiritual practitioners to abandon one-sided critique of other traditions and instead appreciate the commonalities between the many Tibetan religious traditions while,

---

97 *Sprul pa'i gter ston chen mo'i rnam thar gyi sa bon zhal gsung ma dang gter 'byung 'ga' zhib 'bel gtam sna tshogs bcas* (Mchog gyur 1982b).
concomitantly, remaining respectful to their individual unique features. Specifically, in relation to the Treasure tradition, Mchog gyur gling pa admonishes the followers of the Ancient School to abandon attachment to the revelations of individual revealers and, in its place, focus on the relationship between all Treasures and the general Buddhist tradition thus acknowledging that the philosophical roots of the Treasures are firmly planted in the general teachings of sūtra and tantra.  

Besides Mchog gyur gling pa’s own writings The New Treasures contain several early sources composed by his foremost teachers, ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul and Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po. The importance of these sources is reflected in the fact that they form the basis for the entirety of subsequent hagiographical works on Mchog gyur gling pa. Most central is a short praise to the career of Mchog gyur gling pa composed by ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul under the title The Auspiciously Curling Tune: A Supplication to the Life of the Emanated Great Treasure Revealer Mchog gyur gling pa. In this work Kong sprul outlines the most significant events in Mchog gyur gling pa’s life listing his most prominent teachers, students, Treasures, and visions. The supplication is augmented with numerous annotations (mchen ‘grel) in which Kong sprul provides a commentary on the events of the supplication. In the colophon Kong sprul notes that he composed the supplication at the request of Mchog gyur gling pa’s consort Bde chen chos sgron and several other devoted students (‘Jam mgon 1982a: 9.3–4). As with so many works in The New Treasures the text is undated but most likely it was composed soon after the death of

---

98 Cf. Mi pham’s similar remarks above.

99 Sprul pa’i gter chen mchog gyur gling pa’i rnam thar gsol ‘debs bkra shis khyil pa’i dbyangs snyan (‘Jam mgon 1982a).
Mchog gyur gling pa.\textsuperscript{100} Later, at the request of Mchog gyur gling pa’s famed scholar student Karma’i mkhan po rin chen dar rgyas (nineteenth century), Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po composed an outline (sa bcad) of this praise which he named The Divisions of The Auspiciously [Curling] Tune: The Condensed Meaning of the Supplication to the Great Treasure Revealer Mchog gyur gling pa.\textsuperscript{101}

On the past lives of Mchog gyur gling pa, Zla bzang karma nges don bstan pa rab rgyas (1808-1864), one of Mchog gyur gling pa’s foremost teachers, composed a supplication to the past existences that Mchog gyur gling pa previously had occupied. This work, entitled The Rosary of Red Pearls : a Supplication to the Past Lives of the Vidyādhara Master -- the Great Treasure Revealer Mchog gyur gling pa,\textsuperscript{102} was composed while Mchog gyur gling pa was still alive. It presents the details of his past lives predominantly based on information found in Treasure literature but also, to a lesser degree, on information accessed through meditative visions. As an elaboration on this supplication, Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po composed a slightly longer text; The Lapis Lazuli Drama: General Notes on the Past Lives Supplication Called the Rosary of Red Pearls.\textsuperscript{103} The main source for both works (and other subsequent descriptions of Mchog

\textsuperscript{100} This can be assumed since the framework employed by Kong sprul forms the basis for all other hagiographical works on Mchog gyur gling pa.

\textsuperscript{101} Gter chen mchog gyur gling pa’i rnam thar gsol ’debs kyi bsdus don bkra shis dbyangs kyi yan lag (‘Jam dbyangs 1982a). This outline was later adopted to structure the longer hagiography by Dkon mchog ‘gyur med (circa 1870-circa 1930) (Dkon mchog 1982).

\textsuperscript{102} Rje rig pa ’dzin pa gter chen mchog gyur gling pa’i skyes rabs kyi gsol ’debs mu tig dmar po’i phreng ba (Zla bzang 1982a).

\textsuperscript{103} Skyes rabs gsol ’debs mu tig dmar po’i phreng ba’i zin thun vaidūrya’i mdo ’dzin (‘Jam dbyangs 1982b).
gyur gling pa’s past lives) is a Treasure text revealed by the master Zhig po gling pa gar gyi dbang phyug (1524-1583) named *The Radiant Lamp* (*Gsal ba’i sgron me*) that recounts in great detail Zhig po gling pa’s past lives. The reason that the account of Zhig po gling pa’s past lives are relevant for Mchog gyur gling pa is that Zhig po gling pa came to be regarded as one of Mchog gyur gling pa’s previous incarnations whereby *The Radiant Lamp* became an account of Mchog gyur gling pa’s past lives as well. Mkhyen brtse’s work, which consists almost entirely of a lengthy quotation from *The Radiant Lamp*, establishes the authority of this prophesized account by categorizing the past lives experienced in meditative visions as merely appendage (*kha skong*) to the revealed descriptions (‘Jam dbyangs 1982b: 64.4). Below (p.101) the past lives of Mchog gyur gling pa as they are recounted in these two sources will be presented.

Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po composed yet another biographical text entitled *The Breeze of Requesting The Auspiciously [Curling] Tune: Replies to Questions Arising from the Hagiography of the Great Treasure Revealers*, which is a series of answers to questions posed by Mchog gyur gling pa’s students on the life of their master. This text forms the basis for the subsequent hagiographies of Mchog gyur gling pa by both Kong

---

104 This text is extensively quoted throughout *The New Treasures*. The entire relevant passage is quoted twice in the collection (Unknown 1982: 341.1-352.2; ‘Jam dbyangs 1982a: 65.1-78.4).

105 The connection between Mchog gyur gling pa and Zhig po gling pa is made by ‘Jam mgon kong sprul who states that the rebirths of Mu rub btsan po, the middle son of King Khrid srong ide’u btsan, included the following masters: Sangs rgyas gling pa, Lha btsun sngon mo, Zhig po gling pa, and Mchog gyur gling pa (‘Jam mgon 1976, vol. 1: 324.1).

106 *Giter chen rnam thar las ’phros pa’i dris lan bkra shis dbyangs snyan bskul ba’i dri bzhon* (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c).
sprul (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 643-658) and Bdud ‘joms (Dudjom 1991: 840-848) where longer passages often are quoted verbatim. Mkhyen brtse presents events central to Mchog gyur gling pa’s life and revelatory career in a structured manner that gives an excellent overview of Mchog gyur gling pa’s main teachers,\textsuperscript{107} the divisions of his Treasures,\textsuperscript{108} his sevenfold transmission of teaching (covered below), and the major group practice sessions (sgrub chen) that Mchog gyur gling pa officiated in (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 38.2-49.1).

Besides the works of famed authors like Mkhyen brtse, Kong sprul, and Zla bzang we find another important source of information in the so-called “general hagiography” (phyi’i rnam thar) of Mchog gyur gling pa entitled The Melodious Tune of the Fifth Auspicious Birth: A General Outer Biography of the Great Treasure Revealer Mchog

\textsuperscript{107} According to this text (and several other sources in The New Treasures), Mchog gyur gling pa’s four primary teachers were: Stag lung ma rin po che who granted the refuge vows, Zla bzang karma nges don bstan pa rab rgyas who conferred the bodhisattva vows, ‘Jam mgon kong sprul who initiated Mchog gyur gling pa into the vehicle of secret mantra, and Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po who introduced him to the nature of mind (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 20.3-22.2).

\textsuperscript{108} Primarily, Mkhyen brtse presents a list of the earth Treasures revealed by Mchog gyur gling pa. Other divisions mention three divisions of guru practice in The New Treasures in which, according to Mkhyen brtse, the guru practice of dharmakāya is the Chos sku’i don khrid chen mo (Mchog gyur gling pa 1982a vol. 23: 391-412), the sambhogakāya practice is the Tshe dpag med riggs lugs sgyu ’phrul drwa ba (vol. 14: 313-391), and the nirmanakāya practice is contained in the various sādhanas of Padmasambhava. This last grouping is in turn divided into four divisions: outer -- Bar chad kun sel, inner -- Bsam pa lhun grub, secret -- Msho skyes rdo rje (this cycle is not included in The New Treasures since it is counted as a Treasure of Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po), most secret -- Rdo rje drag rtsal, and combined -- Bla ma dngos grub rgya mtho and Thugs sgrub dgongs pa kun ’dus (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 25).
gyur gling pa\textsuperscript{109} composed by Padma ye shes (nineteenth/twentieth century) -- a student of Mchog gyur gling pa and an important chant master (dbu mdzad) within his tradition. This hagiography, written at the request of the first Mchog gyur gling reincarnation in the Gnas brtan lineage -- Padma ‘gyur med theg mchog bstan ‘phel (1873-1927), builds on the themes raised by Kong sprul and Mkhyen brtse but also gathers information from several smaller manuscripts of \textit{The New Treasures}. In addition to this formal hagiography, Padma ye shes also composed a lengthy description of Mchog gyur gling pa’s journey to central Tibet at the end of his life (Padma ye shes 1982b). Elsewhere in \textit{The New Treasures} we find a brief account by an anonymous author describing Mchog gyur gling pa’s revelation of the Zab pa skor bdun Treasure cycles (Unknown 1982).

The richest source for information on Mchog gyur gling pa is surely the six hundred page hagiography entitled \textit{A Clarification of the Branches of the Auspiciously [Curling] Tune: the Life of the Great Treasure Revealer Mchog gyur bde chen gling pa}\textsuperscript{110} composed by the first Mchog gyur gling reincarnation in the Ke la lineage, Dkon mchog ‘gyur med bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan (?-1938?). This text offers a wealth of information regarding, not only the outer events in Mchog gyur gling pa’s life, but also his inner experiences and meditative realizations. It was composed in 1921 and draws heavily on the abovementioned works but also incorporates new sources in the form of various unpublished notes and manuscripts. Curiously, the works of Padma ye shes are not

\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Gter chen mchog gyur gling pa’i thun mong phyi yi rnam thar bkra shis skye ba inga pa’i dbyangs snyen} (Padma ye shes 1982a).

\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Gter chen mchog gyur bde chen gling pa’i rnam thar bkra shis dbyangs kyi yan lag gsal byed} (Dkon mchog 1982, abbr. \textit{The Life}).
mentioned in *The Life* and it seems possible that Dkon mchog gyur med might have been unaware of these texts.111 Faithful to the tradition Dkon mchog 'gyur med's biography is structured along the framework previously established by Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul. The Tibetan hagiographical genre is unique in that it does not limit itself to a single life but recounts the saint’s existence within a story involving past, present, as well as future lives. Not only does Dkon mchog 'gyur med provide descriptions of Mchog gyur gling pa’s past, present and future lives -- he also presents his reader with several biographical sub-genres that lend further uniqueness to the hagiographical literature of Tibet. The main body of the text is structured into 1) a brief teaching on the definitive and the expedient hagiographies (*drang nges kyi rnam thar gyis mdor bstan*) (Dkon mchog 1982: 8.1), 2) expanded explanation by means of ten amazing accounts (*ngo mtshar ba'i gtam bcus rgyas par bshad*) (11.4), and 3) a conclusion with supplications and aspirations (*gsol 'debs smon lam don bsdu ba*) (621.2). At this level some of the various modes of hagiography are introduced when mention is made of “the definitive and the expedient hagiographies.” What this refers to are two distinct manners of recounting the life of a Buddhist saint – 1) the ultimate and essential hagiography (*nges don snying po'i rnam thar*) (8.2) and 2) the symbolic, enumerated hagiography (*drang don brda yi rnam thar*) (10.2). The first of these divisions is a brief philosophical chapter that presents Mchog gyur gling pa as primordially inseparable from the basic nature of all phenomena. In spite

111 Another possibility would be that Padma ye shes's hagiography was not yet composed by the time Dkon mchog gyur med wrote his biography. Padma ye shes's work is undated and since I have not yet been able to determine his exact dates it is difficult to say definitively what relationship, or lack thereof, exists between these two works.
of this being a condensed hagiographical exposition this chapter is billed as the essential and true way to appreciate the actual being of Mchog gyur gling pa:

"In reality, his nature -- all-pervading like the sky -- is primordially the supremely luminous dharmakāya of great bliss, the indivisibility of ground and fruition."\textsuperscript{112}

The fact that this brief chapter is termed "ultimate" and "essential" even though it barely covers two full pages supports the position that underneath the detailed historical narrative of the Treasure cosmos lies a reality of timelessness (dharmakāya), which gives historical events a relative quality and frees them from the confines of a strictly linear historical consciousness. Thus, similar to the historical narratives of Treasure revelation that rely on the backdrop of timeless reality, the acts of a Buddhist saint, such as Mchog gyur gling pa, is likewise to be viewed with a hermeneutic that acknowledges his or her existence in the world as reflections of this "ultimate and essential" way of being.

The following explanation of the symbolic enumerated hagiography is a brief one-page listing of the topic for the main part of the text, namely Mchog gyur gling pa’s achievements as perceived from the framework of relative existence. At this point The Life enters into a more formal historical narrative structured on a three-fold division of Mchog gyur gling pa’s past existences, present life, and his activity in future lives for the continuous benefit of sentient beings. The chapter devoted to Mchog gyur gling pa’s past lives consists of two divisions: a general explication of the hagiography of the three kāyas

\textsuperscript{112} "Ngès pa'i don du gzod nas kun khyab nam mkha' lta bu'i rang bzhi bde ba chen po gzhi 'bras dbyer med 'od gsal lhog pa'i chos kyi skur bzhugs pa yin" (Dkon mchog 1982: 8.3).
*(sku gsum gyi rnam thar spyir bstan pa 11.5)* and a particular division of the way Mchog gyur gling pa appeared in this world (*ljongs ‘dir sprul pa’i snang tshul khyad par du dbye ba* 18.3). The first of these categories further highlights the importance of approaching the Tibetan hagiographical genre with sensitivity to the Mahāyānist metaphysical conception of *ripakāya* emanations emerging from the underlying *dharmakāya* matrix. Here Dkon mchog ‘gyur med describes the manner in which buddhas and bodhisattvas take birth in the world without ever moving from the reality of *dharmakāya* and how they engage in the benevolent actions of converting sentient beings through the activities of “the fourfold taming” (*’dul ba bzhi*) of body, speech, mind, and miracles. Having reminded the reader of Mchog gyur gling pa’s inherent affiliation with the basic nature of existence itself, Dkon mchog ‘gyur med has prepared the ground for the ensuing detailed discussion of the events in Mchog gyur gling pa’s “garland of lives” -- the numerous preambulatory existences preceding Mchog gyur gling pa’s feats in nineteenth century East Tibet. Below, we shall return to a closer look at these past lives of his.

In spite of the various hagiographical sub-categories presented up to this point the main part of Dkon mchog ‘gyur med’s work is after all devoted primarily to the life and career of Mchog gyur gling pa. In presenting his life Dkon mchog ‘gyur med follows Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po’s ten chapter outline that describes 1) Mchog gyur gling pa’s youth (31.3), 2) the awakening of his karmic potential (48.4), 3) his teachers (51.5), 4) spiritual development (85.5), 5) meditative realization (91.5), 6) visionary experiences (100.6), 7) Treasure discoveries (175.4), 8) students (423.4), 9) the way Mchog gyur gling pa sanctified his environment (490.5), and, finally, 10) his passing into nirvāṇa (583.2). Since Dkon mchog gyur med, like Padma ye shes, bases his presentation on the
early hagiographical sources there is a great deal of duplication found in his hagiography but, as his narrative is otherwise richly adorned with quotations from both Treasure texts and classical philosophical scriptures, the repetitiveness is not as tedious as one could expect. Dkon mchog gyur med does also incorporate several oral accounts into his narrative but, considering the vulnerability of the oral tradition in the turbulent social upheavals of the twentieth century, an even greater number of such reports is missed. As Dkon mchog gyur med, in chapters six to nine, begins to unravel anecdotes of Mchog gyur gling pa’s visionary life and the many extraordinary events connected thereto we obtain a valuable look into the Treasure tradition. In these chapters we not only receive a tour into the fascinating world of Treasure discovery with its rich symbolic language and ritual but also encounter the main protagonists in the ecumenical tradition as they relate to Mchog gyur gling pa’s revelations. Previously, the main figures of the ecumenical tradition such as Mkhyan brtse, Kong sprul, and Mchog gling have been studied only little, but here valuable data on their work and relationship is presented.113 Finally, having covered the main events of Mchog gyur gling pa’s life, the author completes his work

113 The richness of these stories requires a detailed study beyond the present work. In the future these chapters will surely come to prove a valuable source for a better understanding of the ecumenical tradition. Although Dkon mchog ‘gyur med’s writing does contain a limited number of oral accounts it was apparently criticized at the time of its publication for drawing too heavily on the early written sources at the expense of the oral tradition. According to Erik Schmidt, Tulku Urgyen, a late lineage holder in the tradition of Mchog gyur gling pa, spoke of his uncle Bsam gtan rgya mtsho (also an important lineage holder; see Tobgyal 1988: 39-40) criticizing Dkon mchog ‘gyur med for not having included the oral accounts of Mchog gyur gling pa’s daughter Dkon mchog dpal sgron into his writings (Oral communication, Boudhanath, February, 2003).
with a brief description of Mchog gyur gling pa’s future lives (silent to the fact that he himself was one of them!) (606.4).

Apart from the hagiographical material of *The New Treasures*, Kong sprul included a hagiography of Mchog gyur gling pa in *The Rosary* (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 643-658). This in turn formed the basis for Bdud ‘joms’s chapter on Mchog gyur gling pa in his history of the Ancient School, which is mostly a verbatim copy of Kong sprul’s writing (Bdud ‘joms 1996: 515-524). Furthermore, it is said that a biography of Mchog gyur gling pa, longer and more detailed than Dkon mchog ‘gyur med’s, was written by Mchog gling’s student Karma’i mkhan po rin chen dar rgyas (nineteenth cent.) but it is uncertain whether this work still exists. Since the wealth of information contained in these abovementioned sources is challenging to work with in its unprocessed form in the following the focus will be on creating an outer framework of basal information that can provide a basis for future studies to engage in more interpretive analysis of Mchog gyur gling pa and his career. As an important aspect of the Tibetan hagiographical genre is concerned with, not only a present singular existence, but also the existences of the past and future, we shall begin our study by looking closer at the many lives leading up to the birth of our Treasure revealing protagonist.

---

A Garland of Lives

The past lives of Mchog gyur gling pa are recounted on the basis of The Radiant Lamp, a revelation by Zhig po gling pa as testimony to his own previous lives. As this scripture is a Treasure revelation these past existences are not presented as a narration by Zhig po gling pa himself but instead by Padmasambhava back in the eighth century as a prophesy of what is yet to come. In Tibet, it was standard practice that Treasure revealers discover this kind of ex post facto prophecy in which Padmasambhava foretells, as Ratna gling pa puts it “even the moles and physical marks on their body” (lus kyi sme ba dang sha mtshan ‘di lta bu ‘byung rtsam yang gzigs) (Ratna gling pa 1977: 232.3) although, not surprisingly, this was a type of writing looked upon with suspicion by many, even among the followers of the Ancient School (cf. Mi pham’s earlier comments).\textsuperscript{115} In any case, Zhig po gling pa’s revelation lists his many past lives in India, China, Tibet, and elsewhere his karma and aspirations are said to have taken him. Since Mchog gyur gling pa is considered the reincarnation of Zhig po gling pa this text is extensively quoted throughout the biographical texts of The New Treasures where it becomes the primary source for retelling the lives of Mchog gyur gling pa.\textsuperscript{116} Here we are told how he (Zhig po

\textsuperscript{115} Still, not all prophetic Treasure literature is concerned with events already transpired. There is an equal amount of prophecies describing people and events yet to come. This type of prophecy, such as those found in Chronicle of Padmasambhava (U rgyan gling pa 1996), is often appropriated by subsequent revealers to support the value of their revelations.

\textsuperscript{116} For the connection between Zhig po gling pa and Mchog gyur gling pa see note 105. This connection is also made clear in many references found in The New Treasures where Padmasambhava declares Mu rub btsan po and Sangs rgyas gling pa as the past incarnations of Mchog gyur gling pa (such as for example in the Padma gtsugs gtor Treasure text (Mchog gyur gling pa 1982c: 255). Furthermore, in a prophecy by
gling pa / Mchog gyur gling pa), in a distant past, first connected with the dharma in
general and, especially, with the all-important figures for the Treasure lineage:
Padmasambhava and his royal disciple Khri srong lde’u btsan. *The Radiant Lamp* begins
in the early days of this aeon with the story of Padmasambhava, Khri srong lde’u btsan,
and Śāntarakṣīta (in their former lives) building the *stūpa* called The Mistakenly Granted
Permission (bya rung kha shor). Here we are told that Khri srong lde’u btsan saw a
black bird landing on the *stūpa* and made a wish that, in the future it would become his
son. Thus was the original karmic connection established between Mchog gyur gling pa
and the Buddhist dharma (‘Jam dbyangs 1982b: 65.1). The seed having been planted in
the mind stream of the Treasure revealer-to-be he embarked on a series of rebirths
predominantly unfolding in India and Tibet. As the fortunate black bird passed away it
was, according to *The Radiant Lamp*, born in Bodhgaya as Kīrti Jñāna, son of the
*sthavira* Dharmabhadra. At that time he jokingly offered flowers to a representation of a
buddha thereby sowing the seed for liberation (66.4). This act in turn led to rebirth in the
Tuṣita Heaven as the divine son Stainless Renown (Dris med grags pa) (67.1). Thereafter
he became an *arhat* named Unimpeded (Ma ‘gags pa) in the presence of the Buddha but,
although he had perceived the truth of dharmatā, he still wished, we are told, to enter the
resultant vehicle (*bras bu’i theg pa*) and so he continued in existence through such

Sangs rgyas gling pa (quoted in Padma ye shes 1982a: 92.5) it is stated that Sangs rgyas gling pa (in a
future life) will be born in the region of Khams, in an ox year, as a Treasure revealer by the name of Mchog
gyur. Subsequent tradition understands this to be the life of Mchog gyur gling pa and so the link is made to
Zhig po gling pa who, according to his own prophetic scripture, is a reincarnation of Sangs rgyas gling pa.

Traditionally identified as the *stūpa* of Boudhanath in Kathmandu, Nepal (Dowman 1973). Klong chen
pa, however, locates the *stūpa* in India in the Magadha kingdom (Klong chen pa 1992b: 54.4-56.1).
varied rebirths as the benefactor Bhadra from Maguta, a Brahmin temple keeper, a deer
living in a forest grove, a poor girl from the Indian city of Śāntika, a wealthy and
generous businessman from Kuśinagarī called Ākshepaṇabhadra* (‘Phen bzang), a
buffalo in the city of spos ldan whose milk was offered to the arhats, the generous
householder Sujātābhadra in the city of Bhedar, a child of Ākshepaṇa from the city of
Spos ngad ldan, a Chinese scholar known as Excellent Impetus (‘Phen bzang), a
businessman from Bhoṭa who made offerings to the local King at Vaiśāli, an unnamed
translator from the district of Gu ge, a Nepalese scholar from the kingdom of Pātan, the
son of a wealthy family from Tsha ba dmar shod, a benefactor called Bzang po from
Lcang ra smug po, and a Chinese court chaplain by the name of Virtuous (Dge bar ldan)
(67.1-68.5). Subsequent to these many lives the future Mchog gyur gling pa underwent
many other existences in different countries and realms until, finally, his obscurations
were purified in a life as a prince from Bedar known as Limitless Light (‘Od zer mtia
yas) (69.2). After this point the subsequent reincarnations are said to be conscious and
voluntary. It is also at this time that the Mchog gyur gling pa-to-be enters the Tibetan
religious scene as well-known historical personae such as the famed minister Mgar ba at
the court of Srong btsan sgam po (69.5). Then follows an existence as a prince ‘Gro ba
bzang po of En rtse (70.1) before we arrive at the all-important birth as Mu rub btsan po,
the second son of King Khri srong lde’u btsan. In describing this birth the text shifts to
present tense as Padmasambhava (who, in the Treasure text, is recounting the lives of
Mchog gyur gling pa) now speaks in person to his Tibetan disciples. Padmasambhava
lists the various names given to Mu rub btsan po118 and tells of the karmic bond between

118 These are: Mu rub btsan po, Lha sras dam ’dzin grags, Spur bo bya thul mgo, Lha sras dge mgon dkar,
this prince and his wife 'Bum leam who, upon death, according to Padmasambhava's prophecy, will be united in the pure buddha fields (69.1-70.4). For the followers of Mchog gyur gling pa the life as Mu rub btsan po is of central importance as it is during that emanation that he comes into contact with Padmasambhava and becomes empowered and prophesized as a major Treasure revealer. At this point Padmasambhava changes the narrative to the future tense as he begins to prophesize the future lives of Mu rub btsan po. As this prince passes away, we are told, he will be born as a king in the country of O rgyan zangs gling (pure land?) from where he will be able to continuously send out emanations working for the welfare of all beings such as Lha lung dpal gyi rdo rje (ninth century), the well-known master who assassinated the anti-Buddhist king Glang dar ma (reigned 841-846) (71.4-5). Then Padmasambhava briefly describes a series of births as a certain Jñāna from the Zur clan who clarifies the intent of the tantras; then the monk Lha btsun dad pa chan from Pu rang; a hidden yogi from Mang yul called Zhig po’i spyod skyong; a non-monastic temple keeper from Rin chen brag named Dpal btsun; a mantrin from Ka rag phug pa by the name of Simha Phāla; a female Treasure revealer called Rgyal mo rtse who reveals Treasures from a site west of Bsam yas; a madman (smnyon pa) living under a bridge at Rta nag; a mantrin named Śākya ye shes from Bzad; a person named Bstan ‘dzin skyes bu gzhon nu from Mnyal; a yogi called Sngags ‘chang ’phag pa from G.yor po gra; Gnas brtan bstan pa ‘dzin from Gra mda’; a temple keeper from Bsam yas called Grags pa; Sngags ‘chang rdo rje -- a temple keeper of the Ra sa temple who in secret will liberate the enemies of the dharma; a spiritual teacher named Dam pa dkon mchog from Tsā ri; a spiritual teacher called Zhi ba from the Mon region; a mantrin who

Dge bsnyen seng ge bzang, Dbang chen buddha heruka, Padma don yod rtsal.
will rebuild the Mduṅg chu temple in Po bo; and a spiritual teacher known as Grub thob who will live at that very same temple (72.2-74.5). Then follows another existence as a Treasure revealer (this time also a woman) -- the master Lha btsun sngon mo (eleventh century) from Bsam yas (74.5).\(^\text{119}\) Next we are told of his existences as the spiritual teacher called the Avalokiteśvara Yogi who constructs a temple in Rin dpung, the yogi Zhig po rgyal ba from Tšā ri and, Mchog gyur gling pa’s last life as an animal, a monkey who tames the demonic spirits to the north of Bsam yas (75.2-76.2). Then follows a description of the life of the great Treasure revealer Sangs rgyas gling pa (1340-1396) known for his revelation of the influential *Bla ma dgongs ‘dus* Treasure cycle. Having prophesized the life of Sangs rgyas gling pa in quite some detail mentioning his birthplace, looks, name etc. Padmasambhava continues with a prediction of Mu rub btsan po’s subsequent births as the female Treasure revealer ‘Bum mo lcam from Mnyang in upper Gtsang\(^\text{120}\) and an unnamed minister, likewise from the Gtsang region and, finally, the life as Zhig po gling pa whose virtues are extolled in considerable detail (77.2-78.3). As *The Lamp* is a revelation of Zhig po gling pa the account goes no further and it is somewhat surprising that nowhere in the literature of *The New Treasures* do we find an attempt to mention the interim existences that presumably would have followed from the time of Zhig po gling pa up until his rebirth as Mchog gyur gling pa, which leaves an unaccounted period of roughly two hundred and fifty years. After Mchog gyur gling pa passes away in 1870 the chain of lives continues, however, as we are told that Mkhyen

\(^{119}\) Her biography is found in ‘Jam mgon 1976b: 409-410.

\(^{120}\) Perhaps this is the female Treasure revealer Kun dga’ ‘bum (thirteenth century). In her hagiography it is mentioned that Mchog gyur gling pa later remembered his past existence as Kun dga’ ‘bum and was able to revive the transmission of her revelations (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 517.6).
brtse’i dbang po saw in a vision that Mchog gyur gling pa had manifested a pure land named The Lotus Covered Realm (Padmas khebs pa’i zhiṅ) where he, as the bodhisattva Lotus Sprout (Padma’i myu gu), continuously manifests emanations for the benefit of beings (‘Jam mgon 1982a: 148). Having in this way established Mchog gyur gling pa’s genealogy of past lives as his tradition recounts them we may now look closer at the main events of his life; in particular his many religious revelations that secured him such fame and influence with many of the greatest religious figures of nineteenth century Tibet.

Seven Descents

Mchog gyur gling pa was born on August 10, 1829121 at the practice center of Sgom sde grwa nang in Yer stod122 in the southern part of the Eastern Tibetan region of Mdo khams. His father, whose family had strong ties to the local Nang chen aristocracy, was the tantric adept Padma dbang phyug who possessed, so we are told, perfect qualities of power and capacity. His mother, Tshe ring g.yang mtsho, was also a virtuous being

---

121 The tenth day of the sixth month (chu stod zla ba) in the Earth Female Ox year (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 644.2). This is the most common date given in the biographical sources but Kong sprul provides a different date in his praise of the life of Mchog gyur gling pa where it is mentioned that Mchog gyur gling pa was born on the eleventh month (mgo zla ba) of the Earth Female Ox year (‘Jam mgon 1982a: 3.4). Although most sources subscribe to the former date this latter date is nevertheless noteworthy as it appears to be the earliest available. However, given the proliferation of works placing the birth of Mchog gyur gling pa in the sixth month by contemporary authors (including Kong sprul) -- the sixth months seems, after all, the most probable date.

122 ‘Jam mgon 1976b: 644.1 has incorrectly Yor stod.
who had unchanging faith in the Three Jewels and was known for her generosity of giving away her possessions to the needy (Dkon mchog 1982: 38.1-4). According to the various hagiographies, Mchog gyur gling pa was born without any pain to his mother and amidst wonderful signs such as rainbow lights and a rain of flowers.\footnote{Padma ye shes 1982a: 94.5. In the Buddhist tradition these signs commonly accompany the birth of saints.} In spite of these unusual signs as well as the existence of a prophetic scripture, discovered by the Treasure revealer Dri med gling pa (eighteenth century), foretelling the birth of a great Treasure revealer in the Yer stod area named Ratna o rgyan the child apparently was not recognized as a special being and his childhood years were spent in anonymity (Tobgyal 1988: 9).\footnote{The prophecy of Dri med gling pa is quoted in Dkon mchog 1982: 39.1. Dkon mchog 'gyur med establishes the connection between Ratna o rgyan and Mchog gyur gling pa by considering the name given by his parents -- Nor bu bstan 'dzin (nor bu in Skt. ratna) (43.2). He further explains that prophesies that mention people called “Ratna” apply to Mchog gyur gling pa as mchog gyur (supreme) is an epiteth for nor bu (jewel) and so also ratna. For Dri med gling pa’s biography see Kong sprul 1976, vol. 1: 632.6-634.3.} A defining event in the life of the young Mchog gyur gling pa, or, Nor bu bstan 'dzin as he was known at the time, occurred in the spring of 1841 when he was just eleven years old.\footnote{Tibetan sources recount this story to have happened when Mchog gyur gling pa was thirteen years old but they also mention that it occurred in the early months of the Iron Female Ox year, which would be 1841. The apparent discrepancy between this date and the age claimed for Mchog gyur gling pa can be explained in the way that Tibetans count the age of a person by starting at one when a child is born and becoming two at the first day of the new year. Thus, a person born in January of a given year will be counted as two years old in February or March (i.e. the first day of the Tibetan new year).} One day, as Mchog gyur gling pa was playing alone in a place called Maṇi kha, he came across an odd-looking yogin who was wearing a lotus crown, red
dharma robes, blue boots, and used a khaṭvāṅga for a walking stick. The yogin asked for his name and the name of the place and, when Mchog gyur gling pa had answered, the yogin uttered the following prophesy: “Well then, since this place is called Maṇi kha, and your name is Nor bu bstan ‘dzin, and the place up there is Ārya nang you will become someone especially noble in this world.”¹²⁶ By this prophesy, we are told, Mchog gyur gling pa was granted empowerment into ‘gaining mastery over the storehouse of the profound Treasures.’¹²⁷ With this prediction the yogin, who was no other than Padmasambhava in person, dissolved into light and was gone.

Having met Padmasambhava in this way Mchog gyur gling pa began his Treasure revealing career. Generally, in systematizing the various teachings that passed through or originated in Mchog gyur gling pa his followers adopted a particular system known as “the seven descents” (bka’ bab bdun). By means of these seven descents, or religious transmissions, all teachings handed down to Mchog gyur gling pa as well as his own visionary revelations are presented according to their manner of reception. Although Mchog gyur gling pa is considered an indispensable factor for the manifestation of his visionary teachings he is nevertheless not considered their author but rather their

¹²⁶ “‘o na sa la maṇi kha ming la nor bu bstan ‘dzin ya ki lung pa la ārya nang zer bas khyod la ‘jig rten na khyad par ’phags pa ‘ong” (Dkon mchog 1982: 49.4). This prophecy plays on the words in Mchog gyur gling pa’s answers as ‘maṇi’ means ‘jewel’, as does ‘nor bu’, and ‘ārya’ is the Sanskrit for ‘phag pa’, here translated as ‘noble’.

¹²⁷ “‘zab mo gter gi bang mdzod la rang dbang brnyes pa’i rjes su gnang ba stsal” (Dkon mchog 1982: 49.5).
transmitter.\textsuperscript{128} The notion of seven descents has old roots in the Ancient School where it can be traced back to Rong zon chos kyi bzang po (1012-1088) in the eleventh century. In its classical formulation this system refers to seven transmissions of tantric material passing from India into Tibet during the latter half of the eighth century and first half of the ninth century (Germano 2002). In the nineteenth century, however, Mchog gyur gling pa and ’Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po both reveal Treasures that radically reinterpret this system. The classical seven descents were only concerned with the various lineages of the Transmitted Precepts (bka’ ma) but in the nineteenth century reinterpretation of this system the lineages of Treasure and Pure Vision (dag snang) are included to the extent that the Transmitted Precepts only occupy a single transmission among the seven. The earliest source for this new system is a prophetic scripture from Mchog gyur gling pa’s foremost Treasure; the Rdzogs chen sde gsum (Three Sections of the Great Perfection), which declares that both Mchog gyur gling pa and Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po will come to receive seven spiritual descents of 1) Transmitted Precepts (bka’ ma), 2) Earth Treasures (sa gter), 3) Rediscovered Treasures (yang gter), 4) Mind Treasures (dgongs gter), 5) Recollected Treasures (rjes dran gter), 6) Pure Vision (dag snang), and 7) Oral Lineage (snyan brgyud).\textsuperscript{129} As these transmissions traditionally

\textsuperscript{128} The issue of the Treasure revealers role in the manifestation of Treasures is complex. As Kapstein points out, although the Treasure revealer is not formally considered the author of his or her revelations, the Treasures are always classified according to their discoverer indicating that the tradition considers the role of the revealer more than the mere conveying of the messages of others (2000: 259, no. 112).

\textsuperscript{129} Dkon mchog 1982: 177.3; Padma ye shes 1982a: 134.4, Dudjom 1991: 844. The texts of the Rdzogs chen sde gsum cycle are found in Mchog gyur 1982a vols. 21-23. Of the seven transmissions, section I
provide the framework for the presentation of both Mchog gyur gling pa’s life and spiritual heritage we too shall follow these seven descents in tracing the events of Mchog gyur gling pa’s religious career.

I) The Transmitted Precepts:

Mchog gyur gling pa received the transmission for the Transmitted Precepts of the Ancient School on several occasions and took active part himself in propagating this ancient literary collection. The earliest description we have of Mchog gyur gling pa receiving this transmission is by Kong sprul who writes that during his life Mchog gyur gling pa received most of the Transmitted Precepts still in existence in Tibet and in turn passed on many of these teachings including instructions on all three traditional divisions of the Transmitted Precepts (known as mdo sgyu sms gsum). Padma ye shes further explains that at the Dpal ri bo che monastery Mchog gyur gling pa gave the

represents the Transmitted Precepts, section II-V the Treasure transmission, and VI-VII the Pure Vision transmission.

130 Jam mgon 1976b: 650.3-5. Kong sprul is the first to structure Mchog gyur gling pa’s works in terms of the seven transmissions but this method is later adopted by all subsequent hagiographers.

131 Mdo represents the Anuyoga teachings by referring to the Anuyoga scripture ‘dus pa’i mdo; sgyu illustrates the Mahāyoga teachings by referring to the Mahāyoga cycle Sgyu ’phrul drwa ba; and sms represents the Atiyoga teachings by referring to the Atiyoga teachings of Sems sde (here understood to include the other two sections of Atiyoga, Klong sde and Man ngag sde, as well). These three sections of the Transmitted Precepts are also equated to the development stage (skyed rim), completion stage (rdzogs rim), and Great Perfection (rdzogs chen) respectively (Dkon mchog ‘gyur med 1982: 178).
empowerment of the ‘Dus pa’i mdo; to the senior figures of both Evam chos sgar and O
rgyan smin grol gling monasteries he conferred the empowerment and instructions of
Sgyu ‘phrul zhi khro; and at Bsam yas mchims phu he passed on many teachings of the
Great Perfection (Padma ye shes 1982a: 135.2-4). Furthermore, Kong sprul notes that
several of Mchog gyur gling pa’s Mahāyoga and Anuyoga Treasures actually belong to
the category of Transmitted Precepts in terms of both word and meaning.132

II) Earth Treasure:

Even though tradition considers all Treasures of Mchog gyur gling pa to be
revealed truth his earth Treasure revelations are given special importance. On the advice
of Ta’i si tu pa padma nyin byed dbang po (1774-1853) Mchog gyur gling pa kept most
of his mind Treasures secret and instead focused on the propagation of his earth Treasure
revelations.133 As noted earlier, the category of earth Treasure covers both actual earth
Treasures and rediscovered Treasures. Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po mentions that Mchog
gyur gling pa revealed altogether thirty seven major actual earth Treasures but the various

132 Jam mgon 1976, vol.1: 650.4. Kong sprul does not identify what Treasures belong within this category.
133 Tobgyal 1988: 9. In general there does not seem to be any wide consensus as to which of the two, earth
Treasure and mind Treasure, is most valuable. Uniformly, however, earth Treasures are said to be most
difficult to reveal since they depend on outer circumstances but the interpretation of this fact varies.
Followers of earth Treasures claim superiority for their Treasures based on the verifiable yellow scrolls
whereas followers of mind Treasures argue that the independence of their revelations from the physical
world leaves them immune to decay and therefore supreme. For examples of arguments in favor of these
two positions see Tobgyal 1988: 10 and Thondup 1986: 81-82.
hagiographical commentators do not uniformly agree upon the exact identification of these thirty seven Treasures. The challenge involved in accurately identifying Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasures is noted by Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po who states:

“regarding the origin of the approximately thirty seven successive earth Treasure revelations it is difficult to explain them in detail since, in general, some [Treasures] had a seal of secrecy and still others were concealed as [future] rediscovered Treasures.”

In spite of such obstacles Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po, with the assistance of Kong sprul and other close students of Mchog gyur gling pa, nevertheless composed a Treasure inventory identifying the following thirty seven earth Treasures:

1) In the year that Mchog gyur gling pa first met Padmasambhava (1841) he discovered his first Treasure, which was revealed at Brag dkar rdzong chung. At this occasion Mchog gyur gling pa discovered a vajra that had once been the possession of prince Mu rub btsan po, a mirror, and twenty four sādhanas. Later Mchog gyur gling pa offered the mirror to Kong sprul and the vajra to Mkhyen brtse (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 26.2). Around this time Mchog gyur gling pa received his novice vows (dge tshul) from

---

134 “Snga phyir sa gter gyi gter kha sum chu rtsa bdun tsam phyung tshul ni spyir ‘ga’ zhiug gsang rgya’i bab dang la la yang gter du’ang sbas pa sogs zhib par ‘chad dka’” (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 25.5).
135 ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 26.1-32.1. The following presentation of the thirty seven earth Treasures takes Mkhyen brtse’s list as its basis. Alternatives of other hagiographers are listed in the notes.
136 Tobgyal mentions that these teachings were meant for Mchog gyur gling pa’s personal practice (Tobgyal 1988: 8). According to Kong sprul, on that occasion Mchog gyur gling pa also revealed a skull and a seal for the dgongs ‘dus cycle (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 650.6).
Stag lung ma rin po che but apparently did not receive any personal guidance from this master.\footnote{137} This period of Mchog gyur gling pa’s life, in which he had not yet established a personal relationship with spiritual teachers who could advise him on his visionary experiences seems to be a time of some spiritual uncertainty. Mchog gyur gling pa himself speaks of several uncertain visions occurring during this period and describes how he struggled to establish whether they were well-boding precedents for Treasure revelation or negative obstacles to his spiritual development. Finally he settled on the latter and ignored these early visions (Mchog gyur: 1982b: 181.5).

2) Mchog gyur gling pa discovered the second of his Treasures at a white stūpa at Bsam yas the following year when he was just twelve or thirteen years old (1842/1843).\footnote{138} However, as circumstances were not right, he decided to conceal it again (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 26.3).

\footnote{137} Although Stag lung ma is counted as one of Mchog gyur gling pa’s four main teachers there are no descriptions of Mchog gyur gling pa receiving spiritual instruction from this master and it seems that his importance stems solely from him conferring the novice vows on Mchog gyur gling pa.

\footnote{138} Sources provide no date for this event but mention that it occurred when Mchog gyur gling pa was fourteen years old (Tibetan counting). This would mean that the revelation occurred either in 1842 or 1843. Mchog gyur gling pa mentions in his autobiography that shortly after meeting Padmasambhava he discovered a Treasure inventory (kha byang) from the Crystal Cave (Shel brag) of Yar lung but he does not specify for which Treasure(s) it was meant (Mchog gyur 1982b: 181.5). This is most likely the same Treasure listed by Mkhyen brtse. It could, however, also be an alternative Treasure inventory, mentioned by Orgyen Tobgyal, prophesizing all Mchog gyur gling pa’s earth Treasures (1988: 7-8). I have not been able to locate any mention of this inventory in the older sources.
3) The third earth Treasure was revealed on November 7, 1848 when Mchog gyur gling pa in secrecy discovered the *Bla ma’i thugs sgrub bar chad kun sel* cycle -- one of his most influential Treasures -- from the site of Zla nyin kha la rong sgo (*ibid.*: 26.3). This Treasure, which belongs to the Mahāyoga cycle of *The Magical Net* (*Sgyu ’phrul drwa ba*), contains practices for accomplishing the *trikāya guru* deities of Amitayus, Avalokiteśvara, and Padmasambhava in combination with twelve manifestations of Padmasambhava.\footnote{The twelve emanations of Padmasambhava appear in the following order: Rgyal ba’i gdung ’dzin, Smra ba’i seng ge, Skyes mchog tshul bzang, Bdud kyi gshed chen, ‘Dzam gling rgyan mchog, Padma ’byung gnas, Khayad par ’phags pa’i rig ’dzin, Rdzu ’phrul mthu chen, Rdo rje drag rtsal, Skal ldan ’dren mdzad, Rakṣa thod phreng, and Bde chen rgyal po. The cycle of *Bla ma’i thugs sgrub bar chad kun sel* together with its subsequent commentaries and ritual arrangements, composed by a number of influential masters (most notably Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul), occupy the first nine and a half volumes of *The New Treasures*. The first volume contains the root *tantra Zhal gdams snying byang* and the remaining volumes consist of practices related to the abovementioned deities in the order listed here. In addition to these major deities the *Bar chad kun sel* cycle also contains various practices directed to the four classes of *dākas* and *dākinīs* as well as the protectors of the cycle, such as Tshe ring mched Inga and Kun ’khyil mched gsum (Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 1-10). See also Schmidt 1989: I-VI.} Mchog gyur gling pa did not immediately make this Treasure public but kept it a secret for eight years until he finally showed the yellow scrolls to Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po who enthusiastically told Mchog gling that he himself had revealed an almost identical Treasure. It is said that by comparing the two Treasures and finding them to be almost identical in both word and meaning Mkhyen brtse and Mchog gling
developed great confidence in each other and from this point onwards they collaborated closely on the establishment and propagation of this and many other Treasure cycles.\footnote{140}{See further Tobgyal 1988: 10.}

4) On September 26, 1849 the Avalokiteśvara cycle \textit{Thugs rje chen po padma gtsug tor} was discovered at Bun rdzong.\footnote{141}{This cycle is found in volumes 10 and 11 of \textit{The New Treasures}.} Accompanying this revelation were, among other unspecified objects, a small Avalokiteśvara statue said to have been crafted from a bone of Khrid srond lde'u btsan.\footnote{142}{According to Padma ye shes this statue was made from a bone of Padmasambhava’s consort Ye shes mtsho rgyal (1982a: 97.6). In a note to this revelation Mkhyen brtse mentions that some people incorrectly claim this revelation to have occurred in the following year (1850) (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 26.5). The date given by Mkhyen brtse is confirmed in both Mchog gyur gling pa’s autobiography (Mchog gyur 1982b: 182.2) and the \textit{Padma gtsug tor} Treasure text itself (Mchog gyur 1982d: 291).} In the prophecy (lung byang) of the \textit{Padma gtsug tor} cycle \textit{Si tu padma nyin byed dbang po} is prophesized as an emanation of Padmasambhava himself and the main doctrine holder (chos bdag) of the \textit{Padma gtsug tor} cycle:

\begin{quote}
"When Lha sras [mu rub btsan po] turns twenty five he will meet

My speech emanation known as Padma nyin byed --

A regent of the \textit{Jina} who holds high the victory banner of practice

And is like a torch in the dense darkness of the final days.

Without secrecy he [i.e. Mchog gyur gling pa] will place his trust in him"
\end{quote}
Where after many obstacles spontaneously will be cleared away.\(^{143}\)

Accordingly, in 1853 Mchog gyur gling pa went to the monastery of Dpal spung where he met with Si tu pa padma nyin byed dbang po. This was an important meeting for Mchog gyur gling pa as it was Si tu pa who advised Mchog gling to keep his mind Treasures secret and instead focus on propagating earth Treasure revelations. The year 1853 was surely one of the most important periods in the spiritual development of Mchog gyur gling pa as he came into contact with all his closest teachers in the space of just a few months. Soon after meeting with Si tu pa, on the day of the festival commemorating the Buddha’s first teaching (July 10, 1853), Mchog gyur gling pa received the bodhisattva vows from Mkhan chen zla bzang, the second of his major spiritual friends, and in the same month (July 30, 1853) he was initiated into the tantric vehicle by ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul blo gros mtha’ yas in an empowerment ceremony of Thugs rje chen po bde gshegs kun ’dus whereby Kong sprul became the third of Mchog gyur gling pa’s gurus (Padma ye shes 1982a: 99.5-100.2). Shortly thereafter, on October 10, 1853, Mchog gyur gling pa met for the first time ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po who offered him the empowerment of Phur pa yang gsang spu kri together with many instructions, including teachings on the Great Perfection (rdzogs chen), whereby he became Mchog gyur gling pa’s fourth and most significant teacher, responsible for

\(^{143}\) "nga yi gsung sprul padma nyin byed ces / rgyal ba'i gdung tshab sprul pa'i rgyal mtshan btsug / dus mtha'i mun run nang du sgron me bzhi / lha sras nyid kyis nyer lnga'i dus su mjol / sba gsang med par blo gtad de ru skyol / de nas ma bsgrigs lhun grub rten 'brel mang" (Padma ye shes 1982a: 98.1).
introducing him to the recognition of the nature of mind (Padma ye shes: 100.2-100.6; 103.6).\textsuperscript{144}

5) The next Treasure revelation was a secret discovery of auxiliary texts belonging to the Bar chad kun sel cycle from a white rock at the feet of the Ri bo dbang zhu mountain. These auxiliary practices focus on four deities who clear away obstacles: Tārā (Sgrol ma), Acala (Mi g.yo ba), Rdo rje be con, and Sme ba brtsegs pa. Of these four most texts focus on the practice of Tārā and the exercise of yogic heat (gtum mo) centered on the deity Acala.\textsuperscript{145} The date for this Treasure is uncertain. According to Mkhyen brtse, it was discovered while Mchog gyur gling pa was twenty seven, which would mean sometime in 1855 or early 1856 (Jam dbyangs 1982c: 26.5). Mchog gyur gling pa, on the other hand, mentions that this occurred when he was twenty six and says that it was the year of the tiger, which would be 1854 or early 1855 (Mchog gyur 1982b: 182.3). Padma ye shes places this revelation in a third year altogether when Mchog gyur gling pa first met Si tu pa (1853).\textsuperscript{146} The most probable date for this revelation seems nevertheless to be the year provided by Mchog gyur gling pa himself. Assuming, however, that the month mentioned by Padma ye shes is reliable (in spite of the year

\textsuperscript{144} Here, Padma ye shes further explains that on this occasion Mkhyen brtse and Mchog gling remembered seven past lives spent in each others company. Several prophesies exist in The New Treasures mentioning the close relationship between Mkhyen brtse and Mchog gling but the most famous is the prophecy of the Rten 'brel mdo chings Treasure (Mchog gyur: 1982a vol. 22: 439-499). For a translation see Dudjom 1991: 843.

\textsuperscript{145} This cycle is found in volumes 11 and 12 of The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{146} Padma ye shes 1982a: 99.1. This is the only source to mention a specific month for the revelation (the first two weeks of the tenth month = December 1-15, 1853).
being incorrect) the time of this revelation would be sometime between November 21 and December 6, 1854.

6) The sixth earth Treasure revelation consisted of the Zab pa skor bdun revealed at Karma’i dam chen brag on May 19, 1856 (Mchog gyur 1982b: 182.4). These ritual cycles focus on seven deities (or groups of deities) each having a particular advantageous specialty: 1) Māyājāla (Sgyu ’phrul) -- profound tantra; Viśuddha (Yang dag) -- profound eminence; Hayagrīva (Rta mgrin) -- profound empowerment; Maṇjuśrī Yamāntaka (‘Jam dpal gshin rje) -- profound fierce mantra; Kīlaya (Phur pa) -- profound wrathful activity, Rtsa gsum (guru, deva, ḍākinī) -- profound long life; and Ma mo -- profound dispeller of obstacles and creator of realization.147

7) Shortly thereafter, on July 12, 1856, the seventh Treasure was revealed from Ye rgyal nam mkha’ mdzod. This Treasure contained auxiliary texts related to the Zab pa skor bdun cycle as well as two statues and various sacred substances (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 27.1).

8) On October 9, 1856 Mchog gyur gling pa returned to Zla nyin kha la rong sgo where he previously revealed the Thugs sgrub bar chad kun sel cycle. This time, he revealed a guide book for Zla nyin kha la rong sgo as well as a brief history of the Thugs sgrub bar chad kun sel cycle. He also revealed several secret sacred items (dam rdzás bka’ rgya ma).148

---

147 In The New Treasures the texts of this revelation together with the auxiliary texts for the Zab bdun cycle (see earth Treasure no. 7) are found in volumes 12-19.

148 †Jam dbyangs 1982c: 27.3. These texts are found in volume 1 of The New Treasures.
Mchog gyur gling pa recounts that sometime during the following month (October 29 – November 28, 1856) he revealed the skull of the Brahmin ‘Thung nag po from the site of Khams mig ye brag. He also mentions that, although a dharma Treasure (chos gter) was present at that location, he left it untouched (Mchog gyur 1982b: 183.1). Mkhyen brtse does, however, not classify this skull as an earth Treasure but a material Treasure (rdzas gter) (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 32.1-4). It is not entirely clear on what basis this distinction is made and, in particular when comparing with Mkhyen brtse’s classification of earth Treasures no. 32 and 35 (see below), the grounds for classification are unclear. From this it appears that the enumeration of thirty seven earth Treasures merely is indicative -- a fact also pointed out by Mkhyen brtse and most of his fellow subsequent hagiographers.

9) On January 28, 1857 Mchog gyur gling pa revealed his foremost Treasure, the Rdzogs chen sde gsum (The Three Sections of the Great Perfection) from the Lotus Crystal Cave (Padma shel phug) in Smar shod dzam. As the teachings of the Great perfection are considered to be the pinnacle of vehicles the exalted nature of this Treasure is evident from its title alone, but, according to Tulku Urgyen, this cycle is considered to be Mchog gyur gling pa’s foremost Treasure because it is the only Tibetan Treasure to reveal all three sections of the Great Perfection (Urgyen 2000: 1). This Treasure has many subdivisions and contains, according to Mkhyen brtse, no less than seven different

149 Ibid: 27.3. This cycle is found in volumes 21-23 of The New Treasures.

150 Prior to Mchog gyur gling pa’s revelations several Treasure revealers had discovered teachings on the mind section (sems sde) and instruction section (man ngag sde) while no one had revealed teachings on the space section (klong sde).
individual “heart essence teachings” (snying thig), such as the Padma gar dbang snying thig, the Rigs gsum snying thig, and the Vairocana'i snying thig. In revealing the Rdzogs chen sde gsum Treasure Mchog gyur gling pa was intimately assisted by both Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul; especially by Mkhyen brtse who helped as scribe as Mchog gyur gling pa dictated the teachings from the yellow scrolls.¹⁵¹ Until then Mchog gyur gling pa’s revelations had all taken place in secret and were only later made public, but from this time onward Mchog gyur gling pa’s hagiographers note a shift in his revelatory style with more Treasures being revealed in public, often with large gatherings witnessing the events – the so-called “public revelations” (khrom gter).¹⁵²

10) On February 4, 1857, one week after the Rdzogs chen sde gsum discovery, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed, at the same place,¹⁵³ the cycle of Dga’ rab rdo rje’i snying thig as well as a Dga’ rab rdo rje reliquary (gdung rten).¹⁵⁴

¹⁵¹ The role of Kong sprul in this revelation seems unclear. According to Kong sprul’s autobiography his involvement appears limited (Baron 2003: 110) but see also Tobgjal 1988: 14-15.
¹⁵² Padma ye shes 1982a: 105.6. Kong sprul mentions that “since most of these [Treasures] were public Treasures they were perceived by everyone with their [own] senses and so they were beyond dispute” (de dag phal cher khrom gter du mdzad pas kun gi dbang po’i spyod yul rtsod pa dang bral par gyur) (Jam mgon 1976b: 652.2).
¹⁵³ The place of revelation was “the upper part of the Crystal Cave” (padma shel phug gi dbu rtse) (Dkon mchog 1982: 229.6).
¹⁵⁴ Mkhyen brtse states that this revelation was a phral gter (accidental Treasure?) (’Jam dbyangs 1982c: 27.5). In Mchog gling’s own account this revelation is mentioned before the revelation of the Rdzogs chen sde gsum and said to be revealed from Khams mig ye brag (Mchog gyur 1982b: 183.1-5). This is not correct because the colophon to the Dga’ rab rdo rje snying thig itself states that its revelation occurred at Padma shel phug (Mchog gyur 1982c: 14.1). Mchog gyur gling pa mentions only the revelation of the Dga’
11) On May 24, 1857 at Dpa’ bo dbang chen brag Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a descriptive inventory (mdo byang) of the twenty five sacred places of Mdo kham. These twenty five places are divided into five main sections of body, speech, mind, quality, and activity with each section further divided into the same five groupings thus totaling twenty five.\footnote{\textit{Ibid.}: 27.5. This inventory becomes very influential in East Tibet and is extensively quoted throughout \textit{The New Treasures} (found in vol. 24). See also Zangpo 2001: 97-100; 225-228.}

12) Only nine days after the discovery of the Mdo kham inventory Mchog gyur gling pa revealed his next Treasure; a secret revelation of the ‘\textit{Jam dpal bshes gnyen snying thig} taken from ‘\textit{bri gnyan sdod gsang phug} on June 2, 1857.\footnote{\textit{Jam dbyangs 1982c: 27.5. This Treasure is not mentioned by Padma ye shes who nevertheless, in describing the thirteenth Treasure, mentions the date for the ‘\textit{Jam dpal bshes gnyen snying thig} revelation (Padma ye shes 1982a: 106.4). This Treasure was not included in \textit{The New Treasures} and might be lost.}}

13) Six days later on June 8, 1857, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the \textit{Mtsho rgyal snying thig} together with an unidentified inventory from Seng chen gnam brag.\footnote{\textit{Jam dbyangs 1982c: 27.6. Mchog gyur gling pa mentions that on this occasion, while everyone present were watching, he revealed from the cave a stream of water supporting long life (Mchog gyur 1982b: 184.3). The texts revealed on this occasion also are not found in \textit{The New Treasures} and were, like the previous Treasure, probably lost before Mchog gling’s Treasures were compiled.}

14) The fourteenth of Mchog gyur gling pa’s earth Treasures was the cycle of \textit{Dam chos shog sde drug}, which was revealed together with, among others, a secret...
manuscript, a crown belonging to Padmasambhava, a seal belonging to prince Mu rub btsan po, robes belonging to the Buddha, and spiritual medicine prepared by Dga’ rab rdo rje. The revelation took place in the vicinity of Seng chen gnam brag on June 12, 1857.\textsuperscript{158}

15) At Brag rin chen ‘bar ba (also in the area of Seng chen gnam brag) on the following day, June 13, 1857, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a container with spiritual medicine prepared by the twenty five disciples of Padmasambhava together with an unspecified cycle of teachings (chos skor) (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.2).

16) On June 15, 1857 at Sman rgyal ‘dra ba’i brag (likewise in the Seng brag area) Mchog gyur gling pa revealed medicinal substances and a yellow scroll. Mkhyen brtse records that Mchog gling distributed the medicine but kept the yellow scroll secret (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.3). All the Treasures revealed at Seng brag were revealed as public revelations.

17) The seventeenth earth Treasure is undated but was revealed at ‘Dzi smad mkha’ ‘gro shel phug\textsuperscript{159} where Mchog gyur gling pa discovered a guide to the place

\textsuperscript{158} ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.1-2. Mchog gyur gling pa’s autobiography has a longer list and mentions the revelation of the following artifacts: an undergarment, cloak, crown, and vajra belonging to Padmasambhava; a piece of cloth belonging to the Buddha (bston pa); gold earrings belonging to Ye shes mtsho rgyal ornamented with jewels such as sapphires and rubies; clothes belonging to Khri srong lde’u btsan, Ye shes mtsho rgyal, Mandharava, Vairocana; various ornaments belonging to Vajrasattva; a statue of Padmasambhava; various sacred substances; a container with blessed medicine; and a seal belonging to Padmasambhava (Mchog gyur 1982b: 184.3-6). The teachings of Dam chos shog sde drug are found in vol. 24-25 of The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{159} Mchog gyur gling pa names this place ‘Dzi padma shel phug (Mchog gyur 1982b185.2).
written on the robes of Śāntarakṣita as well as, among other things, earrings belonging to Rgyal ba mchog dbyangs.\textsuperscript{160}

18) At Ke rong rdo rje cong phug Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a substance supporting long life (tshe rdzas) that had been blessed by Padmasambhava and Ye shes mtsho rgyal together with an onyx (gei) box and several Treasure inventories (kha byang).\textsuperscript{161} Mchog gyur gling pa further mentions that in the surrounding area he revealed several wealth Treasures (Mchog gyur 1982b: 185.2).

19) On December 12, 1857 at Karma`i `bum rdzong padma`i dbang phug the four cycles of Thugs rje chen po `khor ba dong sprugs together with several sacred substances were revealed.\textsuperscript{162}

20) From the `Bum rdzong lake Mchog gyur gling pa performed a revelation of the yellow scrolls for the Chos skyong dgong `dus. It is said that amidst a gathering of people Mchog gyur gling pa received the yellow scrolls in a stone container from a nāga demon who brought the Treasure to the surface of the lake holding it between its teeth.\textsuperscript{163}

\textsuperscript{160} Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.4. Rgyal ba mchog dbyangs was one of the twenty five disciples of Padmasambhava. The guide text is found in vol. 25 of The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{161} Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.4. This revelation is undated. The inventories are not included in The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{162} Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.4. This cycle is found in vol. 25-26 of The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{163} Dkon mchog 1982: 235.3 has the longest description. All accounts are undated but the revelation must have occurred around the time of the previous revelation (if not on the same day).
21) At the Rnying phug cave, also at ‘Bum rdzong, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the six cycles of Zur bza’i thugs dam, an inventory for ‘Bum rdzong, and the cycle of Padma gar dbang sgyu ‘phrul drwa ba together with a Tārā statue and blessed pills (ril bu) made from the body of the Indian master Prabhahasti. Zur bza’i thugs dam is a set of Mahāyoga practices meant for the accomplishment of six particular dākinīs: Vajravārāhī (Rdo rje phag mo), Wrathful Tārā (Sgrol ma khro gnyer), Gsang ba ye shes, Manḍarava, Ye shes mtsho rgyal, and Ekajati.

22) At ‘Og min karma’i dpal gyi de’u sometime during 1858 Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the Ma mo spyi bsdus Treasure together with blessed pills.

23) On November 16, 1858 at Ke la nor bu spun gsum gi brag the inner guru cycle of Bla ma’i thugs sgrub yid bzhin nor bu bsam pa lhun grub was revealed together with a statue of Padmasambhava. The Yid bzhin nor bu cycle is focused on the practice of Padmasambhava in the form of Guru che mchog with a retinue of the following: Guru bde ba chen po, Guru padma sman gyi rgyal, Guru nor lha dbang gyi rgyal, Guru yi dam

---

164 Princess Zur bza’ me tog sgron was a disciple of Padmasambhava. This cycle is found in vol. 26 of The New Treasures.

165 Jam dbyangs 1982c: 28.6. This account is likewise undated but must also have transpired together with the other discoveries at ‘Bum rdzong. The inventory is found in vol. 26 of The New Treasures while the Padma gar dbang cycle occupies vols. 26-28.

166 Jam dbyangs 1982c: 29.1. This cycle is found in vol. 28 of The New Treasures.

167 Ibid.: 29.2. I have not used the date given by Mkhyen brtse (October 17, 1858) since he, in his own colophon to the Treasure text, (written only shortly after the revelation) mentions that the revelation occurred at the above date (Mchog gyur 1982f: 139.1). This cycle is found in vol. 28-29 of The New Treasures.
dbang gyi rgyal, Guru sgrub pa’i ke skong rgyal, Guru dpa’ bo ging gi gtso, Guru ‘byung bzhis dbang sgyur rgyal, Guru ma rungs skrod mdzad che, Guru rdo rje’i go cha can, Guru ‘chi ba’i sdug bsngal sel, Guru bar do’i ‘khrul snang ‘joms, Guru skye ba’i sdug bsngal sbyong, Guru ‘gro drug kun gyi skyabs.

24) Shortly thereafter at Go stod ‘od ‘bar brag, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed an account of the historical origins of sacred medicine and a statue said to liberate by sight as well as a short Treasure text of Rgyal chen rnam thos sras.  

25) On August 8, 1859 the three cycles of Gsang thig snying po were revealed from Dpal spung yang khrod devi koṭi tsā dra rin chen brag. These three cycles focus on the practice of the deities Vajrasattva (Rdo rje sems dpa’), Yang dag Heruka, and Vajrakīlaya (Rdo rje phur pa). Also revealed at that occasion was a guide to that place and sacred pills made from “all buddhas.”

After this event Mchog gyur gling pa performed a revelation not mentioned by Mkhyen brtse in his enumeration of the thirty seven Treasures; two short, undated, bon sādhanas revealed from Lha mdo ‘bur mo brag. The sādhanas focus on the bon deities Dbang drag ‘bar ba and Rma rgyal spom ra. Dkon mchog ‘gyur med, on the other hand,

---

168 Mkhyen brtse mentions that this occurred in the tenth month (November 6 – December 5, 1858) (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 29.3). However, given his incorrect dates for the previous Treasure revelation this date might also be one month too early. These texts are all found in vol. 29 of The New Treasures.

169 ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 29.4. These cycles are found in vols. 29-30 of The New Treasures.
mentions this revelation but describes it as an auxiliary revelation to Mchog gyur gling pa’s twenty fifth revelation.\textsuperscript{170}

26) During the early winter of 1859 Mchog gyur gling pa revealed inventories for many Treasure sites as well as several descriptions of such Treasure sites from the Sga stod me seng rin chen shel brag. He also revealed a sāccha (tsa tsa) containing a tooth of Padmasambhava.\textsuperscript{171}

27) According to Mkhyen brtse, the next earth Treasure revelation took place at Sga stod g.yu brag where he brought forth a statue of white Tārā made by Vimalamitra, together with substances for long life and (the text?) of Thugs tig snying po. We are told that this revelation was kept in utmost secrecy (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 30.1).

However, according to the table of contents of The New Treasures, the twenty seventh Treasure consisted of a series of short rituals entitled Bod khams bde thabs chos bcu yi bstan pa srung ba’i skor bzhi for the four protectors – Yamāntaka (Gshin rje), Hayagriva (Rta mgrin), Kīlaya (Phur pa), and Mgon po – revealed from Ye rgyal nam mdzod shar stod bre mo rong gshin rje’i rba dong.\textsuperscript{172}

\textsuperscript{170} Dkon mchog 1982: 244.2. Although the reasons for classifying this merely as an auxiliary discovery are not stated one can speculate that it would have been improper to include bon teachings among Mchog gyur gling pa’s major revelations. Mkhyen brtse’s omission of these revelations would likewise support this thesis. These two texts are found in vol. 30 of The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{171} ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 29.5. The inventories are found in vol. 30 of The New Treasures.

\textsuperscript{172} Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 30: 3. Padma ye shes has the same list as Mkhyen brtse but his text is generally an almost verbatim copy of Mkhyen brtse (Padma ye shes 1982a: 110.2). Still, Padma ye shes later speaks of the Bod khams bde thabs chos bcu yi bstan pa srung ba’i skor bzhi having been revealed just after the
28) It was not until May 30, 1864 that Mchog gyur gling pa revealed another earth Treasure. This revelation, which took place from G.yu bal brag at Ye rgyal nam mkha’ mdzod, contained the cycles of Bka’ brgyad bde gshegs kun ‘dus (the famous Mahāyoga eight deity practice originally revealed by Nyang ral nyi ma ‘od zer), 173 Tāla’i byang bu nāgara yig (a short cycle of Anuyoga scripture focused on the deity Acala (Mi g.yo ba), and Kun bzang thugs thig (an Atiyoga cycle based on the maṇḍala of the peaceful and wrathful deities), accompanied by an unidentified statue and various sacred substances (rdzas). 174

29) To the west 175 of Nam mkha’ mdzod (and presumably around the same time) at Tse zhal brag (also known as Tshe rgyas brag) Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a long life substance blessed by Padmasambhava and Ye shes mtsho rgyal together with the cycles of Tshe sgrub rdo rje’i phreng ba and Tshe rgyud ‘chi med bdud rtsi ’khyil ba. 176

---

173 This cycle is found in vol. 30 of The New Treasures.

174 Jam dbyangs 1982c: 30.2. The latter two cycles are found in vol. 31 of The New Treasures. From Padma ye shes we can gather that the revelations of Mchog gyur gling pa were not entirely paused in the years preceding these revelations. He mentions, for example, several occasions where Mchog gyur gling pa revealed statues and sacred pills in the period following his revelations at Sga stod (Padma ye shes 1982a: 110.3). Apparently these revelations were not considered sufficiently important to be listed by Mkhyan brtse in his enumeration of the major earth Treasures.


176 Jam dbyangs 1982c: 30.4. This cycle is found in vol. 31 of The New Treasures.
30) On November 4, 1866 in the secret cave (gsang phug) of Rong rme 'chi med dkar mo stag tshang Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the five cycles of Dam chos snying po ('Jam dbyangs 1982c: 30.5).

31) Later, on November 16, 1866, from “the leftmost secret cave” also at 'Chi med dkar mo stag tshang Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the instruction manual of Padmasambhava entitled Zhal gdams lam rim ye shes snying po that belongs to the Innermost Guru Cycle of Rdo rje drag rtsal ('Jam dbyangs 1982c: 30.5). This text, which is one of the most important Treasures of Mchog gyur gling pa, was put into writing from the yellow scroll by Mkyhen brtse'i dbang po and later elaborated on in a highly regarded commentary by 'Jam mgon Kong sprul.\textsuperscript{177} Dkon mchog 'gyur med mentions that this text was the only text that could be established (phabs pa) from the Rdo rje drag rtsal cycle as circumstances did not allow for further revelations. Even so, he claims that the value of this single text alone is higher than a hundred other Treasure revelations heaped together since it contains not only the essence of the tantras, explanatory scriptures, and oral instructions of all Treasure teachings in general but in particular all four cycles of accomplishment of the guru principle (Dkon mchog 1982: 253.4). Dkon mchog 'gyur med continues to praise Kong sprul’s commentary and even classifies it as a Treasure in its own right:

“Just hearing the name of this profound teaching puts [samsāric] existence in tatters. To study and reflect upon it gives rise to undefiled wisdom. To put it into practice grants the result of buddhahood. This

\textsuperscript{177} Found in Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 32: 67-519.
commentary is also a Treasure that burst forth from the expanse of genuine wisdom; certainly no ordinary person, no matter how learned he might be, will be able to write like this.”

So respected is Kong sprul’s commentary that it has come to be regarded as the exposition on the paths and practices of *The New Treasures* and the single most authoritative explanation on the intent in Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasures.

32) On the following day, November 17, 1866, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a Treasure from the lake called Ma pham seng rgod g.yu mtsho. Mkhyen brtse does not mention what the Treasure contained, but Padma ye shes mentions that it contained jewels and “similar objects” (Padma ye shes 1982a: 117.2).

33) On April 2, 1867 at Rdzong shod bde gshegs ‘dus pa’i pho brang a sāccha (*tsa tsa*) made by Padmasambhava, Śāntarakṣita, and Khri srong dele’u btsan was revealed by Mchog gyur gling pa together with an inventory to Rdzong shod bde gshegs ‘dus pa.

---

178 *tsabchos mtsphan tsam thos pas srid pa hrul por byyid pa / thos bsam byas na zag med kyi ye shes skye ba / nyams su lang na sangs rgyas kyi ‘bras bu ster ba ‘grel ba ‘di’ang dam pa ye shes kyi klong las brdol pa’i gter chos yin gyi gang zag ji ltar mkhas kyang ’di lia bu brtsams par mi nus so’* (Dkon mchog 1982: 254.1-2). This Treasure, together with Kong sprul’s commentary, is found in vol. 32 of *The New Treasures*.

179 ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 30.6. Mkhyen brtse also mentions that Mchog gyur gling pa in the early morning had revealed a vajra belonging to Padmasambhava but he does not count this vajra as one of the thirty seven Treasures.

180 ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 31.1. The inventory is found in vol. 32 of *The New Treasures*.
34) On April 15, 1867 at Padma shel ri sacred pills were revealed together with an inventory for that site.\textsuperscript{181}

35) The following day, April 16, 1867, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a stone container for \textit{Rig ‘dzin yongs rdzogs snying thig} together with sacred substances as well as a Treasure container, shaped like a curved knife, for \textit{Heruka ‘dus pa’i thugs tig} from the place of Khyung tshang brag (\textit{Jam dbyangs} 1982c: 31.3) According to Dkon mchog ‘gyur med, this was a material Treasure \textit{(rdzas gter)} so it must be assumed that there were no texts in the containers.\textsuperscript{182}

36) Mkhyen brtse lists the thirty sixth earth Treasure as the cycle of \textit{Bde mchog sangs rgyas mnyam sbyor}, a guide to Ru dam gangs kyi ra ba as well as sacred substances, all revealed on May 20, 1867\textsuperscript{183} from three stone containers at Ru dam gangs khrod bde ba chen po.\textsuperscript{184}

Dkon mchog ‘gyur med (whose list includes thirty eight major earth Treasures) counts another Treasure, not listed by Mkhyen brtse, as the thirty sixth Treasure but, aside from classifying it as a material Treasure, he does not mention what the Treasure

\textsuperscript{181} \textit{Ibid.} 31.2. The inventory is found in vol. 32 of \textit{The New Treasures}.

\textsuperscript{182} Dkon mchog 1982: 254.3. \textit{The New Treasures} also contain no texts from this revelation.

\textsuperscript{183} Mkhyen brtse gives the date as May 13, 1867 (\textit{sa ga zla ba’i sher phyogs gyi rgyal ba gnyis pa}) (\textit{Jam dbyangs} 1982c: 31.4). However, Mchog gyur gling pa’s colophon to the Treasure mentions that it was revealed on the festival day of that month, which is the fifteenth day, thus, May 20, 1867 (Mchog gyur 1982g: 145.5).

\textsuperscript{184} \textit{Jam dbyangs} 1982c: 31.4. These texts are found in vol. 33 of \textit{The New Treasures}.
contained or where it was taken from. He then counts the revelation from Ru dam gangs as the thirty seventh.¹⁸⁵

37) On August 13, 1867 Mchog gyur gling pa revealed his last major earth Treasure from Ke la nor bu spun gsum brag. This was the seven cycles of Dam chos nor bu together with ornaments belonging to Guru seng ge sgra sgros and a statue of that master.¹⁸⁶ According to the catalogue of The New Treasures, an inner accomplishment of the dākinīs and an offering ritual to the Treasure protectors Nor bdag mched gsum were established from the yellow scrolls; however, no teachings of this cycle remain (Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 33: 2).

This completes Mkhyen brtse’s description of the thirty seven major earth Treasures. In addition, he adds, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed numerous smaller Treasures such as inventories (ka byang) and material Treasures. For example, Mkhyen brtse mentions the revelations at Seng chen gnam brag of seven different kinds of inventories from a single earth Treasure.¹⁸⁷ To illustrate the many material Treasures that

¹⁸⁵ Dkon mcchog 1982: 254.3. Although I have not been able to find any reference to this Treasure elsewhere, a future study might identify it by references elsewhere to Treasures revealed between April 16 and May 13, 1867.
¹⁸⁶ ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 31.5. Kong sprul mentions that the statue was of Padmasambhava (‘Jam mgon 1976, vol. 1: 651.1).
¹⁸⁷ The seven kinds of inventories were preliminary inventory (snga kha byang), general inventory (phyi` kha byang), actual inventory (kha byang dngos), essential inventory (gnad byang), abridged inventory (mdo byang), further inventory (yang byang), and innermost inventory (snying byang) (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 32.1). Mkhyen brtse mentions seven but does not list the abridged inventory. The list is complete in Padma ye shes 1982a: 120.3.
Mchog gyur gling pa revealed Mkhyen brtse mentions the revelation of relics of the Buddha and soil from the sacred place of Maratika (in Nepal) that took place at Ri bdang phug after Mchog gyur gling pa had revealed the auxiliary material for the Bar chad kun sel cycle. He also mentions the revelation of the Brahmin skull described above (see revelation no. 8), bodhicitta pills of Padmasambhava and Ye shes mtsho rgyal revealed at Dpa’ ‘og ‘bur mo, and the relics of the Buddha Kāśyapa revealed from the Rgyam rgyal g.yu mtsho lake (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 32.2-5).

It was prophesized that Mchog gyur gling pa would reveal more than one hundred Treasures representing enlightened body, speech, mind, and activity but, according to Mkhyen brtse, it is almost impossible to put an exact number on his Treasures since some Treasures representing enlightened body, such as statues, were multiplied while other Treasures representing enlightened speech, such as the teachings of the Zab pa skor bdun and Rdzogs chen sde gsum cycles, contain several individual teachings. Furthermore, Mkhyen brtse says, Mchog gyur gling pa performed innumerable revelations of sacred substances but to derive an overview of these revelations one needs to refer to the colophons of his individual Treasures (‘Jam dbyangs: 32.6 – 33.6). It is therefore clear that the mention of thirty seven Treasures is merely a representative (and auspicious) number that the tradition has adopted as a basis for discussing Mchog gyur gling pa’s visionary output.

We have seen that the vast majority of the Treasure revelations that Mchog gyur gling pa made public belong to the category of “actual earth Treasure that were destined for himself” (rang skal sa gter dngos). Nevertheless, he also revealed a small number of Treasures of the remaining three categories (rediscovered Treasure, actual mind Treasure,
and recollected Treasure). For the most part these have been listed in works already translated (Dargyay 1979; Dudjom 1991) but, since more details to the descriptions have been added here, they will be listed in the following as well.

III) Rediscovered Treasure:

According to Mkhyen brtse, there are two kinds of rediscovered Treasure: 1) Treasures that have been concealed by previous Treasure revealers and now are revealed either in actuality or through the power of blessing, and 2) Treasures that appear merely as a transmission. This latter form occurs in cases where the texts of previous revelations still remain but the transmissions of empowerment, reading, explanation and study have been cut (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 35.1). Mchog gyur gling pa revealed both of these two forms of rediscovered Treasure.

To the first category belongs the Gur drag hūṃ dmar snying thig that was revealed through the power of blessing as a Treasure of Sangs rgyas gling pa -- Mchog gyur gling pa’s past existence.188 Dkon mchog ‘gyur med informs us that although many texts were revealed for this teaching they were unfortunately all lost later (Dkon mchog 1982: 257.1). Dkon mchog ‘gyur med also mentions another set of revelations belonging to this category that are not reported by Mkhyen brtse; the cycles of the seven pacifying Zhi byed goddesses discovered at Sgrags yang rdzong. These Treasures had originally

188 Ibid.: 35.2. Sources do not mention a time and place for this discovery.
belonged to the Treasure revealer Lha btsun sgon mo (eleventh century).\footnote{On Lha btsun sgon mo see ‘Jam mgon 1976b: 409.2-410.5.} This revelation was the result of the combined efforts of Mchog gling and Mkhyen btse with the yellow scroll discovered by Mchog gling who offered it to Mkhyen btse for translation of the signs (Dkon mchog 1982: 256.3). The dual ownership of this revelation might be the reason for Mkhyen btse not listing the Zhi byed cycle as Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasure. Interestingly, Kong sprul lists this Treasure as an the actual earth Treasure though not part of the thirty seven major Treasures (‘Jam mgon 1976, vol. 1: 651.2). None of these sources give a time or date for revelation but the colophon for the Treasure text itself states that this was a secret revelation occurring some time in 1868 or early 1869 (a male dragon year).\footnote{Mchog gyur 1982b: 201.1. This cycle is found in vol. 33 of The New Treasures.}

Belonging to the second category of rediscovered Treasure is the cycle of Ma rgyud gsang ba lam khyer, which originally was revealed by the female Treasure revealer Mkha’ ‘gro ma kun dga’ ‘bum (thirteenth century) whose spiritual transmission now befell Mchog gyur gling pa.\footnote{‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 35.3. Neither Mkhyen btse or Kong sprul provide details of the time and place for this revelation.} Dkon mchog ‘gyur med, however, classifies this Treasure as a recollected Treasure and explains that Mchog gyur gling pa remembered this teaching from his past life as Dung mtsho ras pa the younger (thirteenth century) who was the chief lineage holder of the teachings of Ma rgyud gsang ba lam khyer.\footnote{On Kun dga’ ‘bum see ‘Jam mgon 1976b: 516.4-518.4. On Dung mtsho ras pa the younger see Ibid: 518.4-519.4. Ma rgyud gsang ba lam khyer is found in vol. 34 of The New Treasures.}
Elsewhere Kong sprul explains the reason for this dual classification noting that Mchog gyur gling pa received this teaching twice as both a rediscovery and a recollection (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 517.5).

IV) Actual Mind Treasure:

The only recorded Actual Mind Treasure is the cycle of *Sgrol ma’i zab tig* that was revealed on the basis of a vision in which the deity Tārā appeared and spoke to Mchog gyur gling pa (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 35.4). The hagiographies give no detail of time or place for this revelation but, in a longer commentary on this cycle, ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul mentions that the revelation occurred while Mchog gyur gling pa sat in the Padma shel phug (Lotus Crystal Cave) of Smad shod dzam. It is said that in the early morning, Tārā appeared to him and whispered “legs so, legs so, legs so” (excellent, excellent, excellent) into his ear, which provoked the Treasure to “naturally burst forth from the expanse of realization.” Later Mchog gling dictated the teaching to Mkhyen brtse who in turn passed it on to Kong sprul.193

---

193 ‘Jam mgon 1982c: 368.3-369.2. Kong sprul provides no date for this revelation but a likely time seems January, 1857 around the time that he revealed the *Rdzogs chen sde gsum* from the same cave (see earth Treasure no. 9). The texts of this cycle are found in vol. 33 of *The New Treasures*.
V) Recollected Treasure:

Having remembered his past existence as Gnubs khu lung pa yon tan rgya mtsho (eighth/ninth century) Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the Anuyoga instructions of *Lung rdo rje bskod pa* that had originally been taught by Gnubs sangs rgyas ye shes (eighth/ninth century) and passed to Gnubs khu lung pa.\textsuperscript{194}

In a similar fashion Mchog gyur gling pa revealed the teaching of *Gnubs kyi kha po* together with four ways of reciting the *ru lu mantra* as well as many steps for sacred dances that he likewise recollected from his existence as Gnubs khu lung pa.\textsuperscript{195}

Remembering his past existence as Sangs rgyas gling pa, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed instructions on yogic exercise for the *Dgongs ‘dus* cycle.\textsuperscript{196} Dkon mchog ‘gyur med further mentions that these revelations merely illustrate Mchog gyur gling pa’s recollected Treasures and that many others were revealed without being propagated.\textsuperscript{197}

\textsuperscript{194} Jam dbyangs 1982c: 35.6. No date and place are mentioned. Gnubs khu lung pa was the foremost student of Gnubs sangs rgyas ye shes and the principal transmitter of the Anuyoga teachings propagated by Gnubs sangs rgyas ye shes (Dargyay 1979: 42).

\textsuperscript{195} Jam dbyangs 1982c: 36.1. No date and place are mentioned.

\textsuperscript{196} Jam dbyangs 1982c: 36.2. No date and place are mentioned.

\textsuperscript{197} Dkon mchog 1982: 260.1. However, no other recollected revelations are identified by name.
VI) Actual Pure Vision:

The most prominent of Mchog gyur gling pa’s teachings received as actual pure vision is the *Vima’i bla sgrub.* Mchog gyur gling pa received this teaching in the practice cave of Vimalamitra at Ri bo dbang zhu where Mchog gyur gling pa met the Indian paṇḍīta who, dwelling in a sphere of light, offered him instruction.

Another lesser known pure vision teaching is a brief sādhana for meditation on Ge sar, the legendary Tibetan king. This text is not mentioned in any of the early sources but is included in the latest edition of *The New Treasures* following the *Vima’i bla sgrub.* The text itself does not directly identify itself as a pure vision teaching but rather states that it “burst forth from the expanse of realization of Mchog gyur bde chen gling pa.” Elsewhere, however, the contemporary master Dil mgo mkhyen brtse (1910-1991) mentions that this teaching indeed belongs to the pure vision category. Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po also notes that apart from these two teachings many other visions appeared to Mchog gyur gling pa in which he saw various masters, deities, and syllables and heard the dharma being taught (‘Jam dbyangs 1982a: 36.5-6).

---


199 ‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 36.4-5. Although Mkhyen brtse gives no date for this event we may assume that it happened together with the Treasure revelations of *Ri bo dbang zhu,* which would mean in 1854/1855 (see earth Treasure no. 5 above). This cycle is found in vol. 34 of *The New Treasures.*

200 “*Mchog gyur bde chen gling pa’i dgongs pa’i klong nas brdot*” (Mchog gyur 1982i: 380.2). This text is likewise found in vol. 34 of *The New Treasures.*

201 Dil mgo 1982: 410. Note that even though this teaching as well as the *Vima’i bla sgrub* are classified as pure vision they are both marked with Treasure signs (*gter tsheg*) that usually denote a text being Treasure.
VII) Hearing Lineage:

Mchog gyur gling pa is said to have visited Padmasambhava’s celestial realm of the Copper Colored Mountain on several occasions. During these visionary journeys he reportedly received numerous oral instructions but the only recorded teaching is the A ti zab don snying thig that he received directly from Padmasambhava.\(^{202}\) A detailed account of the first visit by Mchog gyur gling pa to the Copper Colored Mountain is given by Dkon mchog ‘gyur med who retells Mchog gyur gling pa’s description of the journey.\(^{203}\) The difference between the two divisions of pure vision (actual pure vision and hearing lineage) is subtle but Mkhyen brtse defines the two in the following manner: actual pure vision is a vision that, as a result of past aspirations combined with present auspicious circumstances, appears directly to the senses in the ordinarily perceived environment, while hearing lineage, on the other hand, involves either actual travel to the pure lands in a subtle body comprised of “wind mind” (rlung sems) or a complete cessation of the ordinary experience, in which buddhas and deities are met and their instructions are received (‘Jam dbyangs 1982c: 36.3-4).

This completes the survey of the seven descents of dharma transmission that flowed through Mchog gyur gling pa as his spiritual heritage. As should be evident by now, the issue of authorship is not always determinable within a fixed schemata. This is

\(^{202}\) ‘Jam dbyangs 1982a: 37.1-3. This teaching is found in vol. 34 of The New Treasures.

\(^{203}\) Dkon mchog 1982: 101.5-142.5. For an English account of this and several others of Mchog gyur gling pa’s visions see Tobgyal 1988: 27-31.
particularly true when Treasure teachings are traced back to a matrix of inspired personae acting in the world as conveyors of enlightened messages rather than as individual authors acting out of their own creative experience. Furthermore, as we have seen in the previous discussion, commentators have often classified teachings variously indicating that these systems of enumeration are illustrative rather than prescriptive. Besides the teachings listed within the seven descents The New Treasures contain a large number of additional texts that are attributed to Mchog gyur gling pa himself and not received as Treasure or in visions. These writings are found throughout The New Treasures and cover a wide variety of genres and topics. A common example of this type of writing is a rearrangement of the original Treasure material for the purpose of easy appropriation of the Treasure scriptures in a ritualized format. Other genres include descriptions of visions and Treasure revelations as well as commentaries on his Treasures and the three inner yogas in general. Finally, one last group of text needs to be mentioned: the Sku gsum rigs ‘dus zab tig received by ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse in a vision on December 7, 1870 shortly after the death of Mchog gyur gling pa (June 29, 1870). In this vision Mkhyen brtse perceived Mchog gyur gling pa to have taken birth in the Lotus Covered Realm (Padmas khebs pa’i zhing kham) as the bodhisattva Padma’i myu gu. In this form he appeared to Mkhyen brtse and bestowed on him empowerment and instruction. Mkhyen brtse later dictated these teachings to Kong sprul who put them into writing (‘Jam mgon 1976b: 655.6-658.1). It is interesting to note that there exists the paradoxical situation that the attribution of a vast majority of teachings produced by Mchog gyur gling pa while he was alive was given to others while a teaching that emerged only after he had already passed away came to be seen as genuinely his. Such is, however, the nature of the
Treasure literature in its pronounced relativity of time and matter where "common" conventions are stretched and molded to fit the unique worldview of revelatory Buddhism.

Other Authors in The New Treasures

Although Mchog gyur gling pa was the dominant force behind the rituals and practices contained in The New Treasures a major factor for the success and renown of his revelations was the close relationship he enjoyed with some of the most outstanding masters of nineteenth century, especially ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po and ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul. The effect of these two outstanding masters on the formation and propagation of The New Treasures can hardly be overestimated. First of all, Mchog gyur gling pa counts these two masters as his foremost teachers responsible for introducing him to the secret Mantrayāna vehicle (Kong sprul) and the most profound and essential realization of the nature of mind (Mkhyen brtse) (see above note no. 110). The relationship of these three masters was, however, more than a traditional student-teacher connection. Not only did both Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul consider Mchog gling among their teachers treating him with respect and veneration; they also actively assisted him in his career lending him all the weight of their status and credibility. It was Kong sprul and Mkhyen brtse who first recognized Mchog gling as a genuine Treasure revealer thus opening other peoples’ eyes to his revelations but, more significantly, both masters took active part in Mchog gling’s revelations – so much so that several of his Treasures were revealed through the collective effort of all three teachers. The information found in
the colophons of The New Treasures shows ample evidence of the close collaboration between the three masters. For example, no less than seventy four colophons mention Mchog gling and Mkhyen brtse working together either on the revelation or the establishment of a scripture while similar collaboration between Mchog gling and Kong sprul is mentioned on twenty three occasion. The nature of their partnership varies from text to text but typically involves Mchog gling revealing the Treasure and subsequently dictating it to either Mkhyen brtse or Kong sprul. Another, somewhat less common form of collaboration is Mchog gling revealing the yellow scroll and passing it on to Mkhyen brtse for both decoding and transcription. At times the colophons are elaborate and descriptive while at other times they may be left out altogether. The longer colophons often contain information such as authors, dates, places and circumstances that is useful for construing a chronological time-line of the career of Mchog gyur gling pa. The colophon for the Amitayus ritual of the Zab pa skor bdun cycle provides a good example of a typical colophon:

“The emanation of the prince and king, the great Treasure revealer, Mchog gyur gling pa revealed this red copper scroll in front of seven karmic friends in his twenty eighth year, at sun rise on the tenth day of the sixth month in the fire male dragon year at the upper practice cave at yel brag nam mkha mdzod in the middle of the Zal mo range in southern Mdo kham -- a site where the knower of the three times, the precious one from Oḍḍiyāna, meditated. Later that year, at the waning half of the eleventh

---

204 The information of titles, authors, places of revelation and writing, as well as Tibetan and Western dates are listed in Doctor 2002.
month on the perfect day of the festival when dākinīs gather, [the Treasure] was established and the scribe, ‘Jam dbyangs Mkhyen brtse’i dbang po kun dga’ bstan pa’i rgyal mtsan, a fortunate one who [enjoys] the nectar of the master’s speech, put it into writing. May the lotus feet of the supreme holders of the doctrine remain firm for a hundred aeons and may the profound Treasure teachings spread and increase in all directions, times, and circumstances and remain for long.’

On several occasions all three masters collaborated on the revelation of the revelation of the Rdzogs chen sde gsum cycle (Tobgyal 1988: 14-15). There is little doubt that Mchog gyur gling pa’s affiliation with Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul was crucial for the recognition and prestige of his Treasures at a time when dubious claims of Treasure revelation abounded to the extent that large parts of the population seem to have been losing faith and interest in the

205 “ila sras rgyal po’i rnam par phrul pa gter chen mchog gyur gling pas dgung lo nyer brgyad pa me pho ‘brug gi lo’i chu stod zla ba’i tshes bcu’i nyi shar la mdo kham lo zla zai mo sgang gi sa’i thig le dus gsum mkhyen pa o rgyan rin po che’i sgrub gnas yel brag nam mkha’ mdzod kyi sgrub phug gong ma nas las ldan gyi grogs bdun gyis mthon bar spyan drangs pa’i zangs shog dmar po’i ngos las lo de nyid kyi ngo zla ba’i mar phyogs mkha’ ’gro ‘du ba’i dus chen nyin rdzogs par gtan la phabs pa’i yi ge pa ni rjes nyid kyi gsung gi bdud rtsis skal bzang du gyur pa ‘jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po kun dga’ bstan pa’i rgyal mtsan gyis bris pa bstan ‘dzin mchog zhab s pad skal brgyar brtan cing zab gter gyi bstan pa phyogs dus gnas skabs thams cad du dar zding rgyas la yun ring du gnas par gyur cig’ (Mchog gyur 1982j: 267.1-268.4).

206 The catalogue of The New Treasures lists a collaborations of these three master on five additional occasions: PT GA 23, PT GA 32, PT A 27, PT KHI 1, and PT KHI 4 (Doctor 2002).
tradition as a whole. In spite of such troubled times for the revelatory tradition figures like Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul still commanded sufficient respect with the masses that the mere approval of Mchog gyur gling pa from their side was enough to provide him with instantaneous recognition. Therefore, once these two masters accepted Mchog gling as their spiritual teacher and actively assisted him in his work little else was needed for him to gain universal respect and acceptance. At the same time we have no reason to believe that Mchog gyur gling pa was not a charismatic and powerful master in his own right who, once endorsed by the established clergy, must have impressed his surroundings with his abundant public display of super natural powers. Considering the effort that Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul invested in assisting Mchog gyur gling pa we may also assume that their words of praise would have come from the heart as these two masters were already well-established religious figures and would have nothing to gain by lending their support to Mchog gyur gling pa’s career. Their efforts in propagating The New Treasures clearly go beyond mere political courtesy and apart from Mchog gling himself Mkhyen brtse and Kong sprul are the two most prolific contributors to this collection.

The list of further authors contributing to The New Treasures is long and counts some of the most prominent recent masters of the Bka' brgyud and Rnying ma schools such as both the fourteenth and fifteenth Karma pa hierarchs Theg mchog rdo rje (1799-

---

207 Cf. Mi pham’s above comments on this matter.

208 Mkhyen brtse authored more than forty individual texts for The New Treasures while Kong sprul composed more than one hundred and thirty individual commentaries and ritual arrangements (Doctor 2002). These numbers do not include collaborations with Mchog gyur gling pa listed above.
1864) and Mkha’ khyab rdo rje (1871-1922), Zla bzang sprul sku karma nges don bstan pa rab rgyas, Mchog gyur gling pa’s two sons Kun bzang ‘gyur med tshe dbang grags pa (the principal lineage holder, also known as Dbang mchog rdo rje) and Kun bzang ‘jigs med tshe dbang nor bu, a number of the subsequent Mchog gling reincarnations, Dil mgo mkhyen brtse (1910-1991), and many others.\(^{209}\) Judging from the list of authors alone, we can see that The New Treasures almost immediately gained a prominent following among both Bka’ brgyud and Rnying ma lineages that further contributed to its acceptance and spread among the followers of these schools. In particular, because of the propagation of Kong sprul and the Karma pa hierarchs The New Treasures became popular within the Karma bka’ brgyud school, which up to this day includes several of Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasures in its schedule of meditative rituals.\(^{210}\)

From Mchog gyur gling pa The New Treasures have been transmitted in two lineages; a family lineage (rigs brgyud) and a dharmic lineage (chos brgyud). The family lineage (as well as the reincarnations of the Mchog gyur gling pa incarnations) has already been discussed in some detail by Urgyen Tobgyal (1988: 37-60) and Tulku Urgyen in his commentary on the lineage-supplication to the masters of The New Treasures.\(^{211}\) The masters identified in this supplication as the primary holders of Mchog

\(^{209}\) As Smith 2001: 258 points out, the common Tibetan praxis of a single author writing under a plethora of names makes the task of reliably identifying authors a challenging enterprise. In the colophons to The New Treasures, for example, we find no less than two hundred and ninety different names or name variations referring to no more than forty authors (Doctor 2002).

\(^{210}\) Among others the zab bdun phur pa (see below) and gsang thig phur pa cycles (Zangpo 1994: 117).

\(^{211}\) Urgyen 2000. This supplication was composed by Mchog gyur gling pa’s grand son Gter sras sprul sku with later additions by Dil mgo mkhyen brtse.
gyur gling pa’s teachings are: ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po, ‘Jam mgon Kong sprul, Mkha’ khyab rdo rje, Tshe dbang grags pa,212 Tshe dbang nor bu, Mkhan po rin chen dar rgyas, Chos mchog rin po che, Bde chen chos sgron (Mchog gyur gling pa’s consort), Dkon mchog dpal sgron, (Mchog gyur gling pa’s daughter), Bsam gtan rgya mtsho, ‘Chi med rdo rje, Karma gsang sngags, Gter sras sprul sku,213 Dil mgo mkhyen brtse, and Tulku Urgyen. Even though these masters are the primary lineage holders for Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasures in toto extant catalogues of transmission (thob yig / gsan yig) for Mchog gyur gling pa’s individual Treasures make it clear that distinct lineages for each Treasure revelation flourished before a uniform collection was compiled by the second Mchog gling incarnation of the Ke la lineage, Dkon mchog ‘gyur med bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan, who commissioned the woodblocks for a first edition of The New Treasures.214 With Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasures gathered into a single body the various lineages were united and subsequently passed down as a collection considerably easing the task of tracing the genealogy of Mchog gyur gling pa’s tradition. This concludes our survey of Mchog gyur gling pa’s Treasures and the major features of his life and tradition. A presentation of Mchog gyur gling pa’s legacy would, however, be

212 Dates for Tshe dbang grags pa and the following lineage holders are unknown.

213 These four were the sons of Dkon mchog dpal sgron.

214 Not only do lineages differ in terms of the lineage holders subsequent to Mchog gyur gling pa; they also differ on the transmission prior to his lifetime. Some lineages originate with the dharmakāya buddha Samantabhadra, while others are traced to Amitābha or another buddha within the dharmakāya pantheon. I am indebted to Erik Schmidt for generously sharing with me three rare and unpublished catalogues of transmission compiled on the occasion of The New Treasures being transmitted from Tulku Urgyen to the sixteenth Karma pa.
incomplete without a presentation of the Treasure literature that forms the heart of his activity. The sheer multiplicity of literary genres found in The New Treasures prevents a complete presentation of this rich and varied literature but in the following three texts representative of central genres of Treasure literature will be presented together with their edited Tibetan text versions. Apart from their individuality in representing distinct types of Treasure literature these texts all share a common topical theme that often has been misunderstood and misinterpreted; the so-called wrathful practices of tantric Buddhism here exemplified by the deity Vajrakīlaya as it is presented in the Zab pa skor bdun revelation of Mchog gyur gling pa. In presenting these translations it is hoped that they will help shed light on the extraordinary practices of wrathful tantric literature and the interpretations given to such texts in the late Tibetan context.
Part III: Translations from the *Zab bdun phur pa* Treasure Cycle
Introduction to the Translations

The deity Vajrakīlaya resides at the heart of the meditational practices of the Ancient School. Here, Vajrakīlaya is renowned as the personal deity (yi dam) of Padmasambhava and considered among the most efficacious deities for a swift attainment of enlightenment and, in particular, the destruction of obstacles preventing this goal. In this capacity Vajrakīlaya has come to occupy a central role in the Mahāyoga pantheon of both the Treasure tradition and the older system of Transmitted Precepts (bka’ ma). Vajrakīlaya is, however, not exclusively a Mahāyoga deity but is practiced in all three inner tantric divisions (nang rgyud sde gsum) of the Ancient School. The origins and history of this deity still remain unclear but the last decade has witnessed much new information being brought to light. Most notably, the Indian roots for this deity seem no longer in doubt.²¹⁵ In Tibet the practice of Vajrakīlaya was mainly a matter for the Rnying ma and Sa skya schools but over time this deity gained acceptance within all four major Tibetan Buddhist schools.²¹⁶ In the remainder of this thesis three translations from

²¹⁵ Boord 1993 has demonstrated roots for Vajrakīlaya practice in Indian scriptures such as the Sarvatathāgatatvasamgraha where the fully developed Vajrakīlaya mantra is found and the Guhyasamājatantra that devotes half a chapter to kīla ritual (57-60). Recently, Boord 2002 has published an annotated translation of the phur 'grel 'bum nag, the most influential Vajrakīlaya commentary within the tradition of Transmitted Precepts. This publication includes further textual evidence supporting Vajrakīlaya’s Indian origin (note that Boord argues for Vajrakīla as the deity’s name). Mayer 1991 and 1996 also present historical arguments supporting Indian roots. See also Smith 2001: 238-239.

²¹⁶ Although the early patrons of Vajrakīlaya practice were the Rnying ma and Sa skya schools the Bka’ brgyud and Dge lugs schools likewise adopted this deity into their pantheon. For the Dge lugs school it was the interest of the fifth Dalai Lama (1617-1682) in the Byang gter tradition that paved way for their
Mchog gyur gling pa's Zab bdun phur pa revelation will be presented together with their edited Tibetan versions. Their function in this thesis is to exemplify key genres of Treasure literature and to illustrate integral elements in the literary structure of a Treasure cycle. To this end three texts have been selected that, while being intimately connected in a single practice, individually demonstrate unique genres of Treasure literature.

Mchog gyur gling pa revealed three separate Vajrakīlaya cycles corresponding to the three sections of Mahāyoga, Anuyoga, and Atiyoga. The texts presented here belong to the Mahāyoga practice of the Zab bdun phur pa cycle. This cycle in turn belongs to the larger collection of the Zab pa skor bdun (Seven Profound Cycles) that Mchog gyur gling pa revealed at Karma'i dam chen brag on May 19, 1856. The Zab bdun phur pa practice is arranged as the fifth of the seven cycles. Among all the Treasures of Mchog gyur gling pa this particular practice has become one of one of the most widely practiced, especially within the Bka' brgyud school where Zab bdun phur pa rituals has become an important part of the yearly ceremonial schedule.

adoption of Vajrakīlaya (Boord 1993: 31-32) while the Bka' brgyud school has had a longer, though perhaps less official, affiliation with Vajrakīlaya practice from the frequent overlap of masters in the Bka' brgyud and Rnying ma traditions.

217 The Anuyoga cycle is Lung lugs thugs kyi phur gcig (Chokgyur 1982a, vol. 20: 275-321) while the Atiyoga cycle is Rdo rje gzhon nu phyag rgya gcig pa from the Gsang thig snying po Treasure (Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 30: 35-157).

218 See the above description of Mchog gyur gling pa’s sixth earth Treasure.

219 Until the Chinese take-over of Tibet this Treasure was practiced as a "Great Accomplishment" (grub chen) at the Karma pa's seat in Mtsur pu. Since then the practice has been continued by Tibetans in exile at the Rumtek Monastery in Sikkim. This monastery has even produced its own woodblock edition of the
Although the Zab bdun phur pa cycle as it is contained within the latest version of The New Treasures contains altogether thirty two individual texts covering over 1000 pages (Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 17: 71-569; vol. 18: 1-512) the main Treasure text (gter zhung) originally revealed by Mchog gyur gling pa as the foundation for this practice is relatively brief (Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 17: 71-204). The remainder of texts in the cycle are of a wide variety of genres all fulfilling a distinct purpose relevant for the appropriation of the core Treasure. This includes aspects of the practice that are not developed in the main Treasure scripture, such as a prayer to the lineage of Zab bdun phur pa, or various explanatory scriptures intended to initiate the devotee into the practice presented by Padmasambhava in the original Treasure. Finally, several texts have been extracted from the main Treasure text for the purpose of easy use and access and now appear as distinct works on their own.²²⁰

The texts translated here belong to three interrelated classes of Treasure literature that exemplify the development and interpretation that a Treasure undergoes as it passes through various stages of assimilation and appropriation by the religious community. The first two texts belong to the core Treasure text while the third represents the commentarial tradition. As we have already noted, according to the tradition, the Treasures do not originate in the Treasure revealer nor in Padmasambhava but a buddha

²²⁰ See further in the appendix.
in a realm beyond time and place. The first text translated here is an example of such a teaching first taught by an enlightened being. It is called *The Sacred Tantra of the Great Purpose of the Four Kilas* and its authorship is credited to none other than Buddha Vajrakīlāya. In this tantra Vajrakīlāya, surrounded by a retinue that he himself has emanated, teaches in a language highly charged with symbols displaying the characteristic semiotic ambiguity of tantric literature. In the colophon of the tantra Padmasambhava mentions that it belongs to the famed *Vidyottamatantra* from which Padmasambhava extracted this essential teaching. Even though (or perhaps because) the text in this way has prominent origins in the much hailed (and obscure) *Vidyottamatantra* collection, it is directly approachable only by someone of the highest spiritual caliber as the meditation techniques taught in this tantra merely are implicitly expressed in its abstract symbolic language. It is therefore necessary that the Treasure undergoes some form of transformation before it can function as a means for salvation for an ordinary practitioner. In this hermeneutic metamorphosis the importance of Padmasambhava crystallizes as, not only is he the one who transmits and conceals the original tantric

221 *Phur bzhi don chen dam pa'i bgyud* (Mchog gyur 1982k: 71-76).

222 Originally I had translated this tantra in its entirety but later decided to exclude chapters 2, 3 and 4. In making this choice I was influenced by the fact that these chapters deal with esoteric topics that traditionally have been kept in relatively closed circulation. As I wish to remain respectful to that tradition and since the main purpose for presenting the tantra in this thesis (to illustrate the origin of the teaching and its relation to the figure of Padmasambhava) seemed to be accomplished without publishing chapters 2-4 I decided to omit these chapters. For the reader of Tibetan, I have however, included the Tibetan text in its entirety in Part IV.
scripture, but he also composes the method by which an ordinary practitioner can bring its message into an actual experience -- the ritual for the attainment (sādhana) of Vajrakīlaya. In the root Treasure text Padmasambhava includes this ritual in an abridged form that allows the aspiring practitioner to assume the identity of Vajrakīlaya through a series of visualizations that transform the experience of the devotee into a direct perception of enlightenment as formulated in the Mahāyoga scriptures. The genre of sādhana literature therefore constitutes an important branch of Treasure literature as it represents the direct means for achieving the state of awakening. In the cycle of Zab bdun phur pa the sādhana text is called The Practice Manual of Combined Activity,223 and is the second text presented in translation. Finally, the last, and longest, of the three texts translated is a commentary on Padmasambhava’s sādhana explaining the way to practically engage with the prescribed ritual. As such, this commentary is not a Treasure and does not claim ancient roots. It is entitled The Instructions of the Knowledge Holders -- Clearly Arranged Deity Guidance for the Single Form of the Most Secret Ki-la of Mind224 and was composed by Tsha ba bhan dhe karma rin chen rnam rgyal (nineteenth century), a close student of Mchog gyur gling pa.225 In this text Rin chen rnam rgyal elaborates on the many visualizations that only implicitly are contained in

223 Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig las byang phrin las 'dus pa (Mchog gyur 1982k: 86.6-93.5; 1982l).
224 Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi tsha khrid gcig bar bkod pa rig pa 'dzin pa'i shal lung (Tsha ba 1982).
225 Unfortunately little is known about Rin chen rnam rgyal. Although The New Treasures contain several texts authored by him I have not been able to find much personal data regarding his person. Besides this Zab bdun phur pa commentary his most famous works include a commentary on the deity Sma ba'i seng ge (Mchog gyur 1982a, vol. 39: 489-516) and a commentary on the Gsang ba snying po tantra (Tsha ba 1984).
Padmasambhava’s Vajrakīlaya sādhana. Although this ritual generally is classified as a “wrathful” (khro bo) practice, Rin chen nman rgyal’s commentary demonstrates how the sanguinary rituals described in many Vajrakīlaya scriptures cannot be seen in isolation from the peaceful achievement of enlightenment. In this way the three texts translated here represent three distinct genres of Treasure literature that exemplify the way in which the intent of enlightenment is processed from its raw form in the original tantra, through the skilled interpolation of Padmasambhava that bridges the transcendent and the worldly, into the practical pedagogy of explaining the actual application of the ritual to the ordinary devotee in search of enlightenment. It is hoped that these translations will cast light not only on the tradition of Vajrakīlaya but the un-chartered territories of Treasure hermeneutics as well.

---

226 The practice of Vajrakīlaya is divided into “higher activities” (stod las) that are aimed at achieving enlightenment and “lower activities” (smad las) that are aimed at liberating enemies and demons (See Boord 1993; 2002). In these scriptures it is repeatedly stressed that the lower activities can only be performed by someone who has achieved great mastery of the higher activities. For this reason the common devotee of the Vajrakīlaya is likely to abide exclusively within the rituals of the higher activity and leave aside the wrathful rituals prescribed in the lower activities. This understanding is clearly exemplified in Rin chen nman rgyal’s commentary where the lower activities hardly receive mention while the higher activities are explained in detail “in a manner that is easy to read and apply to ones own being” and so is ideally suited to the needs and abilities of the common devotee.
Notes for the Translations and the Tibetan Texts

The following translations are based on new editions (found in Part IV) that I have produced from the original Treasure texts. They were mainly created based on the most recent edition of *The New Treasures* (Mchog gyur 1982a). Regarding *The Sacred Tantra of the Great Meaning of the Four Kilas* and *The Instructions of the Knowledge Holders* this was the only edition available and so the editorial changes to these two texts have been made on the basis of my own and my Tibetan teachers' judgment and not through comparative textual studies.227 In the case of *The Practice Manual of Combined Activity* fortunately two copies were available (Mchog gyur 1982k: 86.6-93.5; 1982l), which facilitated a reliable reading. In general it has been attempted to render all terminology into English. However, when English terms did not seem to accurately express the meaning of specialized Buddhist terminology I have opted to use the corresponding Sanskrit term. Whenever the original Tibetan texts use Sanskrit terminology these words have been left in Sanskrit.

---

227 All such changes are marked in the footnotes.
The Sacred Tantra of the Great Purpose for the Four Kīlas: The Root Section of the Tantra of the Single Form of the Most Secret Kīla of Mind

[72] Śrī Vajrakumāraya namo.

The one who in the perfect language is called Youthful Vajra arose from dharmadhātu in the form of wrathful compassion. His terrifying [main] face was dark blue, his right [face] white and the left one red. In a terrifying dance he brandished nine-and five-pronged vajras, a mass of fire, a khaṭvāṅga, and a kīla. His infuriated body was adorned with the eight charnel ground ornaments, his wings were spread, and his four legs apart. He appeared in the desire realm, like a bolt of lightning, and liberated Rudra of the desire realm. He blessed the skandhas to be a charnel ground palace and resided within it without moving. He then spoke these words:

“HŪM

The supremely secret [73] essence of mind,

The blissful vajra of permanent purity,

Is planted in the space of the primordially pure all-ground.

I am indivisible space and awareness.

OM VAJRĀKIΛI KĪLAYA HŪM PHAT”

228 Page numbers refer to Mchog gyur 1982k (see also part IV).
Having thus spoken, all intelligent people were liberated into the state of unified space and wisdom. This was the first chapter teaching the kīla of primordially pure awareness from *The Sacred Tantra of the Great Meaning of the Four Kīlas*.

[The following three chapters (pp. 73-76) consist of equally brief instructions given by Vajrakīlaya on the nature of the kīla of the drop of great bliss, the rescue rope of loving compassion, and the final perfection of the material kīla. Then the text concludes:]

_Samaya._ Seal. Seal. Seal.

In this way, I Padma, up to now have used this _tantra_ of the four _kīlas_, which is the root section of the hundred thousand sections of the _Vidyottama[tantra]_, as a splendid waist amulet. Now, for the benefit of future generations it is placed and hidden as a terrifying Treasure. May it meet with a worthy being. Profound Seal. Strict seal. Treasure Seal. Hidden Seal. Secret Seal. Secret Seal.

Seal. Seal. Seal.

[214] Śrī Vajrakumāra namo,

Having assumed the form as the Youthful Vajra,

Arising from the essential wisdom space,

[Here] is the combined activity -- the condensed essential meaning

Of the hundred thousand sections of the Vidyottama[tantra].

For this there are preliminaries, main part, and conclusion.

The preliminaries [consist of] preparations and gathering the accumulations.

First, in a secluded and pure place,

Arrange the supports of enlightened body, speech and mind.

Erect the mandala and arrange the practice materials.

Arrange the outer, inner and secret offerings.

The yogins should [then] take a pleasant seat.

---

229 Page numbers refer to Mchog gyur 19821 (see also part IV).
Secondly, make offerings to the local lords,

And visualize the conquerors of the ten directions in front of you.

Take refuge, arouse the enlightened attitude and offer the seven branches.

Issue the command, establish the boundaries and make symbolic salutations.

Perform the apologies of body, speech and mind.

Make the pledge to practice and bring down great resplendence.

[215] [Then] consecrate the offering articles.

These should be studied as they appear in the general outlines.

Secondly, the main part of the three samādhīs:

HŪM

Vajra wrath cuts through aggression.

The blazing blue weapon,

Arises as a drop in the middle of space.
DHARMA DHĀTU ŚUDDHE ĀḤ

MAHĀ SUKHA ĀTMAKO ‘HAṂ BODHICITTA HŪṂ

E YAM RA SUM KEM RAM HŪṂ TI BAMBHA BHRŪṂ

HŪṂ

The great elements descend from space -

The all-pervading sky, the wind of great force,

The ocean of blood, the outstretched ground of human [skin],

And Mount Sumeru made of skeletons blazing in a great fire.

From HŪṂ [appears] the great protective dome

And the supremely terrifying charnel ground.

[216] In the middle of the area, on a multicolored lotus and a vajra cross,

Is a BHRŪṂ from which the charnel ground palace appears.

Outwardly it is adorned with precious stones.
Inwardly it is resplendent with charnel ground ornaments.

Vajrarati is the vajra rock.

From BHRŪM [appears] the blazing jewel seat.

On a throne of the suppressed great gods who guard the directions,

Are the sun and moon of means and knowledge and a lotus.

Centered thereon is a HŪM from whose emanation and absorption [appears]:

OM VAJRĀKĪLI KĪLAYA SARVAVIGHNĀN BAM HŪM PHAT

From the state of basic space of phenomena,

The overwhelming Blazing Wrathful One [is present].

He is deep blue with a white face to the right and a red to the left.

His hair is tied on top of his head and has a vajra top-ornament.

He is adorned with dry skulls and jewel crest ornaments.

The upper [arms] display a nine pronged [vajra] and the threatening posture,

The middle [arms] wave a five pronged [vajra] and a trident,
And the lower [arms] roll the kīla of the central mountain.

His four feet suppress Mahādeva and Mahādevī.

With his wings out-stretched and in the charnel ground attire he is fearsome.

The mighty consort is Diptacakra,

Who embraces [the lord] and offers him an utpala flower and a blood-filled skull.

They dwell in a sphere of flaming fires

And kīla sācchas shoot out like stars.

Inside a dome of light in his heart center

Is Vajrasattva the size of a finger joint.

In whose heart center, on a jewel, sun and moon,

Is a vajra with a blue HŪM in its center.

On the sun, visualize the nine unmoving syllables.

[217] Hayagrīva protects holding a lotus.
Ten bodhicitta Hüm syllables from the passion,

of the union of the secret vajra

And lotus of the lord and consort

Radiate upwards, downwards and in-between.

Thereby [appears] in Zenith Hümkāra and Resounding [Vajra],

[Together with] the Pig and Lizard headed emanations.

In the East are Krodhavijaya and Haughty [Vajra]

[Together with] the Tiger and Vulture headed emanations.

In the South-East are Niladanāḍa and [Vajra] Claw,

[Together with] the Yak and Crow headed emanations.

In the Southern direction are Yamāntaka and the Lady of the Charnel Ground,
[Together with] the Deer and Owl headed emanations.

In the South-West are Acala and [Vajra] Mortar.\textsuperscript{234}

[Together with] the Leopard and Raven headed emanations.

In the Western direction are Hayagrīva and Fierce [Vajra].\textsuperscript{235}

[Together with] the Cat and Hoopoe Bird headed emanations.

In the North-West are Aparājita and Haughty Arrow [Vajra].\textsuperscript{236}

[Together with] the Wolf and Hawk headed emanations.

In the North are Amṛtakuṇḍalin and Wind Releasing [Vajra].\textsuperscript{237}

[Together with] the Lion and Bat headed emanations.

In the North-East are Trailokyavijaya and [Vajra] Killer.\textsuperscript{238}

\textsuperscript{234} Rdo rje gtun khung (*Vajramūṣikā).

\textsuperscript{235} Rdo rje gtun mo (*Vajracaṇḍāli).

\textsuperscript{236} Rdo rje mda' snyems

\textsuperscript{237} [Rdo rje] rlung 'byin ma (*Vāyuvegā).

\textsuperscript{238} [Rdo rje] gsod byed [ma].
[Together with] the Hyena and Weasel headed emanations.

In the Nadir are Mahābala and [Vajra] Exhortation,\textsuperscript{239}

[Together with] the Brown Bear and Rat headed emanations.

All the great emanated wrathful lords and consorts,

Have three faces, six arms and hurl weapons,

Possess the eight charnel ground ornaments and dwell in a sphere of fire,

And are visualized as brightly as the fire [ending] an aeon.

[218] Inside a crescent are the emanated sons.

Their upper body is wrathful and frightening,

And the lower body is the blazing blade of a \textit{kīla}.

Amidst a heap of fire they shoot out like stars.

At the four gates are the four emanated wrathful females

And outside gatherings of oath bound beings are visualized.

\textsuperscript{239} [Rdo rje] bskul [byed] ma.
Oṃ Vajra Kīlī Kīlaya SarvaVighnān Bāṃ Hūṃ Phat

Hūṃ

In this great samaya maṇḍala,

The primordially pure enlightened body, speech and mind,

Are blessed and empowered,

As the identity of the five wisdoms.

Oṃ Āḥ Hūṃ Oṃ Hūṃ Trāṃ Hrīḥ Āḥ Oṃ Vajra Kīlī Kīlaya Saparivāra Vajra Samājāḥ

Hūṃ

Deities of Vajrakīlaya of Existence!

From the pure realm of the basic space of phenomena

Consider this samaya maṇḍala

And fulfill it as a wisdom maṇḍala!

Vajra Samājāḥ
Imagine the wisdom manḍala has arrived before you.

HŪṂ

To this manḍala of the kīla of Existence,

Wrathful Wisdom, please arrive!

Wrathful Wisdom, when you arrive,

Manifest the signs and marks

And grant the accomplishments of Kīlaya.

ॐ VAJRAKI LI KĪLAYA SAPARIVĀRA VAJRA SAMĀJAḤ JAḤ HŪṂ

VAM HOḤ

HŪṂ

Gatherings of divine glorious herukas!

Please delight and take your seat

In this palace of the utterly terrifying charnel ground

[219] On a cushion of suppressed Rudra

SAMAYA TIŚTHA LḤAN
HŪṂ

To the gatherings of *herukas,*

Who manifest in form from the basic space of phenomena,

Dancing with a devoted attitude,

I pay homage with the dancing posture.

**ATI PŪ HOḤ PRATIṢA PŪ HOḤ**

HŪṂ

The flowers, incense, lights, perfume,

Food, and sound of bone trumpets and skull drums

That arise from the liberation of Rudra

I offer to the gathering of *herukas.*

**MAHĀ PUSHPÉ DHUPE ĀLOKE GHANDHE NAIBĪḌYA ŚABDA PŪJĀ**

**HOḤ**

HŪṂ
The great flesh of liberated dullness

And the great blood of liberated desire

Together with the great bones of liberated anger,

I offer to the Great Glorious One and his retinue.

MAHĀMĀMSA RAKTA KIM NI RI TI KHĀHI

The self-existing, primordially pure substance

Is the medicine applied to the eight thousand channels.

The substance that perfects the five wisdoms

I offer to the gathering of herukas.

SARVA PANCA AMRTA KHĀHI

Combine the words and the meaning and receive the accomplishments.

The yogin visualizes the HŪM

On the samaya vajra of the tongue
And receives the accomplishments with Om Āḥ Hūṃ.

By dissolving into the tongue they become supreme attainment.

SARVA SIDDHI HŪṂ

HŪṂ

Rudra is liberated in the vessel of the human skull.

The deep red [220] waves wash through the sky.

This rakta that empties saṃsāra

I offer to the Great Glorious One and his retinue.

MAHĀ RAKTA KHĀHI

HŪṂ

Inside the vessel of the blazing bhanda,

Is the baliṅga of the liberated threefold existence.

This glorious great bali

I offer to the gathering of herukas.
MAHĀ BALIŅGTA KHĀHI

HŪṂ

The expanse of the bhaga of the dharmadhātu consort

Is opened by the vajra through the method of great bliss.

This empty bliss free from meeting and parting,

I offer to the Great Glorious One and his retinue.

MAHĀMUDRĀ BHAṄJA MOKSHA PŪJĀ HOḤ

HŪṂ

The obstructing spirits who create obstacles for me,

Whether they are gods or demons,

Are liberated in the great maṇḍala of the E

And offered as food to the Great Glorious One and his retinue.

MAHĀ RUDRA KHA HI
[Sing the following] in a fearsome tune [accompanied] by cymbals:

HŪM

Their wisdom body is ablaze with majestic brilliance.

Their speech of empty sound moves the world.

Their compassionate mind liberates the one billion [worlds].

I salute and praise the herukas.

The Ten Great Wrathful Ones liberate the ten unvirtuos actions.

The consorts arise from the ten pāramitās.

The gatherings of Eaters and Killers are bodily emanations of means and knowledge.

I salute and praise the deities of the ten directions.

Killing while not being suppressed

[221] Is done in order to liberate with the means of compassion.

I salute and praise the Supreme Sons
Of Kīlaya who embodies compassion.

In front of the Glorious One the four female gate keepers

Took the pledge of the four boundless [contemplations].

The gathering of messengers protect the outer perimeter.

I salute and praise them in order to accomplish the activities.

Now follows the stages of the recitation:

\textbf{OM VAJRA KĪLĪ KĪLAYA HŪM PHAT}

The essence of the general wrathful [recitation] is:

\textbf{OM VAJRA KĪLĪ KĪLAYA SARVAVIGHNĀN BAḤ HŪM PHAT}

At times, perform praises and offerings of recitation.
The ensuing activities are: the feast, the amendment,

Enjoying the liberation offering, giving residuals,

Requesting, issuing commands, nurturing the Brtan ma goddesses,

[Performing] dances, summoning life, and completion by offerings and praises.

[Then], arise as the deity, make aspirations, and benedictions,

And [perform] the daily activities according to the general outlines [for practice].

At the Karma Vow-holders’ Rock the incarnated great Treasure revealer Mchog gyur gling pa revealed a meteorite kilā chest, [marked with] a triangular seal. Inside was an iron [plate] inscription in the handwriting of the guru containing this wonderful arrangement. The scribe for the proper decoding was Prajñā Dhvaja.
[187] The Instructions of the Knowledge Holders -- Clearly Arranged Deity
Guidance for the Single Form of the Most Secret Kīla of Mind

[188] Namo śrī guru vajrasattvaye,

Inseparable bliss and emptiness -- Guru Vajrasattva -

Arises in the blazing form of Vajrakumāra.

To the lord, the consort, and the offspring, together with the emanated retinue,

I bow down with devotion -- bestow your permission, power and capacity.

The clouds of compassion make the sprout of enlightenment grow.

Vajra rain destroys dualistic thought.

The intensity of the [fire at] the final age burns the hordes of vicious enemies.

This instruction of the knowledge holders, the ritual guidance

To the Great Glorious Heruka who is the embodiment of activity,

Should be applied with delight by those fortunate ones seeking liberation.

---

240 Page numbers refer to Tsha ba 1982 (see also part IV).
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That is, one should meditate on the samādhi of the great glorious Vajrakumāra that accomplishes, in this very life, the identity of the four kāyas and the five wisdoms, the state of the pervasive lord Vajrasattva, thoroughly eliminates all obstacles of the levels and paths, and combines the activity of all sugatas. Regarding this, among the limitless tantras and sādhanas in existence, here [is presented] the essence of the ocean-like profound teachings revealed as Treasure by Mchog 'gyur bde chen Zhig po gling pa phrin las 'gro 'dul rtsal [189] who is a protector of the dharma and all beings, the crown jewel of all learned and accomplished ones, and the universal monarch of all the incarnated great Treasure revealers. Within the divisions of The Seven Profound Cycles [containing] the realization of the accomplished Padmasambhava, the [cycle of] profound activity is the Single Form of the Most Secret Kīla of Mind. When clearly arranging the gradual instructions there are three [main headings]:

1. [The yoga of] the body that is formed.

2. [The yoga of] the speech that is recited.

3. The yoga of the mind in samādhi.

The first [of these divisions contains] three [further divisions]:

1.1 Clear Appearance

1.2 Recollection of purity

1.3 Stable Pride
1.1.1 In the first of these three [divisions] the foundation is laid with the three samādhis.

1.1.1.1 The Samādhi of Suchness is to train in the equality that the unborn vajra of dharmatā outwardly destroys all conceptual thoughts and inwardly cannot be destroyed by anything whatsoever and that all phenomena [and] objects are empty and without self.

1.1.1.2 In the All-Illuminating [Samādhi] one is moved by the power of compassion towards the [beings in] saṃsāra who do not realize the suchness of the ultimate [truth] and cuts the karmic continuity of disturbing emotions, headed by anger, with seemingly wrathful awareness-wisdom. [190]

1.1.1.3 In the Seed Samādhi] the seed is a radiant great blue letter HŪM arising from space in the form of a self-existing sphere that symbolizes this kind of indivisible emptiness and compassion. Then [follows] gradually: DHARMADHĀTU ŚUDDHE ĀH [representing] the basic space of phenomena, the perfectly pure dharmatā beyond mental constructs, the primordial basic space as it is, the maṇḍala of Samantabhadra. MAHĀ SUKHA ĀTMĀKO 'HĀM [represents] the identity of the means of great bliss, spontaneously present wisdom, the maṇḍala of Samantabhadra. BODHICITTA HŪM [represents] the Great Bliss Son of non-dual bliss and emptiness, the root maṇḍala of the awakened attitude. From the HŪM seed syllable radiate the gradually piled elements, the palace and the seats that support as well as the creation of the deities that are supported.

1.1.1.3.1 The first of these [are the supporting gradually piled elements, palace and seat]: From the seed syllable radiates a dark blue E, from which the all-pervading
dark blue space [arises as] a triangle of infinite dimensions. On top of that is a dark green YAM, from which the forceful wind maṇḍala [arises] in the shape of a cross, equal [in size] to the limits of the million-fold universe. On this is a dark red RA syllable, from which the red ocean of blood [appears] round and swirling. On top of that is a dark yellow SUM, from which [appears] the square ground of an outstretched human skin. [191] On top of that is a blue KEM from which [appears] the four levels of the Sumeru mountain made of stacked skeletons. From a red RAM [appears] a blazing mass of fire of the five wisdoms. In the middle of this a protection dome containing the five kinds of weapons [appears] from a blue [letter] HŪM. Inside [the protection dome] is a ten spoked wheel on which are the ten wrathful ones such as Hūmkāra and the gatherings of wrathful emanations who fill the entire space swirling their weapons. Within this, from a pink [letter] TI, the eight great charnel grounds [appear]. According to the Gal po tantra\(^{242}\) they are:

Šitavana (The Cool Grove) and Sku la rdzogs (Perfection in Form),

He chen rol (Play of Great Bliss) and Gsang chen rol (Play of the Great Secret),

Padma brtsegs (Lotus Mound) and Ya ma kha,

Khu byug klong (Expanse of the Cuckoo Bird) and Mgon rdzogs (Complete perfection).

\(^{242}\) The Gal po tantra is one on the eighteen Mahāyoga tantras. This tantra is also known as Rig sngags spyi'i sgrub lugs kyi rgyud (Schmidt 1999).
Inside the [charnel grounds are] the eight stūpas, such as The Enchanting Mound, the eight mahāsiddhas living there, such as Hūmkāra, the eight bonfires, such as The Fully Blazing Skeleton, the eight hurricanes, such as The Most Turbulent, the eight trees, such as the Jambu tree, the eight local guardians living there as well as the eight zombies with hostile laughter. In between the charnel grounds are eight oceans, of which four in the cardinal directions are shaped like lotuses and four in the intermediate directions are shaped like bows, where the eight great nāgas live. [192] Since what is between the charnel grounds and the lotuses is the enclosure of the universe, the teachers only mention that it is round without stating its measure.\footnote{The editor of the text has placed a note of uncertainty after the sentence 'stating its measure'.} In the middle of this is a red PAM from which [arises] a multi[colored] lotus with one hundred thousand petals (as explained in the scriptures of Līlāvajra). On top of that, from a green HA, [appears] a double vajra with twelve prongs. It has the colors of the [four] directions, such as being white in the east, and the middle is flat, square and dark blue. On top of that is a five colored BHRUM from which [appears] a two storied palace. On the outside [it is made of] five layers of blue, white, yellow, red and green precious stones. Its base is a red protruding foundation that is ornamented with offering gods. At the four gates are the eight architraves\footnote{Rta bab; usually a rock placed at the entrance of temples for dismounting, but in the terminology of the divine palace the meaning is close to an architrave.} with their fabrics -- the horse ankle, lotus, casket, lattice, cluster ornament\footnote{The editor of the text places a note of uncertainty after the word 'sgros 'phyang' (here translated as 'cluster ornament'). I have not been able to find a translation for this term and translate it as the common term 'chun 'phyang'.} , garlands, rain
spouts, and garuda head. [The gates] are beautified at the top246 with ornaments such as the border, top border, rainspout web and ledge. Inside eight pillars support the encircling beam on top of which are jewel borders shaped like a vase. On top of this is a [feature] which is like a square pot. Thereupon is a lotus that supports the wheels of dharma that, in combination with the top ornament, has the shape of a stūpa. [193] Inside [the palace] are three layers of dry, fresh and rotten skulls fixed together with meteorite nails and graced with a smear of blood and fat. Streamers of human skin are beautified with charnel ground offerings. Above is a border made of human heads, as well as windows made of the sun and moon, and a top border of legs and arms -- joined at the ends -- having ribbons of intestines and lattices of bone. There are cornices of feet and hands, a ledge of backbones and a victory banner made of human skin. Inside are beams of Brahmā and a roof woodwork of stars. The pillar bases are the eight nāgas, the pillars are the eight gods, and the pillar capitals are the eight planets. Covering the ceiling is a human skin that is adorned with a top-ornament of Rudra’s head and heart. Within the splendor of charnel ground ornaments, such as door hangings made of human skin and the implanted black serpent being, is a brownish black square247 of human flesh adorned with a grove of corpses, on top of which is a BHRUM. From that [syllable appears] a deep blue eight sided jewel, in the middle of which is a single small and round skull enclosure. In the middle of that [enclosure] is a deep blue E shaped with upright vajras, vajrarati -- the great vajra rock, a sun, a moon and a lotus. For the central deity [the seat is]

246 The editor of the text places a note of uncertainty after the sentence ‘at the top.’ The following ornaments normally appear at the side of the gates.

247 The shape is actually not a square but rather looks like a square with a small rectangle attached to each side.
Mahādeva who lies face down, is black, [194] holds a trident and a blood-filled skull cup, and [wears] a tiger skirt, and Mahādevī who is red, lies on her back, holds a trident, a blood-filled skull cup, and [wears] a leopard skirt. For the ten wrathful ones the seats are in a half circle of suppressed enemies and demons in equal number to the deities. Right at the eastern skull enclosure is [a seat] of the god Brahmā, on the eastern tip of the jewel is [a seat] of Gandharva, to the south of Yama, to the west of the Lord of the Nāgas, to the north of Yakṣa, to the southeast of Agni, to the southwest of Rākṣasa, to the northwest of Yāyu, to the northeast of Vināyaka, and right at the western skull enclosure is [a seat] of Bhūmipati. They are all joined with their wives at the waist. However, the esoteric instructions and the particularly detailed explanations concerning the palace and the central and surrounding seats should be understood by being received orally from a master.

1.1.1.3.2 Secondly [follows] the creation of the deities:

The HŪM seed [syllable] that is resting in space [now] descends, like the fall of a shooting star, down into the center of the central seat. Limitless light rays then radiate out in the ten directions and make offerings to the Conquerors and invoke their vows. As [the light rays] touch sentient beings their obscurations are purified. The rays then return together with the blessings of the Conquerors. As they dissolve into the HŪM, it is transformed into a deep blue vajra marked with a HŪM. [195] Once more, in the same fashion, light spreads out and returns whereby the two accumulations become fully perfected and [the vajra] transforms into the form of the Great Glorious One. Regarding
this, [one should] perform the creation with the mantra and the visualization with the words.

Say, Oṁ VAJRAKĪLI KĪLAYA SARVAVIGHNĀN BĀM HŪM PHAT. Thereby, without moving from dharmakāya, the primordially pure state or nature that is the natural basic space of emptiness, sambhogakāya -- glorious Vajrasattva -- appears in the form of the blazing inexhaustible adornment wheel of enlightened body, speech, and mind as the great glorious Vajrakumāra, who is nirmāṇakāya in the ferocious form of absolutely unbearable wrath. His body is deep blue and in each of his [three] faces, of which the right is white, the left red, and the middle blue, are three eyes, so he is endowed with nine fierce eyes. His twenty one thousand strands of hair are tied together at the crown of his head and [embellished] with a top ornament of a half vajra. He wears a head ornament of five dry skulls and a bejeweled crest ornament. With the upper two of his six hands he holds a nine pronged [vajra] and a mass of fire that he brandishes in the threatening posture. The two middle [hands hold] a five-pronged [vajra] and a khaṭvāṅga. The lower two roll the kīla of the central mountain. His four feet, dancing with the [two] left [legs] outstretched, stamp on Mahādeva and Mahādevī. [196] His wings, the right a razor marked with a small vajra seal and the left a sharp knife marked with jewels, are outstretched and he has a tail which is a sword marked with a wheel. He has six ornaments: a bone wheel at the top of his head, earrings, necklace, ashes, a belt, and bracelets on the hands and feet. He has a triple garland of dry, rotten and fresh skulls. A white rājakula snake holds his hair together, yellow vaiśya [snakes] are his earrings, a red brahman [snake] is his necklace, black caṇḍāla [snakes] are on his body, and green śūdra

---

248 Chu gri is a kind of knife fabricated in the divine realms.
[snakes] are bracelets on his hands and feet. Dry skulls are his head ornament. He is [adorned] with the eight charnel ground ornaments; the crown and bone ornaments, [together with] the garland of human heads and bundles of snakes ornamenting his body are the two fastened ornaments; the shirt of elephant hide, the underskirt of human skin and the tiger skin skirt are the three worn garments; and the clot of ashes in the forehead, the drops of *rakta* on the cheeks, and the smears of fat on the neck are the three smeared elixirs. On top of that is the deep blue crown [and] a *vajra* coat of mail. That he stands in the expanse of a mass of fire is the ornament of fire. Thus the ten glorious ornaments are [complete]. He [demonstrates] the nine aspects of dance which are a playful, fearless, and repulsive body; [197] an agitated, abusive, and frightening speech; and a compassionate, splendorous, and peaceful mind. With such wrathful ornaments and manners he is utterly terrifying.

The great consort Dīptacakra is dark blue and charming in her youth. She has one face and two hands. Her right [hand] embraces the neck of the lord holding her particular mark, the *utpala* flower. With the left she offers a blood-filled skull to the mouth [of the lord]. [These two, combined with] the dry skulls, the jewel head ornament and the ashes, [constitute] the five seals of abandonment. She is also adorned with charnel ground ornaments, such as the leopard skirt. On the bodies of the lord and consort, who are standing in a blazing mass of fire, are ten trillion *vajra* hairs and [from their bodies] *kīla sācchas* shoot out like stars.

In the heart center of the lord is a dome that appears like sapphire light. It has a single entrance and inside is the wisdom being Vajrasattva, the size of a finger. In his heart center is an octagon jewel in the middle of which is a seat of the sun and the moon,
[the size of] a split pea. On [this seat] is a golden vajra [the size of] a barley grain. In its center, resting on a sun, is a blue [letter] HŪM the size of a mustard seed around which the nine Kīlaya syllables, [fine], as if written by a hair, form an unmoving circle. [198] The protector of the dome is the red Hayagrīva who protects while holding a lotus and a bhañja. Visualize [in this manner]. Although there is a special instruction for the occasion of this gate I will not explain it here because it generally is unsuited for writing and so should be received directly from a master.

The second [part of this chapter] concerns the creation of the maṇḍala of the Wrathful Ones of the ten directions. From the union of the great glorious Vajrakumāra and consort [arise] clouds of bodhicitta of passion, from which [appear] ten joined HŪM letters that disperse to their individual seats. From [these letters appear the following deities:]

Right at the eastern skull enclosure on a seat of Brahmā is the wrathful Hūmkāra. He is dark blue with [three] faces, of which the right is white and the left is red. Of his six hands the first two [hold] a vajra and a blood-filled skull, which are the particular mark of the ten Wrathful Ones. The middle two hold a bow and arrow. The lower two roll a kīla, which is similar for all the ten Wrathful Ones. Like a shadow to the body is the light blue consort Resounding Vajra. Her right [hand], holding a vajra, embraces the neck [of the lord] and the left offers [him] a blood-filled skull cup. These hand-symbols are the

\[249\] These and other symbols of the ten wrathful kings are different in the byang gter tradition. See Boord 1993: 89.
same for all the consorts. To their right is the pig head *piśācī* [holding] a lance in the right [hand] and a wheel in the left. To their left is the lizard head attendant holding a supreme bow and a *ṭriśūla*.

[199] In the east is the white Vijaya. He has [three] faces of which the right is blue and the left is red. His two middle hands [hold] a wheel and a *khatvāṅga*. His consort is the whitish red Haughty Vajra. [To their right is] the tiger head *piśācī* [holding] a lance and a wheel and [to their left is] the vulture head attendant holding a supreme bow and a *ṭriśūla*.

In the south east is the light blue Nīladaṇḍa. His right face is white and the left is red. His two middle [hands hold] a mass of fire and a club. His consort is the light blue Vajra Claw. [To their right is] the yak head *piśācī* [holding] a mass of fire and a pestle and [to their left is] the crow head attendant holding a club and an ax.

In the south is the dark yellow Yamāntaka. His right [face] is blue and the left is red. His two middle [hands hold] a pestle and an ax. His consort is the orange Lady of the Charnel Ground. [To their right is] the deer head *piśācī* [holding] a mass of fire and a pestle and [to their left is] the owl head attendant holding a club and an ax.

In the south west is the dark green Acala. His right [face] is white and the left is red. His two middle [hands hold] a sword and a lasso. His consort is the dark blue Vajra Mortar. [To their right is] the leopard head *piśācī* [holding] a sword and a lasso and [to their left is] the raven head attendant holding a lasso and a razor.
In the west is the dark red Hayagrīva. His right [face] [200] is white and the left is blue. His two middle [hands hold] a lasso made of snakes and a razor. His consort is the bright red Fierce Vajra. [To their right is] the cat head [piśācī holding] a sword and a lasso and [to the left is] the hoopoe bird head attendant holding a lasso and a razor.

In the north west is the light red Aparājīta. His right face is white and the left is blue. His two middle [hands hold] a banner and a tail-fan. His consort is the light red Haughty Arrow Vajra. [To their right is] the wolf head piśācī [holding] a banner and a crossed vajra and [to their left is] the hawk head attendant holding a tail-fan and a bell.

In the north is the dark green Amṛtakundalin. His right [face] is white and the left is red. His two middle [hands hold] a crossed vajra and a bell. His consort is the dark green Wind Blowing Vajra. [To their right is] the lion head piśācī [holding] a banner and a crossed vajra and [to their left is] the bat head attendant holding a tail-fan and a bell.

In the north east is the black Trailokyavijaya. His right [face] is white and the left is red. His two middle [hands hold] a hammer and the head of a demon. His consort is the greenish yellow Vajra Killer. [To their right is] the hyena [head] piśācī [holding] a hammer and a plough and [to their left is] the bear head attendant holding the head of a demon and a wooden bat.

Right at the western skull enclosure is the black Mahābala. His right face is white and the left is red. His two middle hands strike with a plough and a bat. His consort is the black Vajra Activity or [Vajra] Exhortation [201] who [holds] a vajra and a fresh skull. [To their right] is the brown bear head piśācī [holding] a hammer and a plough and [to their left is] the rat head attendant holding the head of a demon and a wooden bat.
In this way all the male and female wrathful ones are equal to the main lord [and] consort in terms of splendor, charnel ground ornaments etc. It is also said that the body colors of the piśācīs and attendants are identical to their respective male and female wrathful ones. The fire of wisdom and the majestic brilliance that blazes from their bodies, like the fire [at the end] of an eon, are unbearable to behold. Visualize this, clearly and distinctly without mixing [anything] up.

1.1.1.3.3 Thirdly [follows] the creation of the material liberating kīla maṇḍala:

From the bodhicitta light sphere of the central lord and consort emanate twenty one HŪM syllables in a crescent. From that arrangement light rays appear and from their tips innumerable small kīlas emanate. They burn and purify the body, speech and mind of all sentient beings in the three realms as well as all the habitual tendencies of clinging to appearances of the six kinds [of existences causing all beings] to become the nature of the great glorious one. As [the rays] gather back they dissolve into the HŪM syllables that transform into the twenty one supreme sons who are dark blue like the blossomed utpala flower. [202] They have a wrathful and terrifying upper body and three faces, of which the right is white and the left is red, with thick matted iron hair. The seven sons to the right have six hands of which the top right [holds] a wheel which is their particular mark, the middle [right] a five pronged vajra, the top left a mass of fire, the middle [left] a khaṭvāṅga and the two lower hands roll a kīla. The top [right] hand of the seven sons to the left [holds] a lotus which is their particular mark. The top [right] hand of the seven sons behind [holds] a crossed vajra which is their particular mark. In the other hands all the supreme sons [hold] the same hand implements. Their lower body, emerging from the mouth of Makara, is the three edged, sharp, meteoric blade which is planted in the place
of the life force of enemies and obstructing forces. It is adorned with charnel ground ornaments and, in the light of a blazing fire, säcchas shoot out like stars. They are created as the liberating identity of compassion.

At the four inner gates of the palace are the four wrathful emanated gatekeepers. In the east is the white Yakṣā with the [head of] a hoopoe bird, holding an iron hook. In the south is the yellow Bhairavī with the [head of] a magpie, holding a lasso. In the west is the red Amṛtā with the [head of] an owl, holding an iron chain. In the north is the green Ghātakā with the head of a hawk, ringing a bell. They all [hold] their particular mark in their right hand and their left hand rolls the kilā of the four activities. [203] Furthermore, in middle courtyard are the twelve kilā protectors, such as Śvanmukhā in the east. In the last blood-courtyard are the twenty eight Īśvarīs, such as the Seven White Extinguishers in the east. The four kimkara spirits protect the outer gates. At the outer wall is the hundred headed kilā goddess in the east. In the north, headed by the Bhuta [spirit] Rdo rje sna yon, are servants such as the thirty two dākinīs, the seven mothers, the four sisters, the [eight] blazing ones, haughty spirits and wild beasts. The attendants should be clearly developed in a welcoming manner -- like rays from the sun. Furthermore, what has been gradually created [here should be] visualized in an instant by the mantra of Vajrakīlaya.

1.1.2 Part Two: Blessing, Conferring Empowerment etc.

[This has] three [parts]:
1.1.2.1 The first [part, which is the descent of blessing and conferring of empowerment,] is to visualize that the personal samaya maṇḍala is blessed as the identity of the primordially pure enlightened body, speech, and mind and that the three deities, or syllables, of enlightened body, speech, and mind manifest in the three places. Although in general among the five families of tathāgatas the empowerment sign of Vajrakumāras family is vajra [204] he manifests as a deity of activity because of having been empowered as the identity of the five wisdoms and one should therefore conceive that his head is adorned with the five families headed by Amoghasiddhi.

1.1.2.2 The second [part is] the invitation [of the deities]. This has three [parts]:

1.1.2.2.1 First is making a request. Request by [saying], "Gatherings of deities of Vajrakīlaya of Existence, from the basic space of phenomena, please consider this arisen samaya maṇḍala and make it inseparable from the wisdom maṇḍala," and [then chant,] "VAJRA SAMĀJAḤ." Then, while applying the symbolic gestures, one should say, "I pray that the tathāgatas may manifest as rūpakāya from the basic space of phenomena and arrive at [this] occasion of invitation."

1.1.2.2.2 Second is the actual invitation. Invite by saying, "I request you to arrive, from the abode of Akaniṣṭha, to this samaya place of the wrathful ones possessing wisdom as the maṇḍala in which all outer worlds and inner contents of the three-fold existence are visualized as Vajrakīlaya. Once [you have arrived], please display in actuality, visions, or dreams the signs of accomplishing wisdom -- the supreme accomplishment -- and the marks of accomplishing the vow-holders -- the common [accomplishments] and [furthermore,] grant, without exception, all supreme and common
accomplishments of Vajrakīlaya." [205] While saying this, think that from the heart center of the central lord, four goddesses emanate into Akaniṣṭha and summon the wisdom beings, bind, constrain, delight and invite them. Thereby, like the retinue arriving by themselves once the king has moved, the retinue together with the palace arrives in the space before [oneself].

1.1.2.2.3 Third is the request to remain. Request the main deity to joyfully remain in the charnel ground palace on a seat made of Rudra with Brahmā and Brāhma suppressed on top and so forth, by saying, "SAMAYA TIṢṬHA LHAH." Think that thereby, like water dissolving into water, the samaya maṇḍala dissolves into the wisdom maṇḍala, the main deity into the main deity, the retinue into the retinue, the palace into the palace and they become inseparable.

[1.1.2].3 Making offerings has seven parts:

[1.1.2.3].1 First is offering homage to please. From the heart center of the main deity one emerges in the form of the Vajrakumāra of activity. At the eastern gate one recites the verse [beginning with], "[To the gatherings of herukas, who] manifest in form from the basic space of phenomena" and with a respectful attitude one devotedly performs prostrations by bowing the five parts [of the body] to the ground. Then one says, "ATI PŪ HOḤ" [meaning] "Are you thoroughly pleased with the offerings?" [206] Imagine that with, "PRATI[SĀ] PŪ HOḤ" the gatherings of deities respond saying, "They are absolutely pleasing."

[1.1.2.3].2 Second is offering enjoyments. From the heart center of the lord many goddesses stream forth holding up offering substances from the liberation of Rudra such
as the flower of the senses. Think that they please by making offerings to each part [of
the deities], such as giving flowers to head.

[1.1.2.3].3 Third is the offering of the three poisons. The flesh, blood, and bones
that are the essence of desire, anger, and ignorance are offered to the gathering of great
glorious ones. Think that, by saying MAHĀMĀṆ[SA] and so forth, the three poisons
become naturally purified.

[1.1.2.3].4 Fourth is the offering of amṛta. [This has] two [aspects]: performing
the actual offering and receiving the accomplishments. [1.1.2.3.4].1 First is [the actual
offering]. "The primordially pure samaya substance, the medicine that is made from eight
primary and one thousand [subsidiary ingredients], this great substance that perfects the
wisdom deities and accomplishes the maṇḍala, I offer to the gathering of the great
glorious ones." Say [such] words and [then say], SARVA PANCA and so forth. Think that
offerings are made from the stainless ocean of amṛta when the ring-finger stirs with the
sphere of the united sun and moon whereby all the deities are pleased by the taste of great
bliss. [1.1.2.3.4].2 Then follows [the receipt of the accomplishments]. Having in this way
made pleasing offerings to the gatherings of deities, this host of deities radiates [207] all
accomplishments of enlightened body speech and mind into the amṛta in the form of the
three syllables like a present returned for a gift. Then visualize the tongue of the yogin as
a vajra marked with a HŪM and take the amṛta with your ring-finger in the form of the
three syllables and place it on your tongue. Think that by dissolving into the tongue you
attain all the supreme accomplishments of body, speech and mind.
[1.1.2.3].5 Fifth is the offering of rakta. "From the vessel of the great skull, as a result of the liberation of Rudra -- ego-clinging -- bright red waves gush forth into space. In order to empty saṃsāra I offer this rakta to the great glorious one together with his retinue." Say this together with the [appropriate] mantra. Think that by offering saṃsāra as an ocean of blood and fat it is accepted without remainder and thereby all the worlds of saṃsāra are emptied.

[1.1.2.3].6 Sixth is the offering of bāli. "To the gatherings of blood drinking deities I offer this bāli made of the beings of the threefold existence who are liberated inside the vessel-like world of the blazing bhañja." Say this together with the [appropriate] mantra. Think that thereby enjoyments of the five sense pleasures, possessing all that is desired, amend the samaya vows and the leftovers of meat and blood are enjoyed by the vow-holders.

[208] [1.1.2.3].7 Seventh is the offering of joining and liberation. Say the offering [verses] beginning with, "[The expanse of the bhaga] of the dharmadhātu consort ..." and "[The obstructing spirits] who create obstacles for me ..." together with their mantras. Thereby the means of the awareness-wisdom vajra of great bliss is joined into the female wrathful one's wisdom sphere and conceptual thoughts are liberated into wisdom. Thus join and liberate. Think that from the place of their union, which is inseparably united bliss and emptiness, infinite cloudbanks of bodhicitta offerings are presented. Think that having liberated enemies, obstructers, and conceptual thought, no enemy for the [Buddha's] teaching remains and [so] there is nothing to prevent the birth of wisdom.

[1.1.2].4 The Praises [are divided in] four.
First is the praise to the beings of the root maṇḍala. Their body has accomplished wisdom and is fully complete with signs and marks and endowed with the dance [modes] of body, such as the playful [mode] and its majestic brilliance blazes like the fire [at the end] of an aeon. Their single voice that is endowed with the dance [modes] of speech such as agitation as well as the empty resonance of the sixty aspects of the melodious [voice of] Brahmā pervades and moves the limits and inclinations of all the worlds. Their mind is endowed with the dance [modes] of mind such as compassion and the two-fold knowledge. Praise the indivisible great glorious blood drinking lord and consort who in this way liberate all the one billion [world systems], [209] without exception, by taming [those to be tamed] in whatever way is [necessary].

Second is the praise to the maṇḍala of the wrathful ones in the ten directions. The ten unwholesome actions are liberated by the ten wrathful ones, such as the great wrathful Hūmkāra who liberates the fault of engaging in sexual misconduct. Like Resounding [Vajra], who arises from the pāramitā of wisdom, the ten female wrathful ones arise from the ten pāramitās. The ten devourers are emanated from the male aspect of means and the ten killers are emanated from the female aspect of wisdom. Praise this maṇḍala of the wrathful ones in the ten directions.

Third is the praise to the material kīla maṇḍala. This is to praise the supreme kīla sons who are the embodiment of the conqueror's compassion in order to liberate all beings by the application of skillful compassion that kills those with wrong ideas by natural anger that is unimpeded by ignorance.
In this way you should praise the three mandalas in a manner where those to be praised and those who praise are inseparable.

[1.1.2.4]. Fourth is the praise to the gate keepers and vow-holders. This means to pay homage to the four female gate keepers who took vows in the presence of the great glorious one and the gatherings of vow-holding attendants who guard the perimeter of the outer compound [210] in order that they fulfill the activities as they have been entrusted. Think that, in the form of Karma Heruka, you dissolve indivisibly into the heart center of the central deity.

Furthermore, although it is oneself offering the praises past [knowledge holders] have taught that one can imagine that the gatherings of deities are pleased since it is a praise that naturally resounds from the sky of the wrathful palace. In this regard, with the essential method of the development stage the palace [purifies] the support of the vessel-like world that is created through various habitual tendencies and the divine form purifies the supported, which is the attachment to the body being real. Furthermore, by embracing the basis of profound samādhi, which is the way to stop the nature of mind projecting towards objects, [these development stage aspects] lead to the essence of purity, perfection and maturation. Since they have features similar to samsāra they cleanse and purify existence and because they are similar to the nature of nirvāṇa they perfect fruition in the ground [and] both [of these features] lead to the maturation of the completion stage. These are important and precious general intents.

[1].2 Recollection of purity
Among the classification of all possible phenomena into ground, path and fruition, at the occasion of the path when training in the development stage, one should engage in the recollection of purity that joins ground and fruition by reflection on emptiness imbued with compassion. [211] Otherwise, people of low intelligence who meditate independently on the development stage will fall into side tracks. Moreover, if, for example, one meditates independently on the seed syllable one will be born as an inferior insect having that shape. If one meditates independently on the pride of a peaceful deity one will be born as a long-living god. By meditating independently on the form of a wrathful deity one will take birth as an activity rākṣasa. By [meditating] independently on the multi-headed ones one will take rebirth such as a cemetery fox [or] jackal. By [meditating] independently on anger one will be born in a hell. Thus, the recollection of purity is extremely important. There are two points to [the recollection of purity].

[1.2].1 First is the remembrance of the purity of the support. In the same way that the sky is the expanse of Samantabhadri, the five elements are the absolute purity of the expanse of the five female buddhas. In general, the protective dome signifies not being harmed by any demon or obstructing spirit arising from dualistic thought. In particular, the inner dome of the ten-spoked weapon wheel [symbolizes] cutting the root of disturbing emotions of those to be tamed. The eight totally pure charnel grounds [symbolize] the eight collections [of consciousness]. The lotus is a sign that the faults of saṃsāra never stain the basic space of phenomena. [212] The vajra-cross [symbolizes] the spontaneous accomplishment of the four activities. By the appearance of non-dual wisdom the outside of the palace is made of various precious stones. All proportions and
distinguishing features are the identity of the five wisdoms and the abode of all buddhas of the three times. As a sign of the spontaneous accomplishment of the three kāyas the inner walls are made of the charnel ground substances of dry, rotten and fresh skulls. Having totally annihilated evil ones with the activity of direct action there is a deep blue, triangular, mighty vajra rock in the middle [of the palace]. It is surrounded on the outside by three crescent shaped stormy oceans, terrifying and marked with designs of bloody fangs, as [a sign] of fondness for those to be tamed through the activity of accepting [followers]. Furthermore, because [all this] is subsumed into one by great nondual wisdom, [the maṇḍala] has a round wall of skulls. The eight-sided jewel symbolizes the spontaneous accomplishment of superior qualities. The four noble truths are the purity of the square. It is encircled by the wall of equality free from acceptance and rejection. The falling grills\textsuperscript{250} of corpses at the four gates [symbolize] entering [the dharma] by means of the four liberations and cutting the continuity of saṃsāra. The upper and lower tortoise sills that have the nature of male and female bhuta spirits are purified miserliness. The black serpent being is purified anger, [213] the eight deva pillars are purified pride, the eight nāga pillar bases are purified ignorance, the eight planetary pillar capitals are fully purified jealousy, and the roof woodwork of stars is fully purified desire. The ceiling of human skin is fully purified ego-clinging. The windows of the sun and moon are a sign of dispelling the darkness of ignorance. The skull border with braids of hair [symbolizes] utter beautification with the light of wisdom. Below the beams of the roof the garlands of several hearts and the bone lattice ornamented with tassels are signs of uninterrupted undefiled bliss. As a sign that the magnificent splendor of wisdom overcomes the various

\textsuperscript{250} The bars that fall down at the gate of a castle.
ordinary thoughts, streamers and victory banners of human skin and bones are hoisted. The descent of the mighty blood gutters at the four sides [symbolizes] that the denseness of karma and imperfections is expelled without remainder. The meteoric nails that unimpededly pierce the tiers [symbolize] that everything remains unchanging in the natural state. The single great citta top ornament is a symbolic sign that all is fully perfected as the single great self-existing wisdom. As a sign that there is no other experience apart from wisdom itself, the inside of [the palace] is seen when observed from the outside and when looking out from the inside the outside can be seen. [214] In the middle is the main seat where the sun and moon seats constitute means and knowledge and the lotus unattachment. Thereupon are the seats of Mahādeva and Mahādevī symbolizing victorious bravery. The other [seats] should be understood in the same way.

[1.2].2 Second is the recollection of the purity of the supported deities. The dark blue body color of the great glorious one [symbolizes] the unchanging innate nature. Three faces illustrate the three kāyas. Nine eyes see the meaning of the nine gradual vehicles as they are. The upward streaming mane [shows] abandonment of bodhicitta transfer. The half vajra is a heroic symbol for having overcome the four māras. The six arms are the six wisdoms. The four feet are the four [means] of magnetizing. The nine-pronged [vajra] in the top right hand conquers the concepts of the [first] nine bhūmis. The five-pronged [vajra] in the middle [right hand symbolizes] the liberation of the five poisons into basic space. The mass of fire in the top left [hand] burns the firewood of ignorance. The khaṭvāṅga in the middle [hand] cuts the three poisons at the root. The kīla of the central mountain in the lower two [hands] destroys evil-doers to dust. The feathered
wings of united means and knowledge liberate migrators. The six [bone] ornaments [symbolize] the perfection of the six pāramitās, like the bone wheel at the top of the head [symbolizing perfected] meditative concentration. The bundle of snakes is fully purified anger. The elephant hide is purified ignorance. The antelope skin is fully purified desire. The tiger skirt is fully purified pride. The three essences [215] [symbolize] not dwelling in the extremes of either permanence, disruption or both. The vajra armor [symbolizes] not being harmed by any outer or inner harm-doer whatsoever. The completely blazing fire is made of the wisdom that lights up the darkness of ignorance.

[The consort is called] Diptacakra\(^{251}\) since, as the one who experiences empty bliss, non dual wisdom, she marks cyclic existence with the seal of emptiness. Having realized the innate nature to be unchanging and single she has one face. Her two hands are the unity of means and knowledge. Because the basic space of phenomena never lets go of awareness wisdom she embraces the lord with her right arm and leg.\(^{252}\) Because of being attached to the wisdom method, her left [hand] offers a blood-filled skull to the mouth [of the lord]. The other ornaments and attributes are similar to the lord. However, the leopard skirt in particular [signifies] the completion of the distinctive spheres that constitute the support for the sixteen joys. The body color, hand implements, ornaments, and attributes of the other ten [pairs of] wrathful males and females are similar so apply the recollection of purity as mentioned above.

\(^{251}\) 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs means ‘Wheel Sealer.’ Diptacakra means ‘Blazing Wheel’.

\(^{252}\) Normally, she is depicted embracing vajra kilaya with her right arm and left leg.
Stated in brief, the meaning of their names is the following: Wrathful [is used because] Rudra is wrathful in order to tame spontaneously those who need taming. However, at this point [the wrath] is embraced by skillful means and so it is great. Furthermore, Hūmkāra [is so called] because he gathers disciples that, like Brahmā, are not under the power of others. [216] Mother [is used] because of giving birth to all or because of being the womb of offspring. Because she creates the sound of the unborn basic space of phenomena [she is called] Resounding, and Vajra because of being non-dual and undivided. The emanations [are so called] because they emanate into many beings from a single ground, or, because they are emanated and appear from the mind of the lord and consort. The pisācīs\footnote{The Tibetan term phra man means "Variegated One." The term phra can also mean jewel - thus adorning each other. The Sanskrit term pisācī might be derived from their fondness for flesh (piṣa).} [are so called] because their different appearances adorn each other. The attendants [receive their name] because they carry out the work of the great wrathful lord and consort and the male and female wrathful ones just like an attendant who obeys the king's command. The One With the Head of a Pig [is so called] because, for example, just like the pig lives in wet [places] and has no [concepts of] clean and dirty, so it compassionately carries out the welfare of sentient beings without partiality. [The One With the Head of a Lizard is so called] because, just like a lizard sleeps a lot and lives in dry [places], so it dwells in a state that does not conceptualize the natural state and is free from the mud of saṃsāra.

Vijaya [is so called] because of having conquered the extremes of permanence and disruption. Haughty Vajra [is so called] because of having mastered the meaning of the innate nature. [The One With the Head of a Tiger is so called because], just like the
tiger has a clear pattern [on its skin] and devours meat, it understands the non-dual wisdom that cognizes all outer and inner phenomena without mixing them up. [The One With the Head of a Vulture is so called because], just as a vulture, although it is carnivorous, [217] does not take life and notices corpses wherever they are, it remains aware of those to be tamed as well as their wishes and yet has no attachment to itself when benefiting them.

The great wrathful Niladanda [is so called] because of having taken the unchanging innate nature to heart and thereby having destroyed the evil view of clinging to extremes. Vajra Claw [is so called] because awareness wisdom is like a claw and so can hold the meaning of the innate nature. [The One With the Head of a Yak is so called because], just like a Yak remains furious, non-conceptual subjugation thoroughly destroys evil doers. [The One With the Head of a Crow is so called because], just like the eye of a crow sees both up and down at the same time, it non-conceptually sees both saṃsāra and nirvāṇa.

Yamāntaka\textsuperscript{254} [is so called] because of being the opponent of the obstructing forces in the southern direction. Lady of the Charnel Ground [is so called] because of having mastered thoroughly non-conceptual wisdom. [The One With the Head of a Deer is so called because], just like a deer has a keen sense of smell and tries hard to flee, it identifies conceptual thought as the innate nature and does not abide in saṃsāra. [The One With the Head of an Owl is so called because], just like an owl cannot see in the day but sees at night, deluded thoughts have set and the utterly pure reality is shining.

\textsuperscript{254} This name means slayer of Yama.
Acala [is so called] because he does not make use of disturbing emotions and conceptual thinking and perseveres in the welfare of beings. [218] The consort Vajra Mortar [is so called] because with natural non-conceptual knowledge she grinds disturbing emotions into wisdom. [The One With the Head of a Leopard is so called because, just like] a leopard has bright spots and great skill in leaping, it unimpededly knows what can be known and possesses the strength to liberate beings. [The One With the Head of a Raven is so called because], just like the raven cannot be seen by others because it has the wand of invisibility it enters into the reality of the natural condition that is not realized by others.

Hayagriva [is so called] because by the force of swift diligence a horse head appeared [on top of his head]. The consort Fierce Vajra [is so called] because she rages at conceptual thought. [The One With the Head of a Cat is so called because], just like a cat has great dexterity and a calm state of mind, it endeavors in the purpose of liberating beings while not moving from a peaceful state of mind. [The One With the Head of a Hoopoe Bird is so called because], just like a hoopoe bird possesses an eye elixir and flaps its wings violently, it endeavors in clearing away the pellicle of ignorance and carries out the benefit of beings.

[Aparājita is so called because] in the innate nature he is unmoved by thoughts and, because of having conquered the haughty spirits, he is unbeatable by others. The consort Haughty Arrow Vajra [is so called] because, having released awareness wisdom like an arrow, she kills the thinking mind. [The One With the Head of a Wolf is so called because], just like the wolf enjoys taking life and has no compassionate preferences, it liberates samaya-breakers and benefits worthy recipients. [The One With the Head of a
Hawk is so called because, just like the hawk [219] has sharp nails and strong claws, it does not let go of those to be tamed by great compassion.

Amrtakundalin [is so called] because he measures the demons of conceptual thought with wisdom. The consort Wind Blowing Vajra [is so called] because her nondual wisdom, like a wind, scatters the husk of conceptual thought. [The One With the Head of a Lion is so called because], just like a lion has great strength and can overpower other predators, it overpowers disturbing emotions with the power of realization. [The One With the Head of a Bat is so called because], just like a bat remembers three days, it realizes all phenomena in a single moment.

Trailokyavijaya [is so called] because of being primordially victorious over the three realms -- the desire realm, the form realm, and the formless realm. The consort Vajra Killer [is so called] because she slays all conceptual phenomena within a state devoid of concepts. [The One With the Head of a Bear is so called because], just like a bear has enormous wrath and has a white heart although its [fur] is black, it persists in the means for liberating sentient beings but its peaceful mind is unmoved from the innate nature. [The One With the Head of a Weasel is so called because], just like a weasel has great dexterity and runs in all directions, with swift and speedy activity it performs the benefit of various beings to be tamed.

---

255 The Tibetan name for Amṛtakundalin, Bdud rtsi 'khyil ba, directly translates Confluence of Demon [Conquering] Nectar. However, playing on the word rtsi the author makes use of the similar spelled verb “rtsis ‘debs pa” meaning “measure.”
Mahābala [is so called] because he is unbiased regarding the welfare of those to be tamed and capable of liberating them. [220] Vajra Agitator\textsuperscript{256} [is so called] because compassion actualizes the welfare of others. [The One With the Head of a Brown Bear is so called because], just like a brown bear is stiff and sleeps a lot, with compassion it does not let go of sentient beings and is unmoved by thoughts. [The One With the Head of a Rat is so called because], just like a rat enters into [only] one [hole] although its nest has many entrances, it condenses the meaning of the eighty four thousand gateways to the dharma into the single unborn bodhicitta.

The supreme sons, arising from appearances of indivisible space and wisdom, are the hand implements of Vajrakumāra. Furthermore, when striking with the poisonous kīla it should be blessed as the supreme sons and then planted. Since they crush the bodies of enemies and obstacle makers into dust [they are called] hand implements. It is called the material kīla maṇḍala since it possesses the method and tools for striking and liberation. Furthermore, [the kīla] is marked with a knot since all phenomena are sealed as the great bliss son of indivisible space and wisdom. Because of the commitment of limitless great compassion towards those who do not realize that [natural state], it emerges from the mouth of Makāra. Because of acting for the sake of fierce direct action the three edged blade seems as if it is pulled [straight] from the blacksmith's furnace.

The hoopoe bird with the iron hook that holds on to [sentient beings] with compassion [symbolizes] the nature of limitless love. [221] The heron with the constraining lasso [symbolizes] the nature of limitless compassion. The owl with the

\textsuperscript{256} Above this deity was named Vajra Activity or [Vajra] Exhortation.
restraining chains [symbolizes] the nature of limitless joy. The one with the head of a hawk having the crushing bell [symbolizes] the nature of limitless equanimity.

Regarding the attendants: Śvanmukhā, who emanates from the body, has a dark blue body [symbolizing] the unchanging innate nature. Because of installing fear in the one billion [universes she has] a wolf head. Because of performing sādhana and the activities of body her two hands [hold] a skull garland and an iron wheel. The kīla sācchas issuing from her body [symbolize] that enemies and obstacle makers are liberated. Such is the recollection of purity for all attendants and vow-holders. When a meditative concentration that is aware of these special purposes [in this way] transfers wisdom to all conceptual thoughts that [otherwise] are apprehended in the mind as ordinary it becomes a unique and unsurpassed path.

[1] 3 Stable Pride

"I am truly the great glorious Vajrakumāra! I have thoroughly abandoned clinging to my own name and family! The great glorious Vajrakumāra who has exhausted all faults and is endowed with all qualities -- that is me! I possess all the qualities of the body, speech and mind of the great glorious one. [222] Now I am the glorious Vajrakumāra!" Sustain for a long time a stable pride that thinks like this until the very deity is mastered. Furthermore, on top of [training in] pride and vivid appearance, if you can rest evenly in a natural unfabricated manner, that will bring about a mode of non-dual profundity and clarity. All phenomena, illustrated in the divine forms of the development stage, are devoid of being one or many and when, based on reasonings such as that of
dependent origination, you have contemplated how appearances do not intrinsically exist you should meditate on aware emptiness.

2. The yoga of speech and mantra recitation

Generally there are three [kinds] of mantra: [First] is the unmistaken cause of the root mantra, such as the हुम seed syllable. Second is the circumstantial mantra of the development, which consists of various mantras such as E and so forth that give rise to the gradually [piled] elements, the भ्रुम that gives rise to the palace, and the Vajrakīlāya [mantra] that gives rise to the central [deities and their] retinue. Third is the mantra of activity recitation, such as dividing the recitation palace, the petitioning recitation etc., which is to be appropriately applied as elucidated in the scriptures.

The intent of recitation: The intent of recitation that focuses on the bodily form [of the deity] is, as was explained above, to chant until the clear appearance of the deity is perfected. [223] [The intent of recitation] that focuses the speech on the syllables is to create, as before, a basis of the stable clear appearance of the manḍala deities and to recite while giving rise to the visualization that is elucidated in the practice text. [The intent of recitation] that focuses the mind on the innate nature is what will be explained below at the yoga of mind [in saṃādhi]. [The intent of recitation] that focuses recitation on the qualities and activities is the way it appears in the framework of the [sādhanā] practice. The instructions for the profound key-points on connecting the life-appendix to the mantras of the central deities and the retinue as well as attaching the appendix when enacting the activities should only be received orally from a master. Furthermore, [there
are also recitations where] Kīlaya is applied to the innate nature and recited, applied to the deity and recited, and applied to a subjugating mantra and recited. There are also recitations that are like breaking a bee hive, like a fire-brand spinning above, and like the flying sparks of a blacksmith.

The mantra to be recited are the fourteen syllables of the essential mantra wheel consisting of the nine syllables OM VAJRA KĪLI KĪLAYA HŪM PHAT that are the life mantra of the recitation together with SARVAVIGHNĀN BAM that are the five syllables of activity mantra. When identifying the syllables as deities OM is the five families, the five wisdoms [and] the blood drinkers. [224] VAJRA is the indivisible Vajrakumāra and consort. The first Kī is the ten male wrathful ones emanated from the lord. Li is the ten female wrathful ones emanated from the consort. The second Kī is the ten eaters re-emamated from the male wrathful ones. LA is the ten killers re-emanated from the female wrathful ones. YA is the twenty one supreme sons that are emanations of body, speech, and mind. SARVA embodies all the thrice-emanated Kīlaya protectors. VIGH is the four Śvans and the Lord of the Life-force. NĀN is the four Retīs and The Yak-Headed One. BAM is the local lords, the Bswe beings. HŪM is the glorious wisdom mind of the assemblage of wrathful ones. PHAT is the mantra that completely annihilates enemies, obstacle makers, samaya breakers, and bhuta spirits. When performing the recitation of the retinue [one should] recite the mantra repetition for the male and female wrathful ones as well as the supreme sons and the Kīla protectors and offer the Line of a thousand at the end.

---

257 Bswe yi skyes bu. Refers perhaps to the four Bsre mo sisters.
The particular meaning of the name ["essential recitation"] is as follows. Since it primarily invokes the mind [of the deity it is termed] "essential." Furthermore, since it is diligently said again and again it is [termed] "recitation." Since it approaches and assimilates its particular supreme deity it is also [termed] "jāpa." Recite while avoiding the six faults of mantra repetition. If the speech is fast the fault of mixing the syllables [occurs]. If the speech is slow the fault of disconnecting [the syllables occurs]. If the voice is loud and intense the faults of irritation and deferral of blessings [occur]. If the voice is weak or [225] small the fault of inability [occurs]. If one gets drowsy the fault of a blurred speech [occurs]. If one is agitated, becomes distracted and the mind wanders the fault of unclear concentration [occurs]. Furthermore, do not interrupt [the recitation] with ordinary talk and do not shorten or prolong the syllables. You may [then wonder] how to recite. Recite clearly, distinctly, calmly, with a continuous voice. Recite accurately and complete the recitation without shortening and prolonging the mantra. Recite diligently and uninterruptedly like the flow of a river. The trainings of the recitation are the following. One should not change residence until the recitation has been completed since the accomplishments will get lost and futile should one do so. The Vidyot[amatantra] says: "do not use [the mantra], do not talk, do not think of [anything] else." So one should not employ the deity until the marks and signs of recitation have appeared. Do not use the deity to bless all those who are sick or possessed because if you do, you will become defiled and the signs will become obscured. Even food and clothes [should be] attained by relying on materials in your own possession. Do not talk to others, even when you are not practicing the essential [mantra]. Saying "do not think" means not being engaged in any thought whatsoever except from focusing the mind one-pointedly on the
meditational deity. [226] One should even give up distractions towards concepts of the deity such as the shape of the syllables.

When reciting in this way one should also perform whichever of the recitations of time, number, or signs is suitable. Regarding that of time, *The Tantra of Realization* says: "The duration should be around a month." So one should proceed according to one's own capacity. [Concerning] the number of recitations it is said that "having completed the approach and accomplishment, seven hundred and twenty thousand *mantras* should have been recited." The number to reach is therefore at least seven hundred and twenty thousand. Concerning the signs of recitation the best is when [the deity] reveals itself in actuality. The medium [sign] is that the *Kīla* begins to fly and jump about and the lowest [signs] are sounds and lights [appearing], having dreams such as beating a drum, blowing a conch, the sun and moon arising in one's body, and holding up sharp weapons. This should be understood and applied.

3. The *yoga* of mind [in *samādhi*]

[The *yoga* of the mind in *samādhi* is to] rest evenly in the luminous state where your own mind, free from all complexities, is perfected as the state of Vajrakumāra and the visions of the empty essence and cognizant nature appear like unreal illusions -- free from concepts and liberated the moment they arise. When performing a meditation such as the development stage, [227] one's own mind together with the eight collections of consciousness arise as divine body and wisdom because this indispensable instruction applies the deity to the real. Furthermore, without meditating on awareness *bodhicitta* in
the form of great wisdom, the indivisible development and completion [stages] that
primordially ripen the manifold into a single taste as the fruition of divine form, one will
merely create a habit of meditating independently on the development stage. Therefore,
since one thereby will be far from the fully liberating path, the instructions of the four
nails that bind the life force are taught to be essential.

The Complete Secrets [of the Eight Pronouncements] Tantra says:

"Whether [regarding] worldly [deities] or [deities] of wisdom --

If you do not plant the four nails that bind the life force,

You will never be successful, like an outstretched leg.\textsuperscript{258}

The way to steal the life force of all glorious ones

Is to know one and attain the life force of all -

Just like the mouth of Rahula,

Without having to catch the suns in a thousand puddles,

Attains a thousand life forces,

By taking the single sun in the sky.

Therefore the four nails that bind the life force are essential."

\textsuperscript{258} Lying with ones legs outstretched one does not accomplish anything.
Among these the nail of concentration is to turn one's attention one-pointedly to the divine features in, for example, the support for the visualization. Thereby attachment to reality and the belief that the body is ordinary are perfected into divine form by the use of meditation. A *tantra* says:

[228] "The nail of concentration is to be undistracted

In focusing the mind one-pointedly on the skull form,\textsuperscript{259}.

Perfecting the three fields,\textsuperscript{260}

And actually meeting the Great Glorious *Heruka*.

Anything but that will fail to please the *Heruka*.

Without the nail of unchanging concentration

The body will never be seen."

The way to perfect the three fields is to first [develop] clarity in the field of contemplation. Then comes clarity in the field of vision. Then clarity in the field of touch. Thereby one meets the deity that is mind ripened into divine form, which is called increasing clarity.

Likewise, the nail of the essential *mantra* is to engage one-pointedly in the spinning of the root *mantra* at the spiritual life-force\textsuperscript{261} and the desire for the palanquin.

\textsuperscript{259} A drawing of the deity in a skull.
By counting the *mantra*, the exhalation, inhalation, and resting [of the breath] become purified into the essence of speech. A *tantra* says:

"The nail of the essential *mantra* is to correctly recite

The *mantras* of the main deities in the entire [maniḍala].

Around HŪM, the spiritual life force, spins the root *mantra*.

The luminous radiation and gathering, counting the life *mantra*.

At that time the magnificent one will grant a prophesy,

The capacity is perfected and deities gather.

Without the nail of approach and completion of the essential life force

It is impossible to subjugate gods and vow-holders."

The nail of unchanging intent is [229] to fully ripen the deity and reality into great equal taste having realized that whichever peaceful or wrathful deity one practices, such as the great glorious one, it has no existence other than one's own mind. A *tantra* says:

"The nail of [unchanging] intent is to [understand that]

All the peaceful and wrathful deities and the great glorious one

---

260 Three fields of objects (*snang yul, dbang yul, yid kyi yul*). "The form of the deity appearing as either a perceptual object, in the experience of the senses by someone else, or as a mental object" (Schmidt 1999).

261 The seed syllable in the heart.
Have no existence apart from your own mind.

Neither is there a Rudra anywhere else -- they are your own mind!

Mind essence is empty -- *dharmakāya*;

Cognizant and clear -- *sambhogakāya*;

Self-arising in multiplicity -- *nirmāṇakāya*.

Appearance is the lord and emptiness the consort.

Indivisible appearance and emptiness is *Jñānakāya*.

Even though discursive thoughts are inconceivable,

They are all the retinue of the glorious one.

The inconceivable primordial Buddha

Does not leave the very nature [of mind].

Without the nail of unchanging intent,

Even if you practice the great glorious one -- apart from the ordinary [accomplishments] -

You will not attain the supreme [accomplishments] and will go astray like Rudra.”
The nail of radiating and absorbing is the great miracle of gaining mastery over all the four types of activities and is as important as white borax is for the task of refining. A tantra says:

"The nail of radiating and absorbing means

That by knowing how to change one’s visualization every wish is fulfilled.

The radiation and absorption of concentration

Perfects the capacity of mind

[230] And whatever you wish for will happen.

By the force of blessings of mantra and mudrā,

Any beneficial work is accomplished,

Whether peaceful, enriching, magnetizing or wrathful.

Just as, for example, the circumstance

Of prayers and offerings [being made] to a single jewel

Can fulfill every single wish.

Without the nail of various radiations and absorptions

The visualization will not accomplish goals beyond a single focus.

[But] if one knows how to change between radiation and absorption,
Then even the lowest of the The brang spirits

Will have unhindered activity and accomplish all deeds.

Everything is the miracle of mind."

As is said here, by condensing the instructions of the four nails into their key points, one will behold the [divine] form in actuality and seize the vital essence of that form. When accomplishing truth in speech one will seize the vital essence of speech and when attaining mastery of the innate nature one will seize the vital essence of mind. When the body, speech, and mind of the peaceful and wrathful sugatas merge with your own three doors,\textsuperscript{262} as the manifold into one taste, you will seize the vital essence of all of sanśāra and nirvāṇa and you will have developed the strength of wisdom and obtain mastery over all activities.

Amazing! The profound path of the special teaching,

Which is indispensable to attain enlightenment in this life,

Can be accomplished through effort -- that is the nature of things.

[231] But being spontaneously accomplished without effort is a superior skill.

When you tame demons and enemies with ABHICĀRYA,

It is a speech known as the two accomplishments fulfilling passions.

It even has the capacity to silence the wrathful voice of Viṣṇu.

\textsuperscript{262} Body, speech and mind.
Is that not the intent of the *Vidyottama[tantra]?*

Likewise, if you do not posses the keypoints of the fortress, precipice and life-force\(^{263}\)

You will be bound by clinging to ordinary appearances.

Thus it will be hard to enter the path to enlightenment,

So possessing the keypoints of oral instruction is essential.

The keypoints for the meditation of the three *maṇḍalas* [mentioned] here,

The instructions of the knowledge holder gurus are the stream of Ganges entering the ocean of effortless realization

and becoming a nectar of life for fortunate ones wishing for liberation.

When the heroic *Heruka* of wrathful compassion

Sets out to conquer demons and enemies who possess wrong view,

He is endowed with the power and force that grinds the life force of *samaya* breakers

Into dust with the spinning of the wheel of weapons.

When the *Kīla* of existence that cuts through the three existences,

---

\(^{263}\) The fortress of the view (*lta ba'i rdzong*), the precipice of meditation (*sgom pa'i 'phrang*), and the life-force of action (*spyod pa'i srog*).
Endowed with four intentions, fully has pierced its object,

May all beings traverse the path of supreme enlightenment

And become inseparable from the pervasive lord – Vajrasattva.

This Kīlaya deity instruction, which is arranged in a manner that is easy to read and apply to one's own being, [232] was arranged with an altruistic mind and pure faith and wishes having -- while fearing forgetfulness -- properly heard the oral instructions [spoken] by the loving kindness of the pervasive lord of all buddha families, the great Treasure revealer and dharma king; [Mchog gyur gling pa]. Taking the sequence of the master's advice and oral instructions as the foundation they were slightly elaborated upon according to the teaching traditions of past sacred knowledge holders. This was written at the Akaniṣṭha Karma Mountain in the Vajra Arrayed Palace of Secret Mantra, the abode of the supreme siddha, by the monk from Tsha ba -- Karma rin chen rnam rgyal -- who, in terms of both natural and acquired qualities, ranks lowest among all students and servants of the great Treasure revealer guru. By the power of whatever goodness [may come from this] may the lotus feet of the knowledge holders, the supreme refuge, be firm for an ocean of aeons and may it be a cause for all beings to fully conquer the army of the four demons. Sujaya!
Part IV: Tibetan Texts
Tibetan Text for An Examination of the Treasure Revealers

264  "བཅུ་ཟློ་བ་ལ་ཀྱི་དིང་ཐོན་མཐོང་ལ་མ་ཐུབ་པའི་ཞིག་དང་། བཅུ་ཟློ་བ་ལ་ཀྱི་དིང་ཐོན་མཐོང་ལ་མ་ཐུབ་པའི་ཞིག་དང་།

265  བསུ་དཔོན་ཁང་ཉེར་དུ་གཏོང་དུས་བཞི་པོ་དུ་གཏོང་དུས་བཞི་པོ་དུ་གཏོང་དུས་བཞི་པོ་དུ་གཏོང་དུས་བཞི་པོ་

266  ཞེས་པར་སྒོ་སུ་གི་ཐོན་མཐོང་ལ་མ་ཐུབ་པའི་ཞིག་དང་། བཅུ་ཟློ་བ་ལ་ཀྱི་དིང་ཐོན་མཐོང་ལ་མ་ཐུབ་པའི་ཞིག་དང་།

MI: phug dang.
གུག་རིག་པར་དེ་བཞིན་ནི་ངོ་བོ་ཆེ་དུལ་བཞིན་པས་དེ་འདོད་པ་མ་ཐོབ་པ་ནི་གང་དུས་ཉིད་ཀྱི་ཐོབ་དུས་པའི་ཐོར་མེད་དེ་རིན་མེད་དུ་འདུག་གི་ཤུག་པའི་ཐོར་མེད་དེ་ཁྱབ་ནས་ན།

477 ཡུལ་དུས་ཀྱི་དོན་ལྡན་ཐོབ་པར་སོགས་སོལ་མ་ཐོབ་པ་ནི་མི་ནུས་པར་མཐའ་ཞིང་སྤྱི་། མཁྱེན་པའི་བདུན་མཁྱེན་པའི་ཤུག་པའི་སྡེ་བེན་ཕྲོད་ལྟེ་འབྲེལ་པ་ཡིན་ལྟེ། འཛིན་ཐོབ་པའི་སྡེ་འབྲེལ་བ་བཤད་པའི་ཤུག་པའི་སྡེ་འབྲེལ་འཛིན་བཞི་ཁྲིམས་དང་ཐོབ་པར་མཐའ་ཞིང་སྤེང་བསྐད་།

478 ཡུལ་དུས་ཀྱི་དོན་ལྡན་ཐོབ་པར་སོགས་སོལ་མ་ཐོབ་པ་ནི་གང་དུས་ཉིད་ཀྱི་ཐོབ་དུས་པའི་ཐོར་མེད་དེ་ཁྱབ་ནས་ན།

དོན་དུས་ཀྱི་དོན་ལྡན་ཐོབ་པར་སོགས་སོལ་མ་ཐོབ་པ་ནི་མི་ནུས་པར་མཐའ་ཞིང་སྤྱི་། མཁྱེན་པའི་བདུན་མཁྱེན་པའི་ཤུག་པའི་སྡེ་བེན་ཕྲོད་ལྟེ་འབྲེལ་པ་ཡིན་ལྟེ། འཛིན་ཐོབ་པའི་སྡེ་འབྲེལ་བ་བཤད་པའི་ཤུག་པའི་སྡེ་འབྲེལ་འཛིན་བཞི་ཁྲིམས་དང་ཐོབ་པར་མཐའ་ཞིང་སྤེང་བསྐད་།
266 Mi: rgyud.
267 Mi: byung.

268 Mi: byung.

269 Mi: gsar ba.
ིག་འགན། མཐེ་ཤུགས་པོགས་པ། 

་མཐུན་པ་གཞན་གཏོང་བའི་སྒྲོལ་པོས་གང་ཐོབ་བསྟོན་དང་ཐོབ་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་

་ལྷན་པ་ཐེག་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས

་པར་ལྷན་པ་ཐེག་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས

་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས

་བཤིང་རོགས་པར་བཤིང་རོགས

་བཤིང་རོགས

་བཤིང་རོགས
ཐད་པར་ཐུན། རང་ཐེག་བཞིན་ནས་མཁན་ལམ་ཐོག་པའི་ནི་བོ་བརྒྱུ་ཆོས་ཐོག་པ་བཞིན་ཐོབ་པ་དེ། རང་ཐེག་བཞིན་ནས་མཁན་ལམ་ཐོག་པའི་ནི་བོ་བརྒྱུ་ཆོས་ཐོག་པ་བཞིན་ཐོབ་པ་དེ།

270 MI: gvis.
Tibetan Text for The Sacred Tantra of the Great Purpose of the Four Kilas

271 Page numbers refer to Mchog gyur 1982k.
Tibetan Text for The Practice Manual of Combined Activity

213  རིང་ལུགས་སེམས་དཔའི་མི་ལེགས་པར་དུ་མི་འབྲེལ་བ་མེ་ཐོ།

214  རེ་འཛམ་གྲེལ་བོད་སེམས་དཔའི་མི་ལེགས་པར་དུ་མི་འབྲེལ་བ་མེ་ཐོ།

215  རེ་འཛམ་གྲེལ་བོད་སེམས་དཔའི་མི་ལེགས་པར་དུ་མི་འབྲེལ་བ་མེ་ཐོ།


273 B: omits so.


275 A: thugs pa.

276 B: dhārma.

277 B: atma.

278 A: KAM.
རོ་ལེགས་གཞི་ལེགས་པའི་ལེགས་ཐལ། དེ་ཡོངས་དེ་རེད་མེད་པའམ་མི་འདི་ལེགས་ཐལ། དེ་ལས་བཞི་ཕན་ནི་འདི་ལེགས་ཐལ། 

279 A: 'dibs.

280 B: stobs pas.
281 A: dpal.

282 B: cing.

283 B: HŪM OM.

284 B: SAPARĪBĀRA.

285 B: SAMAJAḥ.

286 B: SAPARĪBĀRA.

287 A omits VAJRA SAMĀJHAḥ.

288 B: ATI BHŪ HOH PRATI BHŪ HOH.
བོད་ལྗོངས་ཉིད་འདོད་དུ་ཟེར་བཅོད་པ་བོད་ཀྱི་ཐོབ་མཐོང་གི་སྐད་ལྷན་གནས་ཐོབ་མཐོང་གི་ཐོབ་མཐོང་གི་སྐད་ལྷན་གནས་ཐོབ་མཐོང་གི་ཐོབ་མཐོང་གི་སྐད་ལྷན་གནས་ཐོབ་མཐོང་

291 B: Rutra.
292 B: bdug sbos.
293 A: DHÜPE.
294 A: GANDHE.
295 B: MAHĀ MAMSA.
296 A: KEM.
297 A: gyis?
298 A: omits HŪM.
299 B: Rutra.
300 A: kyls?
བོད་དབང་བུག་ཡུལ་བོད་ཀྱི་འབོད་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ནི་འབོད་སྣང་
དགོངས་པར་བྱེད་པ་ཡིན་གློག་གི་མིང་ནི་ནི་རི་
སྐྱེལ་བཱས་པ་དེར་ནས་བཤེས་པར་ཤེས་ཞེས་པ་
བ་དང་མི་འབུམ་པོད་པ། བོད་ཀྱི་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ལ་མི་
ཤེས་ཅན་ཡུལ་བོད་ཀྱི་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ཁྱབ་དག་བཞི་བཤད་པོ་
221
བོད་ཀྱི་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ཁྱབ་དག་བཞི་བཤད་པོ་
བོད་ཀྱི་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ཁྱབ་དག་བཞི་བཤད་པོ་
དཔོན་དོན་ཆེ་བར་མི་འབུམ་པོད་པ། བོད་ཀྱི་སྣང་
སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ཁྱབ་དག་བཞི་བཤད་པོ་
勃ད་ཀྱི་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ཁྱབ་དག་བཞི་བཤད་པོ་
བོད་ཀྱི་སྣང་སྐྱེས་གྱིས་ཁྱབ་དག་བཞི་བཤད་པོ་

299 A: bskong.
300 B: ltar.
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301 Page numbers refer to Tsha ba 1982 (abbr. TS).

302 TS: zhugs.
303 TS: shig pa.

304 TS: kyi.

305 TS: ku.
ང་རོལ་བཞིག་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་བཅས། གེ་ན་བབས་
ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་བཅས། གེ་ན་བབས་
ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་བཅས། གེ་ན་བབས་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས། ལེ་གནས་མཛོན་ཐ་ནང་བཙན་བཞི་
1927 ཐད་ལ་ཐོབ་བཟོ་བའི་ཐོབ་དཔེར་བབས་

306 Editor places a note to check the preceding text.
བདེ་བ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༤༩། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༥༠། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༥༣། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༥༧། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༥༩། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༦༢། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༦༦། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༦༩། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༧༡། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༧༤། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༧༦། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༧༨། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༨༠། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༨༢། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༨༤། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༨༦། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༡༩༨༨། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ། ༢༠༠༠། འཕྲོད་སྒྲོན་
ཨོ་བོད་སྐད་དང་བཅས་པ་ནས་བྱིན་ཏུ་བྱིན་སྐྱོད་མེད་པའི་དུས་དུས་བཅས་ལས་པར་འཐོབ་པ།
གཅིག་ རྒྱུ་ཐོན་མི་དཔེ་ནི་རླུང་འབའི་དབང་གྲྭ་བུར་། མི་དཔག་དང་འབིབས་གྱིས་སེར་ཐོམ་པ་ ཆོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས་ཤིང་བཤད་པ་ ཚོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས་ཤིང་བཤད་པ་ ཚོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས་ཤིང་བཤད་པ་ ཚོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས་ཤིང་བཤད་པ་ ཚོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས་ཤིང་བཤད་པ་ ཚོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས་ཤིང་བཤད་པ་ ཚོས་ལུས་ཅན་ལེན་པ་རྗེས་བབས　

307 TS: gyl.
ཡིག འཕྲིན་བཞི་དྲིད་ཀུན་ལུགས་ཀྱིས་བ་རོགས་སུ་བོད་ཀྱི་ཤུག་གི་གསུང་བའི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་གི་རྣམ་ཟིན་གྱིས་
འབྲིན་ལེགས། བོད་ཀྱི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་གི་རྣམ་ཟིན་གྱིས་ལྷུགས་ཀྱི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་གི་རྣམ་ཟིན་
འབྲིན་ལེགས། བོད་ཀྱི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་གི་རྣམ་ཟིན་གྱིས་ལྷུགས་ཀྱི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་
གི་རྣམ་ཟིན་གྱི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་གི་རྣམ་ཟིན་གྱིས་ལྷུགས་ཀྱི་དོན་དང་སྒྲིག་
2007 

309 TS: phya brnyan.
310 TS: phya brnyan.
311 TS: dbyug to.
312 TS: phya brnyan.
238

313 TS: gyi.

314 TS: gsun pa.
གཞན་ལ། རོགས་པར་བསྐྱུར་བགོད་པ། སྒྲིག་སྤྱི་དངོས་པོ་ལེགས་པའི་མེ་ཏོག་པའི་དབང་གྲྭ་བཙོབ་དམར།
ཁ་ཅན་དུ་གསོ་བཟོ་པར་ངེས་པོ་བཟོ་སྟེང་ཉིད་ཐེག་ཆགས་ལེགས་པའི་དབང་ངོར་བཙོབ་དམར།
ནི་ཐང་ཚྟོ་དབང་བྱུང་བ་ཞིག་ཆགས་ལེགས་པའི་དབང་ངོར་བཙོབ་དམར།
གུང་ཐང་དབང་བྱུང་པོ་གཞི་བཟོ་སྟེང་ཉིད་འི་དབང་ངོར་བཙོབ་དམར།

205) དབང་ངོར་བཙོབ་དམར། ནི་མེད་པ་དེ་བང་བཞིན་དུ་མཐུན་པའི་སངས་སྡེ་གཞན

315 TS: dgugs.

316 TS: zhes pa.
བོད་ཀྱི་བོད་དོན་ལ་བོད་ཀྱི་མོ་སྟེང་བསྡུས་ནས་བོད་ཐིག་ལྷག་མི་སྣོད་ཐུབ་དྲུག་སྤྱོད་ཆེན་པོ

317 TS: theb srin.

318 TS: kyi.

319 TS: theb srin.


320 TS: brgyad pa.
321 TS: bstod.

322 TS: kyi.
སྐུ་དུ་ག་བཟིག་བོད་བཅོས་ལྔ་མ་曦་ལ་ལེན་བྱས་ཀྱིས་ཐུབ་མེད་ཐེ་སློབ་ཞིང་ཐོད་མོག་གི་དཔལ་གྲོང་ཐེ་སློབ་ཞིང་ཐོད་མོག་གི་དཔལ་གྲོང་ཐེ་སློབ་ཞིང་ཐོད་མོག་གི་དཔལ་གྲོང་ཐེ་སློབ་ཞིང་ཐོད་མོག་

323 TS: rnan thar.

324 TS: ka zhu.

325 TS: brgyeng.
བོད་ལུགས་པ་བོད་ལུགས་ཀྱི་བོད་ལུགས་ཀྱི་ོད་སྐྱིད་པ་བོད་ལུགས་ཀྱི་ོད་སྐྱིད་

215. དཔའི་ོད་སྐྱིད་ལུགས་པ་

216. དཔའི་ོད་སྐྱིད་ལུགས་པ་

326. TS: ngang ngam.
བདེ་ལེགས་ལེགས་པའི་དེ་ལ་དུས་ལེགས་པའི་དང་བདེ་ལེགས་པའི་དེ་ལ་ལེགས་པའི་དད་མི་ཐུབ་ ཡིད་པས་ཀུན་ཏུ་ཞེས་པའི་དོན་དང་བདེ་ལེགས་པའི་དེ་ལ་ལེགས་པའི་དད་མི་ཐུབ་ ཡིད་པས་ཀུན་ཏུ་ཞེས་པའི་དོན་དང་བདེ་ལེགས་པའི་དེ་ལ་ལེགས་པའི་དད་མི་ཐུབ་ཡིད་པས་ཀུན་ཏུ་ཞེས་པའི་དོན་དང་བདེ་ལེགས་པའི་དེ་ལ་ལེགས་པའི་དད་མི་ཐུབ་

331 TS: sbyang ki.

332 TS: chenpo'i.
བདོན་བཟང་བོགས་པའི་ས་དབོན་དབེན་པ་དཔེར་བོད་པར་ཆེན་པོ་གཅིག་རྒྱུས་པ་ལ་ཞི་བར་མས་པར་བཟོད་པ་མདོགས་གཞན་བཏང་མི་གནོན་པར་མཛད་མི་བཞི་བཞིན་མི་གནོན་པར་ཐོབ་བྱུང་རིགས་ཀྱི་བསོད་ནམས་རིགས་བོ།

333 TS: gyl.

334 TS: rtogs pa.
བོད་ཀྱི་དབུ་ཅན་འགྲོ་བོད་བཅོས་ལམ་དོན། རྒྱལ་པོའི་དབང་ཕྲྲ་ཕྲོད། རྒྱལ་པོའི་དབང་ཕྲྲ་ཕྲོད། 

335 TS: shams.
336 TS: hyer bar.
337 TS: rtogs.

338 TS: bzhul'i.
བདག་དབང་བླNSNumber | བསྡུན་བསྡུན་ཙྦྱེ་ཉིད་ཨི་ཨིབ་ཀྱིན་ | བོད་བ། བོད་ཀྱི་སྤྱི་ཚིག་བྱེད་ | བསྡུན་བསྡུན་ཙྦྱེ་ཉིད་ཨི་ཨིབ་ཀྱིན་ | བོད་བ། བོད་ཀྱི་སྤྱི་ཚིག་བྱེད་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་

དབང་ནོ།། བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤེད་ལ་ བསྡུན་ཀྱི་མིག་ལྟར་བཙོ་བཤད་ལ་
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Appendix A: Zab hdun phur pa texts contained in The New Treasures

Volume TSA – 17

Text no: PT TSA 4
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi rgyud kyi rtsa dum phur bzhi don chen dam pa'i rgyun sogs nas cog brdung glo bur sgrub pa'i bar bcas
Pages: 71-204
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: Karma'i dam can brag
Description: Phur pa Treasure text

Text no: PT TSA 5
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi brgyud 'debs byang chub lam bzang
Pages: 205-208
Author(s): Zla bzang sprul ming pa kar ma nges don bstan pa rab rgyas
Date: -
Site: Sa spyod gsung gi 'khor lo
Description: Phur pa lineage prayer

Text no: PT TSA 6
Tibetan title: Sngon gtor
Pages: 209-210
Author(s): -
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Local deity gtor ma offering

Text no: PT TSA 7
Tibetan title: Skyabs sens
Pages: 211-212
Author(s): -
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa refuge and bodhicitta verses

Text no: PT TSA 8
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig las byang phrin las 'dus pa
Pages: 213-221
Author(s): a) Sprul pa'i gter chen mchog gyur gling pa
b) Prajñā Jñāna
Date: -
Site: Karma'i dam can brag

Description: Phur pa condensed *sādhana*

Text no: PT TSA 9
Tibetan title: *Rdzas phur byin rlabs*
Pages: 223-224
Author(s): O rgyan chen po'i phrin las mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Blessing of the material substance *kīla*

Text no: PT TSA 10
Tibetan title: *Sman mchod*
Pages: 225-226
Author(s): Zla ming pa
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa *amṛta* offering

Text no: PT TSA 11
Tibetan title: *Zab bdun mngon spyod phur pa las bstod bskul rdo rje'i thog 'bebs*
Pages: 227-235
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: R: Nam mkha' mdzod
W: Dil yag dgon theg chen rdo rje gling
Description: Praise and exhortation of the phur pa deities

Text no: PT TSA 12
Tibetan title: *Japa khang dbye pa*
Pages: 237-238
Author(s): -
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Dividing the recitation palace

Text no: PT TSA 13
Tibetan title: *Sngags byang*
Pages: 239-241
Author(s): -
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa *mantra*

Text no: PT TSA 14
Tibetan title: *Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig las tshe 'gugs*
Pages: 243-244
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date:
Site: Karma'i dam can brag
Description: Phur pa life hook ritual

Text no: PT TSA 15
Tibetan title: zab bdun mchog zab yang dag gi bka' srung sgrub pa'i phrin las
Pages: 245-255
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date:
Site: R: Mdo khaps nam mkha' mdzod
W: Tsa 'dra rin chen brag dpal spungs
Description: Phur pa protector ritual

Text no: PT TSA 16
Tibetan title: Zab bdun mchog zab yang dag gi bka' srung shwa na chen mo sgrub pa'i phrin las
Pages: 257-273
Author(s): Mchog gyur bde chen gling pa
Date:
Site: R: Mdo khaps nam mkha' mdzod
W: Tsa 'dra rin chen brag gi gyas phyogs dpal spungs thub stan chos 'khor gling
Description: Shwa na chen mo sādhana

Text no: PT TSA 17
Tibetan title: Zab bdun mchog zab yang dag gi phur srung shwa na chen po'i gtor mchog
Pages: 275-301
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date:
Site: Nam mkha' mdzod
Description: Shwa na chen mo gtor ma ritual

Text no: PT TSA 18
Tibetan title: Dpal chen rdo rje phur pa'i skong ba bdud 'dul sngags gling ma
Pages: 303-307
Author(s): Padma gar dbang blo gros mtha' yas
Date:
Site:
Description: Phur pa mending ritual

Text no: PT TSA 19
Tibetan title: Zab bdun mchog zab yang dag gi bka' srung shwa na chen po'i bskang ba'i las rim
Pages: 309-320
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: Nam mkha' mdzod
Description: Shwa na chen po protector mending ritual

Text no: PT TSA 20
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi bdag 'jug bde chen rab 'bar
Pages: 321-332
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: Kar ma'i ri khrod bde chen gling
Description: Phur pa self-empowerment

Text no: PT TSA 21
Tibetan title: zab pa skor bdun las yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig go khog dbub dngos grub gter mdzod
Pages: 333-482
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: Sa spyod gsang gi gnas mchog 'og min kar ma'i gtsug lag khang chen po'i nye char gsang sngags pho brang rdo rje
Description: Phur pa sādhana framework

Text no: PT TSA 22
Tibetan title: Dpal yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi smad las e khrom gyi phrin las gtor zlog dang 'brel ba'i gdab kha bdud dpung 'joms pa'i mthosn cha
Pages: 483-558
Author(s): Guṇahā
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa “Lower activity” ritual.

Text no: PT TSA 23
Tibetan title: zab bdun mchog zab yang dag gi shwa na chen po'i zlog pa'i phrin las bcol ba
Pages: 559-569
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: -
Site: Nam mkha' mdzod
Description: Shwa na chen po reversal ritual

Volume TSHA – 18

Text no: PT TSHA 1
Tibetan title: zab pa skor bdun gyi las bzhi'i sbyin sreg gi cho ga grub pa'i zhal lung las phur pa'i zhi ba'i sbyin sreg zhur phyungs nur 'gros su bkod pa
Text no: PT TSHA 2
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi rgyas pa'i sbyin sreg grub gnyis rab 'bar
Pages: 27-47
Author(s): -
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa peaceful fire offering

Text no: PT TSHA 3
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi dbang gi sbyin sreg nor bu'i lcags kyu
Pages: 49-67
Author(s): -
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa increasing fire offering

Text no: PT TSHA 4
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi drag po me'i las sbyor bskal pa'i me chen rab 'bar
Pages: 69-87
Author(s): Mkhan po ratna
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa subjugating fire activity

Text no: PT TSHA 5
Tibetan title: Zab bdun mngon spyod phur pa las gri 'dul gyi cho ga
Pages: 89-110
Author(s): Mchog gyur gling pa
Date: R: 12/07/ 1856 (*, 50, 6, 10) W: 30/12/1857 (*, 51, 11, 15)
Site: R: Mdo khams yel brag nam mkha' mdzod
W: 'Og min kar ma'i ri khrod
Description: Phur pa knife taming ritual

Text no: PT TSHA 6
Tibetan title: Zab pa skor bdun las yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi smin byed khyer bde rnam gsal du bkod pa rig mchog gsang ba'i bcud 'bebs
Pages: 111-158
Author(s): Padma gar gyi dbang phyug blo gros mtha' yas pa'i sde
Date: -
Site: Rdzong shod bde gshegs 'dus pa'i pho brang
Description: Phur pa empowerment ritual

Text no: PT TSHA 7
Tibetan title: Zab bdun thugs kyi phur gcig las tshe gyang dpal gyi be'u
Pages: 159-174
Author(s): Mchog gling gnyis pa padma dbang chen las rab rdo rje
Date: -
Site: Rgyam gangs mgul g.yu mtsho'i sgrub gnas
Description: Phur pa life luck

Text no: PT TSHA 8
Tibetan title: Zab bdun mgon spyod phur pa las bstan srung shwa na chen po'i yongs rdzogs gtor ma'i dbang mchog mthu rtsal nus pa'i bcud 'bebs
Pages: 175-186
Author(s): 'Chi med bstan gnyis gyung drung gling pa
Date: -
Site: Rdzong shod bde gshegs 'dus pa'i pho brang
Description: Shwa na chen po empowerment ritual

Text no: PT TSHA 9
Tibetan title: Yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi lha khrid gsal bar bkod pa rig pa 'dzin pa'i shal lung
Pages: 187-232
Author(s): Tsha ba bhan dhe karma rin chen rnam rgyal
Date: -
Site: -
Description: Phur pa deity meditation instructions

Text no: PT TSHA 10
Tibetan title: Guru'i thugs dam zab pa skor bdun las mgon spyod drag po'i las kyi zab pa yang gsang thugs kyi phur gcig gi spyi don rnam bshad rig 'dzin rtsal 'chang rnam gnyis kyi zhal lung zab don bang mdzod
Pages: 233-411
Author(s): 'Dul 'dzin mkhan po karma rin chen dar rgyas dpal bzang po
Date: 24/05/1876 – 21/06/1876 (*, 10, 4, *)
Site: og min stod lung mtshur phu
Description: Commentary on the general purpose for Rdo rje phur pa